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PREFACE

I

The stu~- reported in this volum.e is a curriculum. in-

,' vestigation.
i'

No one knows better than the one who is using cur-

riculum. techniques that they are still in a pioneer state of
•

I

.

development.

Every attempt has been made by the writer to present

accurately the technique she has used.

She feels there is an obli-

;J.·"

gation on the part of all those engaged i_n curriculum. construction
work to describe exactly the technique employed _in their respective investigations.

Inspiration for the present study came from several hundred teachers of Religion that the writer has taught in courses in
Education.

They were almost urumimOlls in e:>..1)ressing dissatisfaction

with the results of present curricular materials and techniques of
To meet the needs of Catholic schools. the following work,

teaching.

a local study. vre.s me.de in Chicago and for Chicago.

The writer is

gn.teful to the hundreds of ·religiO'lS teachers that made the investigation possible.
Schmidt,

s.

She is particularly grateful to Father Austin G.

J., Deen or the Graduate School of Loyola University• _

who has offered stimulating

criticism. at vttrious ste.ge_s of her work.
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1

THE TEACBING OF CATHOLIC ID.E;ALS: IJRADE .?"LACEl-DT, GRADE EKPHA.SIS,
.d.1-!D DET:ER1ITN.A.TION OF ·JU:-'iRICULUIJ: I.:A~RU.L IN THE ?ORM OF VIR~u'E
APPLICA'!110:US

CHAPTER I
INTRO~UCTlO!f

There is not a course o~ study in use in Catholic schools
that does not provide, either explicitly or implicitly, for instruction on the acquisition of Christian virtue.

Since the days of the

catacombs, throu~h the ages, Catholic instruction ,rograms for
church and school l1ave e~ohasized the virtues
men to practice.

Our Lord exhorted

But is the current technique of moral instruction

in our schools satisfactory?

To what extent is the teaching of

religion in the classroom functioning in the life of the child?

.Are

religious teachers satisfied with the results of their moral instructional programs in the every day lives of the pu~ils in their
schools?

::'hey are confident t'hat their ultima.te objectives are right;

but they have not, however, the s~r.:,e confidence in their teaching
procedure.

~hey know that a great part of their teaching is not

carrying over as it should into the immediate life of the child and
into his

after life as an ad~lt.

As a. group they are eager for

curricular and technique assistance that w·ill help them realize the
God.-g-iven objectives that ~re theirs.

'.:'he present writer is of that number which feels that

~

of the reasons why sincere, time-com::ur:iinf!' efforts at cbc'."i.racter
education have failed is because instructional n:ate.ria.1 has been
vague and abstract.

We

ll'llSt

never forEet that the crucial test of

relif-'ious instruction is~not in desires or plans of action, but in

the con..i.uct of dail:,• life.
\edge in to practice.

Children must be taught how to put rnowl

Inspirational taD:·s have their value in

arousinc desire for a virtue, but in aln;ost ever~, case they !:.'<lst be
followed ·.t1ith advice about how to apply the ideal presented to the
practical situations of life.

In fact, unless ao:Jlications a.re

nade to concrete situations and plans of action are '.vorked oat to

meet the:c:, the virtue will seldom be applied to daily ha:r,:penings in
the child's life.
Ea.ch day the child's social and physical environro6nt shifts

rra.ny times.

Ee is at home, at r,chool, on the playground, on the

street, in the store, at church, on the train or street car or bus,
in the homes of other&,and per},..B.ps at the n:ovies or theater.

In

each of these environrr£>nts, and in mlny others, he has opportunities
to react to the mor~l ideals that have been presented to him by
:i_Ja.rents and teachers.

His character will be the sum tot~l of his

reactions to the inn::,_merable situations that he meets on these different occasions.

In order to assist the school to rrake its :rra.:ximum

cor1tribution to the moral growth of :pupils the present study has

en-ieavored to discover:
1.

Curricular rr.aterials, in the form of practical a9:'.)li-

c&tions of virtues or ideals, that are specific, concrete, and
exhibit the various stages of ::,upil needs in the <lifferent school
g-rou:ps.
2.

':'hose grades in the school wherein given r.oral ideals

should first receive curriculum attention.
3.

'.:'he grade or grades wherein 0 iven moral ideals sho~1ld

receive greatest emphasis in the curriculu:u:.

3

l!any and varied compilations of :morLl.l ideals and rr:oral codes

have been n:ade.

Indeed, as Father Cooper says:

The history of moral codes brings home to us the fact
that while rm.n's natural conscience ig a fair guide to
moral truth, it is very fa.r from being an unerring- one.
His conscience unenlightened by revealed truth from
on high, n:a.:,r point out to hi111 the sim)ler and lLOre ob_vious thing-s in the rnora.1 id.ea 1, but not the finer
points. And even in the simpler things conscience
my be a11d is often twisted askew by :rron 's lower selfish desires. Conscience. so the history of moral
1
codes and practices J!Bkes clear, needs light from God.
On the other hand Catholic l!JOral principles never change.

tions change, but moral ideals are unchangeable.
Christ and are based on the eternal la~ of God.

Hurra.n condi-

~hey come to us from
It is the task of

Catholic education to assist the Ghurch in the application of the
unchan~ing ideal to the chan~ing conditions in life.
In this study morality and reli~ion are c:)nside::--ed as essen-

tially conn€cted.

~he Church has ever affirrr.ed that apart from

religion the observance of the rnordl la·.., is imyossi ble.

}'here morality

is divorced from religion, reason. it is true, will enable a rra.n to

recognize to a large extent the ideal
!Ill.Ch,

too, will be wanting.

to

which his nature points, but

~ithuut a sense of obligation to God,

without a knowledge of the tre1ne:i1dous ss.nction attached to violation

of the rr;0ral cornnand, strong c:otives fo:r obedience to the law a.re

wa.ntine.

'..Thile the present st-:idy is considering but three elf-ments in

the teaching of Catholic ideals. grad.e placement, grade emp11asis, and.
tne a,plication of the ideal to the life of the child at his various
stages.of development, there is no intention on the pa.rt of the ir.vest1ga.t1on to minin•ize the value of p::rayer and the sacra.rr:ents as the

means ~iven to mn t·o live u 1:, to tbll? rno:ra l idea.l.
l

Cooper, John

!.:.

Religion C':.1tl ines .t2L Colleges. Course .L. P• 11
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The present work mi{3ht well have taken St. Thomas' classification of virtues a.s an expert source for
was to be built.

tJ1E

ideals on which the study

But a different approach has been taken.

Realizing

the pedaP'Ogical value that ought to accrue from takin~ Our Lord's
words as recorded in the four accounts of the gospels, an analysis of
each ~ospel was made to note the virtues Our lord conma.nded, the
virtues He counselled, and. thirdly the virtues that are opposed. to
the vices He condemned.

In this vro.y the investigation prepared the

list of ideals that were used UJJ"ou,c;-hout the study.

'::he techniaue

err1ployed in the analysis ,.,-a.s the follov,ing:
1.

A mueinal check was rrode of t1'.!Ese virtues in four different copies

of the New ~estan:ent by four different persons.
2.

'I'he checks nnd.e by these four di:"ferent 3Jersons were compared in
order to test the accuracy o:f' the check to be used in the study.

3.

The verses checked were copled with exact r€:ference to gospel,
chapter, and verse on three by five cards.

4.

In the upper right hand co:rner o:f' ea.ch card wa.s placed the ne.me of

the virtue recommended by O~r Lord in the particular quotation
co9ied.

s.

~n authorized comnenta.ry

1

of the gospels was used as a rEcheck on

the virt.ue-heaclin?S in ord.er to inso:rE against personal interpretation of a pa.ssa?'e.
6.

All cards bea.rinP,' the same virtue-heading wer€ filed toget!·,er.

7.

7he nawes of the virtues assembled wer€ listed and submitted for
criticism to an eX!)ert theolo~ian.

1Brassac, A. 1;-.u1u.€'l ::ibliQue, '~~roo ::'r<>lsiece, Roger et Chermoviz, ?.l:ris,1920

5

As was mentioned earlier, the gospels were used as source
:rmterial in this curricular stud.~• for a psycholodcal reason,
na:rroly, that during the school's instructional program th€, perscn-

ali ty of Our lord my become m::,re familiar to the child in His

con'IB.nds and recon::mendations as well as in the exemplification of
these ideals in Eis life as mm.

ln becoming familiar with ideals

presented in the eospels~ the child ~s an op:!)ortunity to grow in

admiration and love for the personality of Christ.
1
writer has said:

As one spiritual

• • • His .rords are not flasbes of 11,g-htnin"', apt
to cause alarm; but they are peaceful, ouiet rays
of the sun, giving light to t.11.e eye and. soothing
~hey always influence the
will, thou7h in ve:r;:r vari.clls ways. · Chierly they
do so by SU!)Pl?ing the ivill wi tll. r.oti ves for action • Our Lord hard l!r ever !IB :ie a derr.a.nd of anyone without sup·Jlying· him with reasons for complying
with it. I!e derived t"hese reasons from all sorts
of things, sorr.etimes fro!!: t11e na.taral order, sometimes from the supcrnatur3.l; no\v with reference to
God, n(RI to o:ir neigJ:ibor. a?ld now to the person
addressed • • •

warmth to the heart.

~ere were indeed othE r means by ,.,ri.ich our Savicur
influenced the wills cf His hearers. These were
particularly the d.igni ty and decision of His c1m.racter and His absolute consistency - consistency of
mind, for Ee was the truth itself, never contradicting itself, never needing to ret?act an assertion,
never showing any uncertainty o:r hesitation,. never
utterin~ a !Ilf-re supposi.ti.on 1 or a renark not quite
to the :9oint; consistrnc;.~ also of acticn, for His
life was in the: rr.ost perfeet a.gl"eenent with Tris
teacr,inc:, a:cd displayed. the truest sanctity, without flaw and beyond all criticism • • •
The outline given above su1maTi~es briefly the n:a.nner in

which the list of virtues or ideals was prepared.

~he reader will

note as he examines this list on a later !=8,ge that it embraces all

1

Mesohler, Moritz,

s •.r.

Humni:y of Jesus, Herder, 1926. PP• 124, 128

those virtues that are given by accE-pted Catt.olic writers.
to be expected.

~his is

The ChJrch was instituted to teuch the ideals or

standards set b:r Christ.

CHAl'TER II:

TECHNIQUE OF INVESTIGATION•FOR GRADE :PLACEMENT AND GRADE EMPHASIS
I

There is a rule or modern curriculum construction which states
that after objectives have been analyzed they should be arranged in
, proper instructional order according to the psychological n~ture of
children.

In the field of religious education or of character edu-

cation no attempts have been made to locate virtues objectively in
the curriculum.

Text book writers and makers of courses of study have

placed_virtues in various grades according to personal opinion.

With-

out doubt many of the!'.!! wrote a:tter years or personal experience with
child nature.

However, there are others who did not have personal con-

tacts and planned programs of instruction with little knowledge of child
nature and its needs.

While the curricull..U'.l should provide for inmediate

and later needs of children, it is perfectly obvious that in the field
of ideals the first placement of a virtue in the curriculum should occur
at the gr~de level wherein the child manifests a need for the school to
come to his assistance in the development of the ideal.
Before describing the technique used in this study in determining
grade placement of virtues, there vill.be presented in survey form opinions expresseu during the ages by educational writers on the first needs
of virtue development in the edue~tia~ or an individual.

One of the

foreraost_ Calhholic educational vriters in this country wrote just recently:

7

l ~)

The development of character has ever been the
fundamental aim of the Catholic Church in \';hatever
education program she has undertaken ••.••The foundation of her cu::-riculll:1 llas always been the Gospel,
and the Gospel is something to be lived - not merely
knovm. 1

Present day gradation of instructional n:aterial had its begin-

ning with Saint John Baptist De la Salle. 2
the past, and even of our

01:.n

Educational·writers of

geoeration, generally speak of a given

period of lite as a time for the commencement of moral training.
seldom speak of a specific. grade placement.

They ·

There are assembled in

the following oaterials, opinions that exhibit not only the attitude

of individual writers but also the trends Inanifested through the ages
of when in ti:e life cf an inc.ividual char6.cter education should first
be begun.

The attitude of the Greeks I five hundred years before Clui:ist, is
. described by ?.~onroe:
School life began about seven and for the children
of t:te free Greek !c.nilies. save those financially unable,
continued for eight. or nine years .•••• During all this
period from the tit:e he grew out of the care of the nurse,
the Greek boy 'was in charge o:t a ped.ae;ogu~, ~ a slave or
servc..nt, - who was entrusted. -.:1ith the more.l oversight and
general cc.re of his charge •
• . • • •For the Gree!: boy ed.ucation ahays had an attainable aim, sine-a he possessed a concrete definite model.by
which to shape his chE..r2..cter and direct his conduct. Education was not a for~al, lifeless process, but a living of
a t:,pe of life full.of activity and pleasure, ot expression
o:r self Ei.nd of attenpt at concrete :forms of virtue ~ade
re'"l to him throu:h t:1e c~nduct of an h"insnirer". ·
-~eorr;e Johnson, "Character Education in the Catholic Church",
Relir;icus Education, XXIV, (January, 192.9), 54-57.
Gpc..ul U;:;nroe, A Text-Book in t}-..e Eistory of Education, p.438.
l\!ev: York:. i:e.cr::illan, 1914.
3 Ibid.~ pp. 83, 98.
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Four hundred. years before the Christian period Plato v:rote:
Education and admonition commence in the first year
of child.hood and last to tte very end of life. ~other
and nurse e.nd father and. tutor are vyine; witr. one,
another e.bout the ic:.provement of the child as soon as
ever he is able to understand VJhat is being si::.id to him. 1
In ancient Rome the conception of e<lucaticn for the most part

dealt with the formation of moral chart..ci.er and. in this the scr.ool 'had

but a minor place.

The home assumed the responsibility, and the moral

importance of the home was emphasized.
AlI:l.Ost two centurie.s later, when the corrupting
influences that had entered int~ the cosmopolitfl:Il life
of Rome were in !ull S'f.'ing, in his satire (XIV) upon
the vices of the Roman people, ruvenal formulates the ever
memorable principle not only of Roman "but of all education,.,..
,rThe greatest reverence is due the cl-.ild 11 • This responsi bility cf the father for the education of tis child, at
least in the formation o_f his moral character, ~as not
only a.! importwice to the child but it also reacted upon
t1.e father. The stabiU..ty and the perpetuation of these
virtues, of a sturdy, ruggeQ character among the ranks of
the cotl!'Lon peopie long ~fter the majority of the families
in the upper class, especially in the ioperial court circles,
had. fallen into most vicious·o.ebauchery, was o.,uite largely
due to this restraining influence of the ho~e and to the
fatl·.er 's responsibility for tlrn moral character of the boy.
The continuation of the quotation fron:. Juvene.1 indicates
this:. nu you are contemplating a disbracef'.11 act, despise
not your child's tender years, but let. your infant son act.
as a check upon your purpose of sinning :-•tt2

Ilse Forest, Preschool Educu"t ion, c._uoted fror.: Plato I s Protagoras~
Selecttons from Jowett's 'translation, pp. ~Off., Cle.rendon Press,
Oxford, 1885.
Zpaul ~onroe, A Text-Book in the History of E~ucatian, p.187.

-Erasmus believed that the ooral purpose in education should
ever be emphasized.

The following is taken from Monroe's discussion

of the eQ~cational belie!s of Erasmusi
The moral purpose in education should ever be
emphasized ••.•• A study of the child is adviset and
personal care and direction of his studies insisted
upon. The function of the mother, the importance
of play and of exercise, the necessity of keeping
education vitally
touch with the life of the times,
all are recognized.

if

Vives, thoroughly Catholic in his spirit, while he demanded much
of the teacher, his exactions from parents for the careful moral

training of the young-were many and minute.
most significant.

He considered home education

This t..iriter, who a.dvoca'ted the use of the inductive

method fifty years in anticipation of Baeom, labored and wrote for the
development of a sound Christian character by ~eans

or

religious and moral

training.begun at a very early age in the lite of the child.

2

Comeniu.s wrote previous to his j)idactica, The School of tha Mother's
Knee- in which he indicates ho~: mothers should care for the early educa-

tion of their own children and th~t it could be and should be made quite
definite even before the sixth year and independent of the formal
instruction of books.

1 Ibid., pp. 38l-38Z..
2 Patrick j . ·Mccormic~, liist.orv

The Catholic Education Press. 1915.

or

Education, pp. 202-.f.03.

Washington:.

7
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The Education of Girls by the learned French prelate,
Fenelon, contains much on the training of children, especially
on the period of infancy, applicable equally as well to boys as
girls.
Like the humanists of the Renaissance and
his contemporary, Locke, in En~land, Fenelon
began training with in!ancy ••••• Believing in the
plastic nature or the child's brain and the
value of early impressicne, so~e or hi~otable
directions 11ere:. •Be content. to form their
character little by little as occasions naturally
come up. You should content yourself •with
following and assisting nature ....'! 1
Rousseau, in his E~ile that expounds negative education, differs
from all other educational. writers

in regard to the period of life

that should first receive ~oral eduea~ion.

In !act, the very procedure

that he recommended forbids moral instruction.
quotation is illustrative.
of age he wrote.:.

The following brief

Referring to the period before twelv.e yea.rs

"The only habit a child should. be allowed to form is

to _c9ntract no habits whatever. 1r£

A generation later Pestalozzi de-

clared the very opposite when he said that the child's moral development should begin when he is an infant in his $Other's lap.

There the

virtues of love 1 gratitud.e, trust, patience, and obedience are first
1 Patrick J. A:cCoruick, HistoryoC Ec.ucai.ion, p. Z.93.
2.Jean Jacques Rousseau, Emile, Iostont. Heath, 1883.
translation.)
2-'t,

f•

(Worthington
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developed. 1
Froebel, like Pestalozzi, believed that in inf~ncy the seeds

of virtue are planted and chiefly- by the example of the parents.

It

is in striking conformity vii th his whole theory that P-roebel treats
reli~ion as the wfirst subject of the curriculum, and as preser.ting
and pointing out the ways and means by which the desire to live in

strict unity with God may be gratified and b:t which this ur1i ty, it
impaired, may ::e restored".

."'To live

1

in.

accordance with this knowl-

edge is C}iristian religion", states Froebe 1.

He believed that f'irst

ot all and above all, the school mould instruct for and in this
religion. Z
o.,,....?-,

Father RoS!)ll.ni, the Italian priest/\ contemporary of Froebel I s t, .

who constructed a theory of education very similar to that of Froebel,
urged !:'ioth.ers t.:; attend. to the training of feeling and will rather
than that of reason in the early ye;:.rs of childhood. The follov;ing

quotation from him shows the understallding; he hc.d of the problem of
_gradation:.

l

r .H.

'Pest::..lo zzi, Hot, Gertruc..e Tec:.cl-.es Her Children, Chapt£r XIV.
Syre.cEse, ~en Yer~: Ba:deen,. 1~98.
Fe.trick J. UcCormick, R1s,ory of Education, pp. 354-356.

,cv
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Hovi sha:. l \,' e find the sure ruly b:,r which the
teacher of ycu-th shall lmow 1.:hat things he must
begin with, anC: ,1hich shoulc. f ollO\'i, so that the
child v:ho hee.rs hir.1 may be led on, by gradations
always dul;:r adc..pted to his ro,,er, from what he
knows to what he does not kno\:! and has yet to be
taught? 1
Rosmini emphasized the re.ct th2.t 't"(.e child should be led by
easy grt'.dations and in a mannsr natura.l to him, follov1ing the natural

order of development.

Among writers of this genera�ion Doctor Shields presented the

follo\·1ing opinion on the curriculumt

In the elerr:entary school, particularly during the
first six ye.:ra of the course, nothing should be admitted
which is so final and de-finite in form as to render it
1m,ossible for. the child to tr�"1sfonn it and lift it
into the grov;iz-_,r structure o1 his constantly developing
,.,•
mind ....... The curriculum. in t!ie Cat}tolic school, while
· designed to c6et all these re�uirements, must be so arranged
as to shape life into con!orr::ity �ith. Christian standa.rds
of conduct e.r..c. at the same tir::e to impart efficiency in
earthl�r pursuits.2
The c:;.cove opinions cre :fr£..groentari.

They have been presented to

show something of the manner in 11hicr. e:::.uce..tione.l thinkers considered
v:hen, in the life of an inc.ivid.ua.l, viY--tue should first receive atten
tion.

The reader will note th:.t selcl.c:m are specific virtues mentioned.

In every case. but one, the writers quoted considered moral or

religious development in gener&.l, not ir� its specific manifestations.
1rbid., p. 3.59. (Rosmini-Serbe:ti. Ru.ling Princifle of Method Apr lied
to Educatio::1. Trans. of Grey 1 viii. :Boston, 1893.
2Thomas Edward Shields, P!�iloso�:--:s: of Ed.ucation, p. 412. Washington::.
The Catholic Education Press, 1£'1 '7.

Today, ~ith the modern tendency to be specific, scientific,
and analytical, there are research agencies, graduate schools, and

individ.u_als at work on particular problems of character education.
Perhaps the best 1'..nown of the agencies is the Character Educz..tion
Inc.,uiry

v.-ith its headquarters at Columbia University.

May and Dr. Eugh Hartshorne e.re the investigators.

Dr. Mark A.

This work has

been made possible b~r _a gre.nt from the Institute of Social· and Reli/

gious.Research of New York and is carried on by the Division of/
Psychology o! the Institute of Educational Research at Teachers'
College undez\the direction of Professor E.L .. Thorndike.

This inquiry

is attempting to adopt scientific methods to character education.
seeks to measure the value
education.
(1)

·or

It

schemes, procedures, and ideas tor moral

The testing program covers three principal divisionst

Testing of mental content and skills; (2.) Testing of motives, atti-

tudes, interests, inhibitions.;. (S)

Testing of conduct.

In 1927 the

Inquiry reported its findings in a Reliir;ious Educ~tion Association mono-

g:~J>~!. Testing th_e Knowledge of Right and Virong.

In 1928 Studies in

Deceit •~• published by llacmill.an Com~ 1 ~ u N

~ ;tl,.

QLM

WJV<1/.l t;_,, ~

The University of Iowa: established a research bureau1 in character!

education and religiou(:l education

in

1921.

.

It is u?j.der the direction

of the Graduate Schoo1 and the department of philosophy and psychology,
and is in. charge of Professor $d.v,in D. Starbuck..

In co-operc:.tion _with

the College of Education and the Child Weltare·Resem-ch Station it has
directed inquiries along the follo~1ing; lines:

An analysis of laws, an

1T'ne Institute o! Character Research. Iowa City, Iowa.

a.

inventory of moral situations faced by children, and the formulation
and testing of methods of direct teaching.

Untruthfulness in Children:

Its Conditioning Factors and its Setting in Child Nature 1 is a 1926
publication of this bureau.

The year 1928 also received from the Insti-

tute of Character Research volume one of A Guide to Literature for
Character Training. 2

This is a study that has taken close to ten years

to prepare with grants from the University and the
and Religious Research. 3

Institute of Social

The book is a selected list of the world's

best fairy tales, ani~al tales, stories, myths and legends;·it specifies
the degree of merit of each.story included, the schooi year to which it
is best fitted and just what each story is good for.
)

The trust-worthiness

of the Guide has received extensive statistical testing.

These statis-

tical studies are now ~eing prep&red tor publication by the Institute

of Character Rese1:a.rch at the University of Iowa and will be issued in
mono.graph form.
There is e. third atency in the United States at work in character
education.

D~.c.

This is the Character EQueation lnstitution of Washington,

It was this organization th.a.t av.arded The Iowa Ple.n a ;2.0,000.

prize in 1922..

l
,
.
,
..,\"J.E. Slaght, Untruthfulness in CltiB.ren. ~·"'"'-•.~,_t_v.~•• ;J,.,{ .;.>•~·•.h. :"~"--:,..... ~)

~dwin D. St~rbuck, and F.K. Shut~le~orth. Guide1to Literature for·
Character Training. Volw:ie 1. ·\0•.1.c.,.,- !+~-,( ; -yil{,:.-,y\_.~Stid1 \ 1q :>.. <t,
3 rnstitute of Social and Reliti~us Research, New York City.
·

q~:;;,
•

The ~bove notes describe briefly several recent character educatioo
activities in non-Catholic centers.

News writers of the past decade

hailed the work as something quite novel.

They were unfamiliar with the

·idea of character education as an integral part of the public school
in
work. Today chu-acter education is recognized as an essential/public
school systeos.

CJ-.aracter training,-~ has been mentioned before, has

ever been an esse.n~ial part of Catholic education.
one of the reasons !or its very existence.
primarily a way of living.

In fact, it has been

The Catholic religion is

Our schools, elementary, secondary, and

college, are interested in charl:lcter education:, not as something new to
be located in curricula, but as a time honored objective that they desire to have profit by modern tecr.niques .:.nd. curriculum materials.
search students at

Re-

Loyola University, Chicago I Marc1uette. University 1

and· at the Catholic Universi t~/ of America are engaged with charc;.cter

education studies.

riithout doubt other Catholic universities in the

researc:, progr,.n:s cf graduate schools are at. work also on phases of
character education.

fJhen one considers the large grants that sup?ort

s~cb research ~rogra~s in the eever-al non-Catholic centers·he will
underste.nd more readily why the extent of product.ion in our Catholic
research departr.:.ents is seemingly mee.e;re in output.
II

One pttr};ose of the present ir:ve st igat ion has bee:a to !ind out it
there is a concensus o! opinion on ,;;hen in the curriculun the scr.ool
should assume tti.s responsibility. T::i.e tec1:.niq_ue that was employed in
prep.::ring the list of virtu6s us€.d in this stud;-r has b(,en described
ih Chapter I.

Ti,e resulting list vas the f'ollo\·Jing,

Charity
To God
To the neighbor
In loving him as oneself
In works or mercy
In forgiving injuries
In not judging others
In making reconciliations
In despising no one
In giving good example
In not taking scandal
llope
Faith
· Confidence
Prudence
Justice
Fortitude
Temperance
Moderation in use or food
Moderation in use of liquor
Chastity
Modesty
Religion

Prayer
Obedience
Respect for law
Si~cerity
Loyalty
Gratitude
Generosity
Fidelity in little things
Sorrow for sin
Penn.nee
Patience
Meekness
Humility
V'latchfulness
In avoidance of temptation
For false doctrines
Over af!ections
For the hour of death
Perseverance
Zeal for souls and God's glory
~evotion to the Blessed Virgin
Perfection, Christian
Lire of the Counsels

Before this list of Christian ideals was used for the
purposes of the study, phrases descriptive of some of the virtues
were assembled in order that those who would be quest1oned about the
different virtues might consider them in a relatively simil&r ma~mer.
These descriptive phrases wer_e taken from accepted theological
authorities.

For nine of the virtues (zeal, confidence, devotion to

the Blessed Virgin, fidelity in little things, generosity, gratitude,
loyalty, sincerity, and respect for la1.V) it was considered tL.-mecessary to use descriptive phrases.
In order to determine vhen in the curriculum each virtue or
ideal should first receive attention a questionnaire was prepared.
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This form gave to those·who answered it an opportunity to tell, !or
each virtue, the grade ;from :first to t1.1el:fth, wherein they believed
the virtue should first receive attention·, and secondly, the grade
or grades, wherein the same person felt there should be ecphasis
on the particular virtue in the school curriculum.

A copy of the

questionnaire may be found in the appendix of this study.
The answers to these forms were obtained from 915 religious
teachers and from 1855 third and fourth year students in Catholic
high schools in Chicago and the immediate vicinity.

TABLE!
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIFFERENT GROUPS CONTRIBUTING INFORY.ATION TO
THE qUESTIO~'NAIRES
Number of elementary school
te~chers • • • • • •
69Z
Nur::ber of parochial schools represented
by these teachers , , , , • • • • • • • • • •
48
Number of teachers in Catholic high
schools for boys • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • · 73
Number of high schools.for boys represented by these teachers • .
• •
9
NUI!lber of teachers in Catholic high
schools for ~irls • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 150
Number of high schools !or g;irls represented by these teachers • • • • • • • • • • • 10
Religious orders of wo~en contributing answers • • • • • • •
• • • •
2.2.
Religious orders of men contributing
answers . .. • . . • . • . . . . . • • . • • • . 7
Nur::ber of high school girls answering
• 102.5
questionnaire • • • • • •
Nu:nber of high schools for girls represented by these girls • . . •
8
Number of high school boys answering
questionnaire • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • 830
Kumber of high schools!or boys represented in answers
••.
7

.............

...

..
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TABLE I presents characteristics of the different groups that answered the questionnaire.
The investigation assumed that the religious teachers of
Chicago, as a group, had had unusual experiential contacts with
large numbers of children o! different school groups and of different
localities, representing a variety of cultural, social, racial and
economic conditions.

The investigation further hoped that the reac-

tion of third and fo~rth year high school boys and girls, to the
same material that religious teachers had considered, would present
data of worth to the present study.

Before deciding upon the last

named group as a source of opinion the advantages and disadvantages
accruing from the same were considered.

This particular group of

young people was finally decided upon for several reasons:
(1)

The study presupposed that, at least, during
their hieh school years these boys and girls
had had some type of systematic instruction on
Catholic ideals.

'

(2)

High schools for boys and girls in Chic~go represent pupils from a wide sampling of home conditions.

(3)

The investigation realized that because of their
own youth these boys and girls were close to the
moral needs of boys z.nd girls in general.

(4)

The investigation assumed that many of these boys
and girls had brothers and sisters ~d recognized
their needs.

To be inserted on page 11.

In selecting teachers and pupils to co-operate ·with this stuqy.
speci&l attention vras given to procure a sampling of the different ccnditions represented in Chicai;o.

Table I shows that teachers from

twenty-two religious orders for women and seven orders for men contri buted opinions.

Not only was attention given to the representa.tion

of the religious orders in the se:mpling otjteachers, but the local
condi tionsk under which teachers were working. were considered i."'Tlportant.

Erfort_~~s made to obtain opinions ~rom teachers engaged in a

wide sampling of neighborhoods, i.e., those teaching among the well-todo, the poor, the striving, the colored, and also in the neighbor.Af6crls
of the different foreign eltraents.

High schools for boys and girls

were selected ~~th the seme attention to SB.lllpling.

The schools used

in the study were asked to co-opera:t.e beceuse they were taught by
religious of different·orders, because they represented the central,
north, south, and west sections of the city, because they taught
children from a ·wide variety of homes, and because they were either
large central high schools., very coSlllopolitan in character, or prive.te
academies, represented by a more or less selected bod:: cf students.
Table I gives the nur.iber of teachers contributing; opmions, the number of schools represented by these teachers, and the nurrrber of high
schools for girls and boys represented in the opinions of students.

In order to get a sampling of student opinion, in the large high schools
the entire fourth and third y€e.rs did not contribute opinions, but only

.

a portion of the entire group, selected by the principal ·or class tea-

cher.·

(5)

Through many years of close contact with the
high school girl the writer knew her to be
more than ordinarily acute in analyzing the
needs o! others.

The technique followed in the distribution of the questionnaires consisted of:
1.

Before approaching the teachers in the Catholic schools, the

entire plan of the study was explained to Rev. D.F. Cunningham,
the diocesan superintendent of schools.

He gave his approval,not·

only to this first section of the work, but also to the second
part .i.that necessitated classroom contacts.
2.

The study in its entirety was explained individually to the

supervisors of instruction of ten religious communities teaching in
Chicago.

Of the ten supervisors to whom the investigation was pre-

sented nine gave im.~ediate approval and promise of every possible
co-operation from the teachers and schools of their respective orders.

The \'Jri ter is inclined to think that the one supervisor,

who felt that the members of her community were already too busy to
participate in the study, maJ have been approached injudiciously.
In every other case an appointment to see the supervisor was made over
the telephone.
study.

The;-. in conference with her the writer explained. the

In the particular c:;;.se under discussion it v:as difficult to

arrange for an appointme:nt, the work itself was explained over the
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telephone, and it may have been misunderstood.
3.

The c;_aestionnaires with few exceptions, were distributed in person by the

writer to the principals of both elementary and secondary schools.
4.

In c&.lling upon the principals of the elementary schools the writer was

careful to mention that the study had Father Cunningham's approval, and if
the ririncipal were a member of a community that had a supervisor of instruction resident in Chicago, the fact was also mentioned that the study had the
Sister Supervisor's approval.
5.

Not only was the study explained to each principal (or to his or her rep-

resentative, in a few cases) but the questionnaire itself was shown, the manner
of marking illustrated, and the suggestion was made that the teachers fill out
the forms at a general study period.

6. The package of forms for each school was accompanied by a short descriptive
sheet, asking each teacher to fill out the questionnaire, recallingat the same
time his or her experience in life in general and with children in particular.
7.

This sheet also gave the date on which the writer would call for the answer-

ed forms.
8.

The dates o! delivery and call were a week apart.

Forms for the third and fourth year high school toys and girls were left

with the fifferent principals at the s~oe time that forms for the teachers were
left.
9.

Acco:r,pan~'inc euc,, package of forms left for students to fill out, was a

brief sheet o! instructions, asking each one to recall, as he filled out the
form, all th~t he re:r,e~bered about his own personal needs, all that he had ever

l~

observed about his brothers and sisters, and all that he had observed about
the boys and girls he knew.
10.

In the middle of the ~eek a letter was sent to the principals, reminding

them that on the morning of the date stated the write~-0uld call at their
respective o!!ices !or the answered questionnaires.
11.

On the dates designated the forms ~ere called for, in person, by the

writer.
The co-operation received was ~ost gratifying, both in promptitude,
in character, e.nd interest manifested.

Of the fitty-seven schools asked to

assist, there were only five that did not have the forms filled out by the
appointed date.

14CHAPTER III
GRADE PLAC.EW.ENT
As the reader inspects the numbers assembled in Table II, he will

I

i

see how the different groups, elementary teachers, high school teachers, boys
and girls,· registered their opinions for those grades wherein they felt the
virtue of love of God should first receive attention in the school curriculum.

r)
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enlightening piece of research, particularly in regard to a virtue of the
nature of the one under present consideration.

Did one person check as he

did because of the character of the virtue itself!

Did another check a

given grade because ot the child's ability to understand or because of the
child's personal needs at the particular grade level designated?
know.

We do not

The figures given in the tables ot this study represent accumulated

opinions; that is all.

In Table Il there is no striking divergence of

opinion between groups that the readerm.ll discover in some of the other
tabular displays.

Throughout this present discussionJtables will be inter-

preted by a process of simple inspection.

Instead ot speaking of single

grades, the terms primary grades, intermeQiate grades, seventh and eighth
grades, and high school will be used. The attitude of the present investie;ation is that children very to to_o great a degree to consider them as members of particular single grades.

It is for this reason that the groupings

designated above are used throughout the study.

iihile the term, junior

high school, might have been adopted instead of the expression, seventh and
eighth grades, it has not been employed because the present piece of curriculum work has been prepared tor the use o! Catholic schools, and up to the
present, Catholic school systems in the United States, on the whole, have not
been able to meet the junior: high school need.

In studying the figures pre-

sented in the various tables throughout this report it will be noted that
seldom, tor a given virtue, did all of the grou.p ~lto contributed answers
give replies tor the grade placement o1 every virtue listed.

For some of the

virtues,and particularly tor those that present a seemingly abstract ideal, as
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many as titty ot the _boys and girls !ailed to check.
Tne replies or the different groups to the grades wherein the virtue
o! hope should first receive curriculum attention are exhibited in Table III.
Here there is less agreement in opinion.

Inspection o! the column ot totals

shows t~t while 748 persons would have this virtue receive its first curriculum placement in the primary grades, 1 9 008 would place it in the intermediate
grades.

Examination or the opinions expressed by the group o! elementary
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Nevertheless, as a group, there

are more elementary teachers in :favor of having; the virtue receive primary
curriculum placement that in :favor or any other school group placement.

Here

again one wonders why these teachers 9ould place the particular virtue under

)
../

l

discussion in a given grade.
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Were they thinking of the inherent nature of

the virtue itself? or of the child nature! or perhaps of the ease or difficulty or classroom treatment?

T"ne writer is inclined to think that high

school boys and girls had little to offer in valuable opinion for this particular virtue.
Table IV presents data on the virtue of faith.

The column of totals

shows that 1709 persons would put this virtue in the curriculum of the primary
grades.

Opinions of the different groups represent a relatively similar trend.
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in God in time o! calamity•, "Faith in the Churchtt, and "Faith manifested

in acknowledging God before men" were also listed,
cured.showed that
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study of the data pro-

Faith in the Church 11 received primary grades placement
.,

: !
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.

while "Faith in God in time ot calamityfl and flFaith mani!ested in acknowledging God before men" received placement in the curriculum of the intermediate grades.
The reader has already noted that for the purposes of the present
study the virtue of charity has been treated trom various angles.
gives data on placement in the curriculum

or

that form of charity which is

manifested in •1ovine the neighbor as oneseu•.

The column of totals shows

that 1325 persons would have it r~ceiva primary curriculum placement while(,
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~993 persons would locate it tor the rirst time in the curriculum of the inter\.... ·

---. ,,

mediate grades.

:

Inspection of-the table in detail will reveal that several

groups present large numbers ot persons who !elt that the virtue should receive tirst curriculum placement in i.he fourth grade.

It is due to this
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particular- trend in opinion that the total tor the intermediate grades has a

skew that it might not otherwise have bad.

Charity, as it is manifested in the torgiveness of injuries, re

ceives tabular treatment in regard to first curriculum placement, in Table

Vi. ·There were 1160 persons who would place this item, for the first time,

J

)
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in the intermediate grades, and 1046 would locate it for the first time in
the curriculum of the prireary grades.

rt is rather interesting to see the

\)

comparatively large number of persons. from all croups, who would wait until

later years to have this particular manifestation of charity receive its first

attention in the school curriculum.

The reader �ill note that in each column,

the numbers. that are listed tor grades alter the fourth, are not small.

For

. -_ I

'
-,- II

!

:IIi.
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instance, in the column that records opinions of teachers of the elementary
school, only 3C4, less than half of the total 692, feel that this act of
charity enters into the primary child's life in such a way that the school
should consider it of importance to receive attention in the curriculum.

Are

Or are those other individuals

these teachers correct in their opinionsl

correct who would wait until the intermediate grades to have this item first
appear in the curriculum?

case

If adequate/reports were to be made on the behavior

of typigal individual children of the primary grades would data show that the
primary school does not need to have any men ti on o'f this particular item in
its curriculum!

This particular field or investigation is one that is ripe
The writer, for some time, has felt that typical character

for attention.

needs of the child of a given school group will be known only when there will
have been male a sufficient number of case studies on the unsupervised behavior·· of children.

()

,)
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In Table VII there are presented the opinions of the different
groups on the first placement in the curriculum of ch~!1l, manifested
in ~ot judgin~ o~hers.

Examination o! the column of. totals shows that

1,270 persons felt that the period of the intermediate grades is the

first time that there is necessity for the school to present this to the
child in the regular curriculum.

Ln comparing the opinions of the boys

and girls with those of the teachers there is a tendency on the part of
the high school students to locate this manifestation of charity for its
first school treatment at years later than those designated by the different groups of teachers.

In connection with this particular table and with

all those tables which present similar data for other virtues there is

-

'

evidence of extreme positionsheld by a small number of individuals.
~

Table VII shows that there were eleven persons who would not have charity,
manifested in not judging others, receive any curriculum attention until
the fourth year of high school and Table III-recorded even a more striking
posit~on--with Z9 individuals who would not put the virtue of hope in the
curriculum before the fourth year of high school.
The figures accumulated on charity, manifested in despisinE no
one, have been assembled in Table VIII.

or

the z.110 persons who expressed

opinions on curriculum placement of the different ideals selected for the
present study, 1,118 would have this particular phase of charity receive
its first curriculurr. attention in the intermediate grades, and 986 would
put -it in th~ pri~ary curriculum.

However, another large number, 546, felt

22
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that the first grade itself was the time tor tirst curriculum appearance.
Here again there is raised the question of securing more exact data on just
when in child life is there first need tor this virtue?

The present report

shows certainly a wide spread of opinion~
In Table IX, which exhibits data on charity, manifested in making
reconciliations, 1074 persons would have this phase of charity receive its
first attention in the school during the intermediate grades.

Further in-

spection of the table will reveal that thirty-seven teachers of elementary
grades felt that this particular aspect 01 charity should wait until the
hie;h school years to receive any attention in the curriculum.

Vii thout do~bt ,•

some of the opinions expressed by teachers of the different groups account
for the present seemingly unusU"a.l curricular placement of certain ideals

·i

,
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and the seeming neglect of the same ideals in particular sections of the
child's school lite~Charity, as it is lived in the works
the opinions of the different groups, in Table

J

or

x.

mercy, is presented, with
Here, as elsewhere

TABLEX
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this report, the reader will find little in unanimity of opinion.
Trends of agreement

are, however, inevidence.

1381 persons think the

intermediate grades should first make curriculum provision for this phase
of charity.

The reader's attention is called to the fact that the pre-

sent discussion is limited to the time in the curriculum wherein a given
ideal should first receive attention.

No attempt has been made to find
\

out how much attention, little or great~ should be given to the idealin
·I
-.

the years that i_t first appears in the sch.col curriculum.

However, in a

later section of this study there will be presented the results of our
survey to discover where in the schools there should be special stress on
the Catholic ideals discussed in the present study.
In Table XI there are presented the opinions of the various groups(,..

/
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on 'the. curriculum placement of that :torm ot cha.rity which manifests itself
in giving good example.

Inspection of Table XI shows that those who con-

sidered the problem, exhibit a wide spread or opinion.

While close to 500

persons are agreed that this phase or charity should appear as early as the
first grade in the school curriculumt there a.re hundreds of persons who would
wait until the later years of the elementary school to have the school accept any responsibility for the inculcation of this ideal.

The greatest ten-

dency toward agreement is manifested by the 1029 individuals who \'Jould give
this phase of charity its first curriculum attention in the intermediate
grades.
One other phase of charity was studied separately in the present /

{ )

,)
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manifested in not taking scandal.

Inspection or the table will show that

1,084 would locate it for the first time in the curriculum of the inter-

mediate grades and 1,054 in the seventh and eighth grades.

The reader

will notice that there is a decided ten~ency to have this phase of charity
ignored in the primary grades and to assume tha~ it is located in the
curriculum by the high school period.
On the questionnaire sheet that \Vas used in the present study
the virtue of prudence as it was listed ~as explained by this descriptive
phrase "apprehending the good things

or

eternity and the means of attaining

This definition was taken fron i.he Catholic Encyclopedia. The

to them".

writer has since regretted that she did not consider prudence in the general
TABLE XIII
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moral sense as "doing the right thing at the rieht time•. 1

In studying

the data presented in Table XIII it is necessary that the reader remember
that those who checked the questionnaire were influenced by the descriptive phrase that accumpanied the word prudence on the questionnaire sheet.

'

Inspection of Table XIII shows that 117Z wo~ld locate prudence in the
curriculum, beginning with the intermediate grades.

Further inspection

will show that 823 persons would have it receive its first curriculum
placement in the seventh and eighth grades.
In

or

Table XIV there are presented the findings

study in regard to justice.

_)

the present

()

First inspection shov:·s that 905 would have
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this ideal appear in the curriculum of the first grade ~hile a total of
1,360 would have it appear in ~he curriculum of the primary grades, taken
,
1
as a single group. One is rather surprised to note that 31 teachers of

the elementary grades are of the opinion that the virtue of justice
should not receive attention in the curriculum of the grades but should
be placed, rather, in the high school curriculum only.
Opinions on the first placement of the virtue of fortitude in

)

.
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grades.

Examination of the opinions expressed by several ot the groups in

regard to sixth grade placement will explain the total for the intermediate

.

grouping.

Further examination will show that 308 located this virtue for

first curricular attention in the first year or high school.

Inspection of

the column that presents opinions of teachers ot the elementary grades shows
that 210 of the 692 teachers located fortitude in the high school for its
first curriculum treatment.
Opinions on the first curriculum placement of the virtue of modesty

{)
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According tc 1.114 persons modesty as a virtue

should ~ppear in the curriculum ot the pri~ary grudes.

In examining the

. table further there are not insignU ic:ti:llltly sma 11 numbers of persons who
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would have modesty as an ideal appear first in the curriculum of the intermediate grades and even receive its first attention in the seventh and
'
eighth grades.
The distribution of opinions in regard•to the curricular plecement
o! the virtue of chastity is shown in Table XVII.

The column of totals does

()
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not present any very large number of persons holding the same opinion.
There were 927 individuals v:ho woula have the ideal of chastity first appear
in the curriculum of the primary grades, 906 who i::ould have it first appear
in the curriculum of the intermediate grades and 616 who felt that it should
first receive attention in the seventh and eighth grade groups.

f.

Although

the tatal nuztber of persons who would place t.his ideal in the primary curri-

·-•

I, ·- h

-··

)
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culum is not large, there were 548 persons who felt that it should be in
the :first grade curriculum.

Further study or Table XVII shows that 121

teachers of the elementary grades felt that ·seventh grade was adequate
time for this virtue to appear ~~r the first time in the curriculum content;
that 145 boys checked eighth grade e.s the ~•ear while a study of the opinions
of high school girls shows that they considered there was a need for this
ideal in the primary and intermedia~e groups.

The reader will remark a
"\

similarity of trend in the opinions of both groupsef high school teachers
and high school girls.

Table XVIII gives opinions on the first position in the curriculum
OF FOO])
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were 1,261 persons who would place this ideal in the priwary grades and
924 individuals who would give it curriculum attention for the first time
in the intermediate grades.

Opinions on the curriculum placement of that

form of temperance which is manifested by moderation in the use of liquor
are given in Table XIX.

Inspection shows t.hat 1,029 persons felt that thee.·

~

,)
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high school period was adequate time tor boys and girls to meet this ideal
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There were 1,017, however,

-

A more detailed analysis of this column of totals re-

veals that there were 795 persons who considered the eighth grade curriculum
the appropriate place for this ideal to appear for the first time, and that
there were 504 persons who favored th~ first year high school curriculum.
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The prevailing.attitude on the curriculum placement of sinceriti
·contributed to the present study is exhibited in Table

of the groups who

There were 1.090 individuals

XX.

felt that sincerity should receive
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first curriculum attention in the priJDa.7"Y grades and 1,022 who would locate

it tor the first.time in the curriculum of the intermediate grades.

In

studying the figures -presented there is a tendency on the part of the boys
and girls to place the ideal o! sincerity at a later year in the curriculum

than is done by the different groups of teachers contributing opinions.
In Table XXI there is a summary of opinion on the grade at which

--

respect tor law should first receive attention in the school curriculum.
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Inspection of the column

or
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totals shows that 1,068 would have this
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The virtue of obedience from the stc.ndpoint of first appearance
in the curriculum is treated in Table XXII.
trend of agreement.

Here there is a noticeable

Of t~e 2,770 who answered the questionnaire, 2,307

would have this ideal present in the curriculum of the primary grades.
In this table, as has bsen characteristic of the others exhibited, there
is shown a tendency ot a small group of individuals to wait until the
seventh and eighth grades and.even until high school to locate a given
ideal in the school curriculum.

One wishes that it were possible to

find out why these particular persons express such an opinion.

I
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l

The wri-

f

ter is inclined to think that the term ...curriculum placement" may imply

an

.

-!

to themiabstract instructional program that is entirely foreign to the

.t
l

intentions of the present study.
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the school curriculum, T~ble XXIII shows that 2,399 persons are agreed
that the ideal should first appear in the curriculum of the primary grades.
In connection with prayer the reader will not !ind the decided spread of
opinion tnat has characterized the opinions held by indivi9-uals in connection with other ideals and thei~lace in the curriculum.
Opinions on the virtue of selt denial and its position in the
curriculum are exhibited in Table XXlV.
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i ~ l d put this ideal for its first curricular- attention, in the program

of the intermediate grades.

Table XXIV shows a spread of opinion that seems

to be characteristic of muclt

or

the data obtained during the present study.

:✓
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Table XXV, however, presents a closer uniformity of idea.
'
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Inspection of separate col-

group3 of persons for the first curricular placement of religion in the
school curriculum.
For the first lQcation o:f the Yirtue of humility in the curriculum
·rnspection c! Table XXVI

shows, however, that large numbers of teachers \'./Ould defer curriculum
attention of this ideal until even the seventh and eighth grades.
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umns will reveal the character of reaction represe~ted by the different

1,042 would place it in the intermediate grades.
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checking their opinions on the virtue ot religion Z,16~ would locate this
ideal in the curriculum of the primary grades.
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again, it would be enlightening to knov the actual reasons that directed
~\
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Examination of Table XXVII sho'lls data. obtained relative to the
According to 1,109 per-

sons the cu!riculum of the intermediate grades ~hould provide for this
There were, ho~ever, 509 individuals vho would locate this virtue

in the first gr&de·curriculum.
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It is noticeal>le in Table XXVII as in

earlier tables, that the opinions of the high school groups have a tendency
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for later pla~em~nt than the opinions of the different groups of teachers.
Patience as an ideal and demanding curriculum placement is located
in the intermediate grades, according to a total of 1,038 persons.
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in regard to this placement. It is

rather interesting to note that by the opinions

or

boys and boys' teachers,

this• virtue would receive its first currii:uluJD attention in the seventh and
eighth grades-

One wonders if this is a i:hance result or if a more penetra-

ting study would reveal that there are certain moral needs of the boys that
appear at a later date than those of the ,1r1.

From the standpoint of

•i

I
•
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physiological and psychical development, scientific studies show that the
girl is in advance of the boy up to and through the first years of adolescence.
Inspection o! the colunm of totals of Table XXIX will show that

(i
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l,47Z persons located, according to their opinions, fidelity to little·

things in the curriculum or the primary grades.
a number of persons who located it else111h.ere.

There are, nevertheless,
For instance, 200 teachers ·

of the elementary grades would give it ii.s first curriculum attention in the
intermediate grades, 38 others would 111ait until the seventh and eighth
grades, while 14 would not have it in the curriculum until the high school
period.
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The opinions of the various groups on the earliest curriculum
placement for devotion to the Blessed Vir~in are summarized in Table

XXX( ·)
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There are ·1, 789 persons who 1Yould locate the virtue in the primary curriculum, while 634 would wait until the intermediate grades, 146 until
seventh and eighth grades, and 55 until the high school.

The reader's

attention is celled t? the fact that_not a single teacher from any of the
groups would wait until the high school period tor curriculum provision
for this virtue, and only- 21 teachers would wait until the s_eventh and
eighth grades.
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In Table XXXI 1,687 persons placed the virtue of generosity

in the curriculum ot the primary grades.
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detail will show that the boys and gi~ls are responsible for most ot the
opinions that would locate generositl in later periods ot the school curriculum~

However, there were 16 teachers of'the elementary school who were of

the opinion that this ideal should wait until the high school years to appearin the curriculum.
For the virtue of gratitude 1,5~7 persons are recorded

in

Table

XXXII as expressing the opinion th~t this ideal should be in the curriculum

,
,

7""

i

;

f~

Ja
-~

----j
J
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of the primary grades.

Inspection of the table reveals a wide distribution

(
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·or opinion. Without doubt the reader

·

1
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121 _. -----...-~2-... __
117
!
401

·1oa

d I

---1

,:

~(·:.__,£/ .:.; i

is accustomed by this time to the

.

~)

i.!

trend that is manifeste~ in almost every table by the opinions o! the high
school students and by the small group of teachers who have a tendency to
wait until the later school years to make curriculum provision for the
various ideals.
·• Loyalty. in regard to first curriculum placement. is presented in
Table XXXIII.

• 1

Opinions are various in regard to the school period that

should make curriculum provision for the first time for this particular
ideal.

'l'be column

of totals shoi::s that 1.084 persons would place loyalJ.L

'
II
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tor the first time in the curriculum of the intermediate grades, 733
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I
would place it in the primary curriculum. and 649 persons would wait
until the period of the seventh ar.d eighth grades.
Accordin~ to Table XXXIV the virtue ot Eerseverance should
first appear in the curriculum during the intennediateg:-ades.
are 1,018 persons who checked this as their opinion.

There

However, atten-

tion should be called to the !act that 900 checked the period of the

seventh and eighth grades and 407 the period of the high school years.
It is worth noting that ot these 407 persons who felt the high school
period waa adequate time for the ideal of Eeraeverarice to appear in

the curriculum 149 were teachers of the elementary grades and thirty-

__ J_!:lf_

--)
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one were high school teachers.

\ )

(

(
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prepented in Table XXXV.

There were 1,044 persons in the different

groups who felt that it should receive its first attention in the
curriculum during the intermediate grades.

Still, the 457 persons

who telt that it should appear in the curriculum of the first grade
are no:t tew in nU.!llber, n~ither are the 196 who would place it. first
in the high school.
In Table XXXVI watchfulness in the avoidance of temptation
is treated as a curriculum item trom the standpoint ot the period at
which it should first appear in the curriculum.

There are 1,203

c· ~)

TABLE XXXVI
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With the exception ot the opinions checked by a small number ot elementary teachers, there is a fairly similar trend in the
In Ta-

distribution of opinions expressed by the different groups.

.

ble XXXVII watchfulness over affections is presented as a curriculum
problem.

\

Inspection of the column
oftoto.ls shows that 1,153 persons
.
\

.

considered the curriculum of the seventh and eighth grades as the

()

place wherein this item should first receive curriculum attention.

TABLE XXXVII
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the 73 teachers of high school boys, nineteen would have

placed this item in the sixth grade curriculum.
Table XXXVIII presents data on the first curricular place-
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ment o! watchfulness tor false doctrines.

One thousa.nd three hun-

(

dred eight persons would put this item in the curriculum of the

)
l

DOC~RINES

/

TABLE XXXVIII
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seventh and eighth grades.

ln examining in detail the-tendency ot

the opinions expressed. the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades represent the specific years that individuals checked most frequently.
Table XXXIX

presents opinion on the first placement in

the curriculum of watchfulness for the hour ot death.

Individuals

show little agreement in the figures tabulated in the column ot
totals.

There were ge7 who would put this item in the curriculum

of the intermediate grades, 824 who would put it in the seventh and
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eighth grades and 321 who would wait until the high school years.

(

)

)
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Sorrow for sin is treated in tabular form in Table XL.
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were 1,519 persons who would put sorrow tor sin in the curriculum of
the primary grades and 785 who would put it tor the first time in
the curriculum of the intermediate grades.

While the reader has be-

come accustomed to the trend manifested by the checks of the high
school groups, the opinions expressed by several of the teachers of
the element,p-y grades to plac.e this it.em in the high school curriculum are noticeable in their singularity.
In Table XLI the opinions assembled show that 1,213 persons
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the virtue of penance in the primary curriculum a~d 1,112
would have it appear for the first time in the curriculum. of the intermediate grades.

A study of the table will show that 2,325 of the

~
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2,770 persons were agreed that at least somewhere in the tirst six
grades penance should receive its first curriculum attention.
What. the various groups think ot the life

·or

the counsels

(
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tion of the column of totals shows that 1,161 would have this item

appear for the first time in the curriculum of the seventh and eighth
grades and 833 would wait until the high school years.

It is of

interest to note that 273 elementary teachers alone would have this
item wait until the high school period to receive any curricular

attention.
~

seems to be anothor virtue about which there is,
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speaking relatively, little ·agreemen~. As the reader studies Table
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XLIII he will note the wide spread of opinion.
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The greatest tendency

towards agreement may be observed when 912 considered the seventh and
1·

eighth grades the school level at which

~

should receive its first

curricular attention.
Table XLIV gives the opinion of the different groups on th~
first placement in the curriculum of ~stian perfection.

There were

952 persons who felt that this !deal should first appear in the curriculum of the seventh and eighth grades.
there is considerable spread

or

opinion.

For the other grade groups
Christian perfection seems

,·

l
l

\
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to be another one of these ideals about which there is not any decided

)

(

)
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for curricular placement.
In SWllillary form Table XLV shovs the grades at which opinion
would place the ideals listed in the school curriculum for the first
time.

A brief inspection will sho~ that there are seventeen virtues

that more persons would put in the primary curriculum than elsewhere,
nineteen virtues that opinion would have receive first curriculum
attention in the intermediate grades, .six virtues that would be
p_laced in the seventh and eighth grades. and one only would wait until the high school period to receive curriculum consideration.

so1

(T.o be inserted at the bottom of'
page 54 o.nd on page 56.)

__)t'1 Table XLV, on the following page,

V
tJ::i.,;,;r..,

ii presen~ in

summary- form the gr~des wherein the virtues studie}in this

investi-

gation should receive first curriculum. e.ttention according to the

~as useJ.

~

J/J'A-'J~-t§
p F v ~ 3 sam1-e.Fy he

\,-.,'vA

findings of the study. In

A

following technique•

For each of the five groups contributing opinions the number

one was assigned to that gr!ido v:here the plurality thought ttie virtue
should be introdu~ed, the number ti-,o to that grade receiving the
second highest number of votes, etc.

The index numbers obtained in

.this way were totaled for each grade, e.nd the virtue was then assigned
to:that grade with the &'M.llest total.

Table XLV presents not only the

gra.de pl'e.cement for ea.ch virtue but an analysis of the opinions of the
2.,770 persons, as expressed f'or a pa.rticule.r vittue at the grade designated, in the form of rar1k or index.numbers, tabulated under the group
headings.

Inspection of the table will show that twenty-two virtues are

J.isted for first curriculum placement in the first grade, one virtue in
the third grade~ four virtues in the fourth grade, one in the fifth,
four in the sixth, end eleven in the eighth grade.

According to the

above method of analyzing the data, all the virtues should be found in
the curriculun before the ninth grade •.

r

"TABLE XLV "
GRADES 1'JHEREIN THE VlRTUES LISTED SHOULD FIRST RECEIVE CURRICUllJJl!ATTEHTION AS DETERMmED BY lUUKING Th"E OPilHONS on GRADE PLACEMENT OF THE FIVE DIFFERENT GROUPS
CONTRIBUTING TO THE PRESENT STUDY
Virtues
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Index numbers for this particular grade for each
first
of the groups contributing opinions
curriculum Grade
High School High School High
High
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teachers - school school
boys'
girls'
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~irls

f1ove of God •••••••••••••••••
!Fe.ith ••• • • •. • •. • • •· • • • • • • • • •.
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1
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1
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1
1

I
I
I
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l
1
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l
1
1
1

Justioe.$•••••••••••••••••••

I

M. ode sty . ...... • • ........... .

Devotion to Mary ••••••••••••

I
I
I
I
I
_·I·I
I
I
I
I

Generosity•-•-• ••••.••••..••••,

:t

(Gre.titude ; ••••••••••••••••••

I
I

Chasti t-y . ..... • •••.••••••••••

Temperance:

Use of food ••••

SinceritY•••••••••••••••••••

Respec~ for lqw •••••••••••••
Obedience •••••••••••••••••••
Pre.J-.. . er • ......................
~eligion ••••••••••••••••••••
Meelmess ••••••••••••••••••••
Fidelity in little things •••

fLeye.l ~J. • •••••••••••••••••••
:confidence in the Providence
of God ••••••••••••••••••••

Sorrow for sin .............. .
Penmce • ••••..•••......•..•.

~elf Denial •.•••.. : ....•...•
nioue • ••••••.••••••••••••••••

~'e.tchfulness in the avoidanc
of temptation•••••••••••••
Works of Mercy ••••••••••••••
Che.rity in not judging otheri
~hafity in making reconcilia

L tions•••••••~••••••·••••••
~mil&ty • •••••••.... , .•..• • .
~atience •••••••••....••.••••

I
III
IV
IV
IV

1
1
1

2
3

1

2.5
3
3

1

l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

\.

6
8
3
6
6

l
l
1
l
l
1
l
1
l
1
1

1
1
1
l

1
1
1

4

2

2
6

l

2.5

1

4·

2
2
3
3

1
1

3

1

1
1

5
5

2
3

5
3

4

1
l
1
2

l

index
nu.mb,rs
6
6

7

11

12
14
5

11.5
14
9

2

10
14

1
1
·l

1
1
1

5
5
5

6

l
1
1
1
1
1

11

1·
1.5
1

1
l
3
2

2

5

5.5
5
6

14
9.5
8
8

17
16

l

2

1

V

4

1

2

2
2

VI

1
1

1

2

3.5

1

3

VI
VI
VI

1

6
2

2
3

3

4.5

16.5

1

l

4

1.5

2

2

10
11.5

1
1

l

6

2

8

1
1

l
1

7

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

5
5
8
5

4

9

1

2

1

'7. f

death ••••••••••••••••••••• VIII

Zeal •••••••••••••••••••••••• VIII
Life of the Counsels (In: str..i.ction) •••••••••••••••• VIII

3
2

1

2

l

2

2

1

l
1

2

2

l

1
1
1

1
1

Perseverance •.•••.•.•••••••• VIII

3

:Ter.iperance: Use of liquor •• VIII
For..'-'l•tU d e. • • • • • . • • ... • . • • • • • VIII

1
3

1
1
l
1
1

VIII

1

~~ity in not taking scan• d~l ••••••••••••••••••••••• WIII

2

1

2.5

Christian Perfection •••••••• !VIII

1

r-rudence •• ••••••••••••••••••

7
7
1

2

Tota.l of

r.v

r'f~tch~ulness for false doctrines •••••••••••••••••••• VIII
!Vfetchfulness over affections VIII
Watchfulness for the hour of
:t.

l
1

l
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2

7

10
10.5

5

7
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An analysis of the Course of Study in Relig!on1 for
the archdiocese of Chicago reveals that no graded program.
in the training of Catholic ideals has been provided for
the parochial schools

ct:

this city.

While mention is made

on page seventeen of the Course of Study that religion is
taught to the child not for the sake of mere knowledge
alone but primarily to affect his life, the curriculum
outlined is ·or euch a nature that understanding and memory
elements receive major attention.

For each grade, curric-

ulum materials are listed under the following headings:
Prayer, Aspirations, Hymns, Doctrines, Bible Studies, Liturgical Year, Objectiv~ Lessons for the first four grades, and
for the first six grades, Religious Practices.
virtue appears seldom in the outline.

The word

For grades five and

six, in connection with the study or the life of our Lord,
He is pointed out as the example of every virtue.

In the

:t"i.fth grade, in connection with His life, the virtues of
humility, meekness, obedience and patience are mentioned.
Bible hi story for sixth grade has for one of its aims to
inspire the child to follow Our Lord's exa;:iple in doing
God's will in all things.

The reader will see from the above

brief notes on the Course of Study in Religio2_:. that teachers
in the parochial schools of Chicago have had little or no
guidance in planning a program in the teaching of virtues.
1 Puhl1sfiea·"'by tfie Board

ot Eau.cation, ArcEalocese or dn!cago, 1923

Programs that have been followed and activities that have
been carried out have been, in almost every case, the work
of the indiyidual teacher.

of an adequate sampling.of individual childre!l/
I

/

.

exhibit greater agreement and accuracy tor the

grades at Which specific ideals
in the school curriculum?
(4)

•✓-ppear

of the opinions of parents present
vergence of
era!

. 0

/

------ ~~-----·~···. -

llight the opinions

do not realize his need tor this helpf
5.

The present problem ie one that demands deliberate
study from catholic educators.
In considering the facts presente

s chapter, it is

necessary tor the reader to remember that the: placement of an ideal
in the curriculum of a given grade is a demand upon the s:hool to
attack the ideal directly.

The present investigation believes that

the indirect inculcation of an ideal should begin in the pre-school
period at the moment the little one manifests a first need forthe
ideal in his daily life.

Without doubt many of the teachers who

contributed opinions to the present study are of this opinion.

""-:--,,,,---
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Perhaps many of them feel it is possible for the indirect method to
extend far into the elementary school.

They may be perfectly correct

in this opinion, but what of the thousands of our children who
receive no inspiration, no direction, no assistance for growth in
virtuo be!ore they enter school?

Our schools must provide tor them,

and !or genera~ions provision has been made.

The present investigation

seems to show, from the wide spread of opinions expressed, thut there
is need of a much more varied type of objective study to answer this
very necessary question.

Where in the school should a given ideal

first receive curriculum placement?

('

I
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CHAP1'ER IV

GRADE EMPHASIS.

The problem of detern1ining those grades in the school where
special stress should be placed or.. given idea.ls is another phase
of currfoulum construction that has not received objective treatment.

It_ ie, however, a problen of importeuce if the school

would not neglect a very essential feature in its provision for
the teaching of Catholic ideals.

In Chapter II mention was ma.de

of the fa.ct that the 2, 770 individv.als who contributed opinions
to the present study were asked to do so in. the. light of their
knowledge of self and of their knowledge of the needs of others.
In preparing the forms that were checked in this study, no
attempt was made to discover the single grade wherein e.n ideal
should be stressed.

Individuals were asked to check the grade

or grades wherein they felt the several ideals listed should
receive greatest stress.

In aln:ost every case individuals

checked more ·than one grade.
Table XLVI presents the con.i.ensus of the opinions studied
on the grades in the school wherein love of God should receive
specie.I stress.

Examination of the data displayed shows that,

v:ith the excl-1pticn of the elemente.r;, teachers., all groups would
place greatest
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e~phasis on this virtue in the eighth grade.- Due to the large
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number 0£ teachers 0£ the elementary grades who would defer the emphasis until-the f'irst year of high school, the column of totals shows a
larger number in favor of stress on this ideal in the ninth grade.
A detailed study of' Table XLVII will show that elementary

-

.

teachers would put greatest stresJ"on hope in the eighth grade with
relatively as great a stress during the entire high school period.

The
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reader will note that from the seventh grade on there is a marked
tendency for the virtue of ho~ to be scored as requiring stress in
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cial stress in the school, than checked any other grade.
From the viewpoint of emphasisJ faith is presented in
Table XLVIII.

Of all grades check~d for stress, eighth grade was

checked the most frequently.

Attention is called to the fact that
(

/
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this virtue received 1.,170 checks., suggesting stress as early as
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the sixth grade.
In Table XL~X-loving the neighbor as oneself is considered in its need for special stress in the school.

\"lhile elementary

teachers would give greatest stress to this item in the seventh
grade all the other groups contributing opinions would put the stress

\

__

.
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in later years.

According to the column of totals eighth and ninth

grades should receive special stress.

C)

It is worthy of note that
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in the consideration of this particular ideal 1,069 are the greatest number of checks put after a single grade while in Table LXIII
as many as 1 1 999 checks £or stress were ~ade.

In studying tho trend

manifested by those who checked the questionnaire, the writer is
inclined to think that the more i'aniliar tne ideal and the more concrete or manifest its application, the more forceful was the reaction

of the group checking the need

or

933
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the ideal to receive special stress.
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Forgiveness of injuries, with its particular need for
stress in the curriculum~ is shown in Table L.
✓-
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themselves, exhibit a tendency to plac~ greatest stress on this
ideal in the t\~elfth grade.

The n~bers, however, are too small to

be conclusive.

In Table LI not judging others is presented.

From eighth

grade on, all groups would have spe~ial stress placed on this ideal.
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should be special stress on this manifestation of the virtue of
vharity.

The writer feels that such a reaction deserves particular

consideration, for the third or fourth year girl h~s checked a need
that she knows belongs to the present period of her life_. and not
to several years previous.
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According to the column of totals for Table LII 2harity as
it is manifested in despising no oue should receive stress in all grades

£ram the seventh grade on, and apparently its greatest stress ·should be
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in the eighth grade.

The reader vlill note a similarity of' trend

shown by the checks of' the different groups.
Table LIII., in its display of t:rn need of' curricular stress
£or charity manif'ested in the ~a.king

of

reconciliations., shows grades

seven to twelve inclusive, all receiving more than a thousand checks.
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inspection will revea1 comparatively :f'ew persons checking the grades
,, '

below

seventh.

Teachers of' high school boys and girls seem to

recognize the need of this phase or charity for their pupils while
teachersor the elementary grades do not feel the same need f'or children in the primary and intermediate grudes.
Data on grade emphasis for charity manifested in the works

436 ~?
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o:f mercy are presented in Table LIV.

Grades seven to 1.Nelve in-

clusive are ·the grades checked :for special stress.
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will show that the other grades, from seventh on, have received
each one, less than eleven hundred checks.
Table LV exhibits data on emphasis for charity :manifested
in giving good example.

Grades eight to twelve inclusive have been

checked £or greatest stress for this particular :form of charity.
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The fourth year of high school alone received 1,632 checks.

In com~

parison with th~ tables already presented on emphasis, it will.be
noted that more persons expressed themselves for emphasis of this par-
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In Table LVI there is evidence again of the tendency o~ the
various groups to think alike.

Charity, uanifested in not taking

scandal, is the virtue presented.

Here grade ,seven again is not con-
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sidered oi' importance.

Grade eight, hovrever, was chec.Kea by 1,19~
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A compari-

and LVII I will e.xhibi t the character of di.fferent reactions manifesIt is evident that in regard to not taking sea~~.! as well as

for giving good example, individuals have expressed themselves more
energetically than for some of the other ideals.
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Opinions on 2rudence are given in Table LVII.

Grade

eight and the high school years are those most frequently checked
for emphasis.
est emphasis
1,)---•_:·

Teachers or the elementary school would place great-

on this virtue

()

in the eighth grade, while all other:
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~ulum wherein special stress should be put on this particular
ideal.

The virtue of justice is presented in Table LVIII. While
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985 persons would put emphasis on justice in the seventh grade.
1.210 l70-~ld have it receive stress in the eighth grade. and
~
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over a thousand persons would have special stress given to it
in the curricula of the first, second and fourth years of high
school.
· In Table LIX there are exhibited the opinions of the
different groups on grade emphasis for the virtue of fortitude.
The high school years and the seventh and eighth grades are the
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periods in the school most frequently checked as demanding
special stress on fortitude.
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school grades for fortitude are considerably larger than the
numbers who checked for just~°..!. in Table LVIII.
this

The presence of

in~ensity of check is due to the fact that for some virtues

tndividuals checked only one grade and for other virtues they
checked several grades.
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Table LX gives opinions on those grades where the
virtue of modes:tY_ should be stressed. l'Vhile close to a thousand persons checked grades seventh end eighth. over a thousand persons checked each of the high school years.
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Opinions on those grades in the school where the

virtue ot chasti:t, shou~d be stressed are expressed in Table LXI.
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Eighth-grade was checked .by 1,428 persons, and grades seventh,
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ninth. tenth. eleventh and tweltth. were all checked by more
than onethousand persons.

Sixth grade wa_s checked by 954 persons.

Moderation in the use of food is presented in Table LXII.

'While all groups, with the exception of high school girls. would
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of the large number of' girls who checked the first year of
high school. the column of totals shows the ninth grade receiving more checks for emphasis than any- other grade.

Thi.s

table does not exhibit the forceful reaction that other tables
·have displayed.
An entirely -different 'bJPe of reaction is shown in

Table I.XIII which displays opinions on grades where there should
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be stress on moderation in the use of liquor.

There were 1.999

persons who considered the fourth year of high sBhool as a
period for emphasis.
··•
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Over a thousand persons checked all'grades
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Table LXIV presents data on the virtue of sinceritz.
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are checked as grades for special stress on siriceri:tz_. Inspection

ot opinions of teachers of boys will show a more decided reaction
from this group than was manifested by them for any of the ideals
presented in previous tables.
The opinions expressed on respect for law are ass8l!l.bled
in Table I.XV~
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Examination of the column of totals will show that
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grades seventhto twelfth.inclusive are checked as years of
the curriculum. that_ should put stress on respect f o ~ .
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Grades eight and twelve.are checked as in need of special stress.
Respect for law is one of the ideals that receiv$d a more decided
reaction than some of the others.

,

In Table LXVI the grades where the virtue of obedience

'

)
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should be stressed are presented for study.

While 935 persons

checked the ·fifth grade~ from the sixth grade on~ all grades received CTV'er one thousand checks.
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1.530 cheeks and grade twelve received 1.311 checks.

The virtue of 2!,_ayer, with its needs for emphasis in tho
.

curriculum, ·is presented in Table LXVII.
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All grades, from the

fifth on, received over a thousand checks for emphasis.
grade~ or first year high school, received 1,634 checks.
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ideals in regard to which individuals felt there should be
special stress, spread over a number of years~
Opinions of the various groups on those grades where
there should be stress on self-denial are exhibited in Table LXVIII.
Grades eight to twelve inclusive have all received thirteen hundred
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checks or more. with no grade. however. receiving more than
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checks.
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contributed toi.:his study think should receive emphasis in the
I

eighth grade curriculum end continue to receive this emphasis
throughout the high school period~
In Table LXIX the virtue of relit5ion is shown with
opinions on the grades in the curricul'Ulll wherethere should be
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emphasis on this ideal.

There were 942 persons who checked
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grade six for emphasis. 1.001 who cheeked grade seven and 1.319
who cheeked grade eight.

Further inspection of the·table will shOVT

that 1.387 checked the fJrst year period and 1.436 the fourth year
period.
Opinions on grade emphasis for humility are given in
Table LXX.

Grades eight through twelfth have received more than
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Examination of the final column ot

twelve hundred checks each.

the table will show that ·few persons considered the virtue import._
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and relatively f'ew considered hum.ili:tl, in

need .of curriculum.· emphasis before eighth grade.•
. The figu~es for meelmess that are presented in Table

IJCXI are small compared to those given in some of the other tabular
displays.
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For instance. only grades eighth and ninth received more
'

~
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than one thousand checks.

The first year high school was checked

more frequently than any other school year. and the total numbers
of opinions checked for it is only 1.132.

It would be interesting
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to know the exact reasons why individuals checked forcefully or
more frequently
for one virtue and checked otherwise for another
'•:',,

virtue.

Examination of the column that exhibits opinions of high

school girls will show that the nUlilber of opinions that they checked

844 ·-

001_ ,_-.

86

..

for meekness is considerably ~ller than the opinions they
checked for self-denial, erayer, or moderation in the use of
liquor •.

For the virtue of patience,as it is presented in Table
(: )

LXXII, the nmnbers, likewise, arT:::t ::::•
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opinions expressed,emphasis on Eatience as an ideal should occur
in the eighth. ninth, tenth. and twelfth grades.

It is interesting

to note that elementary teachers. high school teachers of boys, boys
themselves and high sohoo+ teachers of girls all considered the

{-)
•..
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first year nigh school period as a time when patience should re-

High school girls gave

ceive stress in curriculum provision.

more checks to the fourth year high school period as a time for

emphasis on patience.
!_~delity in little thin~s is one of the few ideals that
. I /)
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those who contributed opinions to the present study would have
emphasized as early as the fifth grade.

Exemination of Table ·

LXXIII will show that f'rom the i'ii'th grade on. through the high
school years, fidelity in little things is checked for emphasis.
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Grades six, seven, eight a..~d nine exhibited more checks than
the other grades.

In Table LXXIV opinions on emphasis for devotion t o ~
'

are displayed.
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Grades eight to twelve inclusive have been checked
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Generosity, with its needs for grade emphasis, is
shown in Table UCXi.
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years should emphasize this ideal of generosit~.
Opinions on gratitude are more forceful than_ those expressed o? generosity.

Table IJOCVI exhibits them.

There were l,526

so

who would have this virtue receive special stress in eighth
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Examination of the table will show 916 persons checking the
sixth grade, 1,070 checking the seventh grade and over twelve
hundred persons checking for each
'
years.

or

the senior high school

Table LXXVII presents opinions on grade emphasis for
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lozalty.

Eighth grade and the fourth year of high school were

checked most frequently. while the first. second and third
years ~~re each checked by more than twelve hundred persons as
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end continuing through the high school years. are the school
years wherein opinions o:f the dif':ferent groups would locate
stress on this ideal.
In Table LXXX grades seven. eight. nine. ten 6 eleven
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and twelve all have been checked frequently as years in the
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Grades eight, eleven and tvvelve were each

checked by more then

fourteen hundred persons.

Table LXXXI presents data on watchfulness over affections.

The san:.e yea.rs that were checked in Table LXXX are
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years. With the exception cf one opinion, all groups would
have special stress put on this ideal in the fourth year 0£
high school.
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with 1,385 opinions expressed for eighth grade emphasis end
1,390 opinions for twelfth grade stress.

, Sorrow for sin is an ideal that did not get, fror.i. the
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and ninth grades were checked most frequently by all groups
expressing opinions.
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on instruction on the life of the counsels in the third year of
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who y.ould have this instructional item

stressedin the eighth or ninth grades.
According to the opinions expressed most frequently
during the present study, the virtue of zeal should be stressed
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from seventh grade on.
sembled.

Table I.X1.XVII presents the data as-

Fourth year high school received 1.365 checks,_more

than were given to e.ny other specific grade.
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the volurnn of totals will show a very decided change in opinion
from the sixth to the seventh grade.

Sixth grade was designated

by only 436 persons in all and seyenth grade by 1,003 persons.
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Those grades in the school where there should be stress
on the ideal 0£ Christian perfection are given in Table LXXXVIII.
According to the opinions used in this study 912 persons would have
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. emphasis placed on this ideal in the eighth grade while more than
eleven hundred persons would have it receive special stress from
the ninth grade on.

There were 1.421 persons who checked the

twelfth grade as the school year wherein Christian perfection should
receive stress in the curriculum.
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A detailed inspection 0£ the

table will show that all groups checked the tvrelf'th grade more
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frequently than e.rry·:· other grade.

Table LXXXDC, on the following page,, presents in
surnna.ry form a list of the ideals used in the present investiga-

tion with the grades checked wherein over a thousand persons
would have emphasis placed on th-ese ideals in the school eurriculum.

The following statements smmnarize the findings

or the

present chapter:
1.

Only two ideals have been checked by more than 1.000

persons for special stress in fifth grade;

these ideals are

prayer end fidelity in little things.
2.

There was not a single ideal checked by one thousand

or more persons to receive special stress in grades before the
fifth.
3.
and

Faith, obedience, prayer, fidelity to little things,

devotion to Mary were checked by over one thousand persons as

requiring emphasis in the sixth grade.

4.

Zeal, gratitude, generosity, fidelity to little

things, religion, prayer, obedience, respect for law, purity, fortitude. charity: in forgiving injuries, in the works or mercy, in
,'!Jatchfulr;,ess in avoidance of temptation
despising no one and in :making reconciliations,ffaith1 end hope are
the virtues that over one thousand persons checked to receive emphasis in the seventh grade.
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TABLE LXXXIX
GRADES IN THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCEOOLS AT 'WHICH OVER 1,000 PERSONS OUT OF
THE 2,770 FELT THERE SHOULD BE SPECIAL STRESS ON TEE VIllTUES LISTED
Grades
Virtues
of
God • •
Love
• • • • •
•
• • •
Rope • • •
• •
•
•
•
Faith • • •
•
•
•
•
• •
Loving the neighbor as oneself • • • •
charity: In forgiving injuries • •
charity: In not judging-others • • •
charity: In despising no one
• • •
charity: In making reconciliations • •
Charity: In the works of oercy • • •
Charity: In giving good exar.1ple • • •
charity: In not taking scandal • • •
Prudence • •
• • • •
Justice • • •
• • • •
•
•
•
fortitude •
•
• • •
•
•
1,:odesty • • • •
• •
• • • • •
Temperance: In use of' liquor • • • •
Temperance: In use of' food • •
• • •
Chastity (Purity) • • • • • • • • • • •
Sincerity • • • • • •
• • • •
• •
Respect ror law • • • • •
• • • •
Obedience •
•
• •
Prayer • • • • •
• •
• • •
Self denial • • •
• •
•
•
Religion • •
•
• •
•
• • • •
Humility • • • • • • • •
•
•
•
1leekness • •
•
• • • • •
•
Patience • • •
• • •
•
• •
Fidelity in little things •
•
Devotion to Mary· •
• • • • • • •
Generosity • • • • • •
• •
•
Gratitude •
•
• • •
• •
•
Loyalty • • •
• •
•
• •
Perseverance • • •
•
Confidence ·•
• •
•
•
Wa.tchf'ulr.ess for the hour 0~ death • •
rre.tchfulness over affections • •
• •
'\'Iatchf'ulness for false doctrines
• •
Watchfulness in avoidance of' temptation
Sorrow for liin • • •
•
•
•
Penance • ~
•
• •
•
•
Lif'e cf the counsels
•
• •
•
Zeal • •
•
•
•
Christian per.fection
•
•
•

.
. .
. . . . .. . .. . .
.. .
.. .
. ..
.
.
.
.
... . . . . . .. .
... .
..... ... .
...

2

s

4

5

6

X
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.. . .
.
... ..
.. . ...
. . ...
.
...
... ..
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.
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.. .... ...
. . ...... .
.
.
... . ..
. . . . . . . ..
. . ..
. .. ...... ...
.. . . .
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x
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X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

~

X

X

X
X

X

x,

X

X

:x:

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

:x:

X

:x:

:x:

X

X

X
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~
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

:x
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:x:
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:x:

:x:
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X

X

X
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:x:

X

X

X

X

X

:x

X

:x:

X

X
X

X

:x:

:x:

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

:x:

X

:x:

X

X

X

X

:x:

X
X

X

X

X

:x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

:x:

X

X

:x:

X

X

X

X

X

X

:x:

:x:

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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5.

The ideals of modesty. moderation in the use of

food, Christie.n perfection and instruction on the life of the

•

c~unsels are the only items studied tor grade emphasis that over
a thousand persons did not designate as requiring special ·stress
in the eighth grade ·curriculUJ!i,.
6.

Thirty-tv,o of the forty-tP.ree virtues or ideals

used in this study have been checked by over a thousand indivi•
duals as demanding special stress in each of the four years of
high school.
7.

Emphasis i..--i the instructional program on the life of

the counsels has been checked by over a thousand persons for only
the eleventh and twelfth grades._

a.

For some virtues individuals checked only one grade as

in need of emphasis;
ed several grades;
totals in

this accounts for the divergent character of

different tables.

9.
more

for other virtues the same individuals check-

The more familiar the application of the ideal, the

energetic wa.s the reaction
10.

or

individuals to it.

The more concrete or familiar the need of the ideal.

the more energetic was the reaction of individuals in checking it.
11.

In the forty-six tables presented in Chapter IV,

giving opinions of 2 6 770 persons on those grades where there is need

or

special stress for the different virtues studied• onlynine tables

presented single figures of a denomination of 1.500 or greater.
These tables dealt with the following ideals,

.

faith. fortitude,
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moderation in the use of liquor, obedience, prayer, devotion to

Mary, gratitude, loyalty, and watchfulness for false doctrines.
12.

There were only three single figures of a denomi-

nation of over 1,600.

The smallest o:£' these three numbers is

1,643 which represents the number of persons who would have prayer
receive special stress in the curriculum of tpe ninth grade.
13.

The two largest figures that appeared in this chap-

ter were in the table that presented data on moderation in the
use of liquor.

There were 1,722 persons who designated the

eleventh grade as a school year :£'or eJIJ.phasizing thisideal in the
curriculum;

and there were 1,999 persons who checked the twelfth

grade for special curriculum stress for the sar.:.e ideal.
It is not in the plan o:£' the present study to discuss
or determine the manner in which virtues or ideals should receive
stress in the curriculum.

The work o:£' this section of the present

investigation has been to procure

opinion on those grades in the.

elementary and secondary schools where there should be special
stress on Catholic ideals.
the findings

or

The present chapter has presented

this study.

The :mrum.er in which the curriculum

will provide this need for stress is a difficult problem demending study and investigation.
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CHAPTER V
VIRTUE-APPL I CATI o:rrs

-

While principles oi' action are vitally important, the present
study is of the opinion that they ini'luence conduct only in so .f'ar as
they are applied to daily living.

There are many who treat character

education in an abstract, general :manner.

Conduct, hovrever, ·is speci-

fic, and the teaching process that stops before it has become specific
is almost as futile as though it had never been begun.

Those who

present ·ideals on an abstract plane do not realize that for adult or

...

child the application of principle is dif~icult to mak~.

Children, in

particular, must be taught virtue-applications one by one.
edge and desire are ir.iportant, but· they ate not sufi'icient.

KnowlMinute

applications of each virtue must be presented to the child in great
quantity and variety.

He must be taught the specific thing to do in

a specific situation.

It has been one o~ the purposes of this study

to assemble virtue-applications for most of the ideals that were used
as basic material in the present investigation.
Yl •1::. Charters in his book, The Teaching of Ideals, 1 presents

procedures for selecting traits or ideals, situations. and traitactions.

He also gives reports of several unpublished studies, each

of which illustrates a particular technique

o~

selection.

For several

years the International Council of Religious Education has been assembling materials for a series of lessons th~t are to be based on
tv,enty-two ideals and analyses of situations. 2

n. ~,.

The twenty-tv10 ideals

1 cha r t ers, ~-- .., Th.e Teaching of Ideals (
.
2
Stenographic Report of the Character Education Research Conference.
Sept., 1928.
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selected are:

Co-operation, courage, creativeness, dependability,

:faith, .forgiveness, good will, healthfulness, honesty, humility,
joyousness, love, loyalty, obedience. open-mindedness, penitence,
purity, purposefulness. reverence, self-control, self-respect, and
acpirituality.

Eleven :fields of experience have been selected by

the Council, and the situations are being assembled in connection
with them.

These .fields embrace:

Health, education, economic

activities, vocation, citizenship. recreation, sex and parenthood
and family li:fe, general life in the groups, friendship, aesthetic
activities, and specialized religious activities.

The writer is

familijlr with three published studies that 'have assembled moral
situations £or children o~ different ages.

The University of

Iowa published as one ot: its Studies in Education, Moral Situations
of Six Year Old Children as a Basis for Curriculum Construction. 1

E.J. Chave 1 s stuqy in The Junior presents life-situations of children nine to eleven years of age with implications for. religious
education. Over· 650 children were studied.

The investigation is

one ot The University of Chicago Publica~ions in Religious Education.
Neuberg 1 s study2 , minor L~ character and scope, represents an
attempt at assembling unrecorded situations £rom parents and other

1 earmichael, Albert l.:axwell. Moral Situations 0£ Six Year Old
Children as a Basis for Curricuh.t.'!, Const:r-uc:tion.

2neuberg, Uaurice J.
and Girls.

Right Living:

.A Discussion Course i'or Boys
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v.•orkers with boys and girls.

The material consisted or 618 problems

o! ,34 adolescent boys and girls, reported. by 62. persons.

For the

present study, boys and girls were asked to assemole applications of
given virtues for boys and girls or their own ages.

The technique

o! this portion o! the study '!W.y be SUJrJ::l&rized as follo~s:

!.

Names of most of the elementary schools that co-operated

with the study were suggested by eight supervisors of instruction of
difterent religious orders in Chicago.

In asking the supervisors

for names of schools, the writer requested that they suggest schools
that represented a sampling of the difterent localities of the city.
The schools that were not suggested by supervisors were chosen for
several reasons, either because the schools I!lAllitested a ~ticular:
interest in the study, or because their local conditions were of value

in the sampling desired for the study.
s~mpling of localities in Chicago.

The schools used represent~

Table XC represents this sampling

T.ABLE XC
LOCALITIES REPRESENTE:O BY THE FOR1'Y-TWO EL~EHTARY SCHOOLS CONTRIBUTING
LISTS OF APPLICATIO~S

Well-tado

Striving

1.1

or

.16

Foreign
PoorAmerican
7

elementary schools in s ~ y form.

'1

Colored

Total

1

The high schools that were asked

to co:-a:perate we.re chosen because they. too, represented a variety·o!
conditions, i.e., as to city locaticn, type of school, economic groups,
and religious communities instructing.
2..

comniunication.

Co-operation or the schools was obtained through written
t:ost of. the principals had learned of ti·,is portion o!
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the study when the first part of the investigation had been presented
to them personally. •.With the letter to the principal, there were tVJo
additional sheets.

One contained a list of virtues assigned to the

specific grades of a given school and the other, instructions and sug 6 estions for teachers.
3.

1'wo virtues v;ere assie:ned to each grade.

As the ree,der

inspects the data on rooras and grades contributing applications as
presented in Tables XCI, XCII, and XCIII, he \'Jill note that when a
larger number or rooms contributed applications for one virtue more
than for another, this was due to the fact that the investigation had
not ?-nticipated the difference in size of schools in the distribution
of virtues according to grade.
4.

The following procedure was recoi:nnended to the teachers.

It was su~gested that the virtue applications be prapared by their
pupils· during

tv10

Religion periods.

The teacher was asked to explain

the virtue briefly to her :pupils; if necessar:, it wc:..s suggested the.t
she give them several examples.

The virtue-applications that the

pupils were -asked to asser::.ble were to be t11ose that tLey, the pupils
of a given grude, had opportunity and need o! practicing.

children were asked for applications.

Then the

The follor.•ing places or situations

were recommended to the teacLer to uee in directing pupils to accumulate
lists 01' applications of virtues:

Ho::r.e, School, Church, Stre·et, Play-

ground,_ Hones of Others, Movies, Street C;:.rs, Stores.

It was suc;gested

that one pupil list at the b;::.ard tl1e applications that the children \'1ould
give under each of these headini:s.

It was f'urther suggested the.tthe

children ask at home for additional exa:JI;le.s ot the virtues that were
being studied in school. - Finally, it w~s as~ed that a secondft·eligion
period be given to the same ~,ork.

For those ec:rlier grades \'.here chil-
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l ~)

dren could not assist in writing the applications at the blackboard,
it was suggested that a pupil of a higher erade help the classroom
teacher during tr.e several periods devoted to this work.

The·same

classroom procedure was recommended for the high school years with
the exception that it included an assig!lnent to bring to class lists. of

examples or applications, and tl:e viork was then to be taken as ·a class
exercise.

This was to permit the cl~ss periods to be used for assem-

bling and checking the examples prepared and !or including additional
applications.

For all grades above the iourth it was suggested that

a pupil be appointed to copy the applici:..tions that had been written
at the board, and the investigation was perfectly willing to accept
the list of applications contributed in the pupil's handwriting.
Without doubt some teachers gave more than two periods to
this work.

However~ this in no way hal!lpered the efficiency of our

lists but rather increased their value.
Each teacher was asked to send. in ,.!i th her final list

or

virtues the nur::ber of children in her roo~ and the grade represented
by the children.

Tables XCI, XCII, anQ XCIII represent the distri-

bution of pupils according to grade "1ho contributed applications for
the various grade levels.
The virtue-applications obtained are presented in a tabular
errangement at the close of ti1is chapter.

The applications contri-

buted by the different school Eroups, Frimary, intermediate, etc.,
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,,'~),

for a particular field or situation are listed together.

This arrange-

ment was decided upon because it seeme~ to show to advantage the change
in application

tron one school group to another.

No attempt was made

to determine the number ot times a single application was listed by
grades or schools.

Some of the applications were sent in in positive

torm, others in negative form.

While there are those who advocate

the use of the positive form only, the position of this investigation
is that negative statements have their place in the development of ideals.

Frequently they are more forceful than positive
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TABIB .XCI

NUMBER OF PUPILS PER GRADE FROll 42 SCHOOLS CONTRIBUTING AP.i?LICATIONS OF VIRTUES

Virtues
Vc,ciere.tion in use
of food ••••••
U::>deration in use
o:f liquor ••••
Chastity •••••••••
~U::d. e sty ............
Justice ••••••••••
Eeligion •••••••••

1

2

3

149

0

84

Respect for law ••
Sincerity ••••••••
L:.yalty ••••••••••
G~atituda ••••••••
Generosity ••••• ~.
Fidelity in littlE
things •••••••
Sorrm, tor sin •••
.PE-tienoe •••••••••
M;;,ekness ••••••••••
Eumility•••••••••

Tota]

4

5

6

Total

7

233

136

47

203

386

42

-

47
153
637
346
307
462
519
590
751

156
149
208
271

J.o~

GGJ.

GO~

t>4~

tso

4U

:>6

l.tlZ

.)0

344 273 138

755
109

39
186

53
47

168
205

260
436

219
102

39

214
360
207

0
98
240
221
360
107

320
182

182

141
94
107
146
297
276
239
134

0
15t'
80
251
2fil
104
21
205
t-49

0

72

0

37

469
58
309
103
151

52
90
240

0

91
106
103
251
70
124

182
85

612
254
652
354
403
209

50

0

95

145

:;2

132

187

113

44
103

128
38

359
254

20
65

170
50

123
0

282
0

575
50

210
151

35

206

0

46-

252

268

68

32

121

221

0

156

0
0

56
55

i::3U

J.33

0
P1::-severance •• •.•• 1117

295
0

Self denial ••••••

153
161

198
290

0
50
324

87

127

126

43

128

0

?6

0

Pc~dence •••••••••

".Ya.tch.fulness .in
avoidance of
temptation ••••
w~tch.fulness tor
the hour· of •
death ...... ~ •••
Fc~titude ••••••••
Loiing onets
neighbpr as
one's self ••••
Mercy ••••••••••••
Fcrgiving injuries ••••••••••
Not judging
others .........
Making reconciliations ••••••••
Despising no one.
GcJd ex.ample •••••

,

N~t taking scandaJ

Z~al •••••••••••••

D~,otion to Mary.
Confidence •••••••
Faith ••••••••••••
Bc?9.~ •••••••••••

.:

7otal

5106 4257

41
42
42
147
121

0
122
65
40
90

226
289
178
394

0
0

Tote.l

8

47
94
224
164
125
81
81
204
86

59
93

?:"ayer •••••••••••
c~edience ••••••••

-

Total o:f
all grades

Gr a d e s

143
78
67
86

41
341
216
505

518
544
375
501
469'

0

62
40

240

59."· 166
487 218

0

--

~i
.

661

1378
378
466
60
172
666
269
204
1122
0
40
891
90
0
915
105
105
1111
16T 2z3··
1111T
l,116 .
86, 125---1615
155
395
f92··----i1>"l
J.ti23.•··
1395-161
380
819
172
274

--

157

--.«;8

545
647
426
362

123
111
111
53

78
113

323
388
354
189
189
166

90

254

102

178

280

619

101

152
221

273
530

107
141

0

244

225

107
366

1150

52 . 29
2~2

:291

191
42

316
90

50'1
132

1373

478

301

90

649

97

194

291

1192

0

40

111

151

40

89

12.9

501

56
211

0
20

40
54

55
0

95
14

40
130

43

83

234

93

223

5'8

i::3~

o.LU

ti:>

4b

.LUO

~J.U

J.6'/

Tl.

172
90
65

467

51

45

207

173

108

l9"T
98

416

402

117

l23

252 703
42 129

183

254
l'"u l')3.S

72
0
0

30
41
10
70

108
45
118
0
68
40

40

-1□

10

117

293
379·
642
509
336
79
222
193

0

303
495
76

0

0

204
A.,...
~O

112
6G

0

389

91
66

66

146
45
260

115

170
231

78

0

113

?162 136'71 475$ ~315 :33€4 J2~8 3613 4246
f1.'?U

""2'38
138
86128
70
214
85
260
228
"7859

974
1129

tDOJ.
1190
1018
737

739

660

--

.1.055

898
672
1186 ·

1282
679
467
977
4'91
...

7..4368

-
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TABLE XCII
NUMBER OF ROOMS PER GRADE FROU 42 SCHOOLS COUTRIBUTING APPLICATIOMS OF VIRTUES
G r a d e s
Total o.f'
Virtues
1
2
6
3
4
5
7
8
all grades
1

.Moderation in use
of .food •••••••••
V-oderation in use
of liquor •••••••
Chastity •••••••••••
~odesty ••••••••••••
Justice ••••••••••••
Religion •••••••••••
Prayer •••••••••••••

Obedience ••••••••••
Respect £or law ••••
Sincerity ••••••••••
Loyalty ••••••••••••
·Gratitude ...........
Generesity •••••••••
ir'idelity in little
t• t h.ings •..•.•..•.
:sorrow f'or sin •••••
Patience •••••••••••
Meekness •••••••••••
Humility •••••••••••
Prudence •••••••••••
W'atch.fulness in
avoidance ot
temptation ••••••
Watchfulness .for
'
the hour of" death
Fortitude ••••••••••
Loving one's neighbor as one's self'
.!

t,

Mercy •••••••.••••••
Forgiving injuries.

Not judging others.
Making reconcilia-

t

tions •••••••••••

Despising no one •••
Good example •••••••
Not taJcing scandal.
Pe~severance ••••••• ·
Self denial ••••••••
Zeal •••••••••••••••

2

0

3

3

1

6

0

0

1
1

0

0
4

1
l
l
3
3
3

1
l

6
6
3

6
3-

0

4

J.~

4
3
4
3

4

23
'2"6
31

2

4

1

1

2

6

2

1

7
2

5
6
0

3
1

1

l

4

.l

4
l
4
5

1
5

7

2

1

1

0

.4

1
7
3
3
0

2

2
5
0
4

0
5
5
0
4

4

10

5
3
8

3
4
2

3
6
1

--z--

1

0

3

1

·- ..

2

--

2

2
--·-1
r--·
~----- ----

4

1
4
l
0
3

5
0
2 .
3

--

2
0

0
l
0
0
3

6
0

2
2

95·

90

-----3

s

l

3

l

2

-

1

6 ----.-·

3

25

4
5

4

--

l.

2

2

2

5

16

3
7

3

3

18

5

27

4
l

8

34

2

16

2

5.
2

3·--

--- --

23

17

5

2

2

s

2

5
0

l
7r
1

8
2
2

---4J:..

1

4

2

15

0

3
4
1

2
2
3

11
25
19

1
l

0
4

14

4

0
2

4

0

1

1
2---

1
5

1

-3-

102

2
2
5

--

3
4

--2-

----- -·--·-4-- -:r- 7----

f--

3
0

l

4
6

3

-2
1--,1.-r-- -y-----o--·------4
2

0

l

- i - - 7.-

9G

----·
96

1

~2---r-•

rr-

,_°2_.-·- -5·

..•

28

2
3

7

5
4
2

-

-

-·

0

2·0
20
24

0

--4·

-

2
1

------· ---

2

t)

~- ·.

z

2

5
1

l

,,.

1
5

·2:5
33
22
31

2

2

5

l4

5
0
1
2
4
2
4
4
4

1

4
3

Confidence •••••••••
~aith ••••••••••••••
~ope ••••••....•.•••

.,,,.

14

14

4
7

0

-

9

1

3
7
6

2

19

3

3
4
4

Devoticn to Mary •••

'

2
5

1

3
1

0
4
4
4
8

4
1
4
4
1

{ Tot~l

3
2
2

3'

l

3

5

0
4

105

95

113

--

-

29

-

10

-

25

24
14
13
21
16

1791

---

112
TABLE

-

XCIII

Nmffih'R OF STUDENTS AND GROUPS OP STUDJt]'JTS IN FIFTREN HIGH SCHOOLS
FOR GIRLS CONTRIBUTING APPLICATIOUS OF VIRTUES

Virtues

Aeade:mic ·rears
Total Total
g,roup: stuIII
rv
II
dents
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deration in use of
food •••••••••••••
),{o<leration in use of
liq~or •••••••••••
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c~astity ••••••••••••
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Watchfulness for
false doctrines ••
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hour of: death ••••
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Loving one's neighbor as one's self
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Not judging others ••
taking reconciliations ••••••••••••
Despising no one ••••
Giving good axample.
I Not taking
scandal ••
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Self denial •••••••••
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1
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l
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l
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2
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3
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l
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-
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statements.

In assembling the applications for given grades and

situations. a virtue that was mentioned for the primary grades vras
not repeated when it was listed by pupils .for the intermediate grades.
Virtues that were mentioned first £or the intermediate grades were
not repeated on the 7th and 8th grade•list.

This manner of listing

applications was adopted•in order to show~: not f'requency or repeated occurrence. but the developmental needs. of the child in the
different grade groups.

Virtue-applications that were listed for

the high school years by high school g;irls were repeated. even
though they had previously been given by children of the elemen-

tary school groups.
An examination of the curricular material,in the form of

virtue-e.pplications.> that is presented on the following pages will
shoVI that children of the earlier grades, when assisted by the

guidance of a teacher, have a tendency to show a very. .fine analysis

in virtue--application.

TM.s is desirable and is to be expected.

High school students on the othe2· hand, .seem to present more
general analyses.

The present ,vriter ~ however, thinks t1,at a rather

fine analysis is necessary t.'or hi{;h s~hool pupils a.swell as f'or
children of the eleraentary grades.

In conclusion, it may be stated that ,•rith the various .fields
of the child's daily life analyzed and speci.fic virtue-applications
picked out within the~e .fields, there is presented an outline of

raw materials that may be used in pro&ra.l!:s of religious education.

(To be inserted on page 113)
The rsader will note in· examining the lists of applications
themselves and the data on the virtue applications that no lists
are given for high school boys.

i'Jhile the co-operation of a number

of the boys' high schools was promiset to this study by their respective principals, it

we.s

exceedingly c'.if=... icult for the principals to

get actual co-operation i'rom the teachers.

The writer is inclined to

think that as a group, she is not spee.kinp; of individuals., that the
men who are teaching in the Catholic hi€~ schools have not had the
experience of the Sisters i~ co-operating with educational movements,
that they are not familiar with educaticnal research., and that, on
the Vihole, they are satisfied with present modes of procedure a..~d are
ignorant, and some even hostile to mocern educational thinking.

For

the above reasons and others, the v,Titer decided not to follow up
the work fo:r boys .in hie;h school.

Furt:,er, she has ha.d no practical

experience "Ii th the high school boy a::d her ,rork in classes in education has

been not with teachers o::" }_it:h school boys but with tea-

chers of high school girls and teachers of the eleraentary school. ·
She is inclined to think, too, that the preparation of virtue applications for boys is a. piece of v:ork t:-..at ,.cu}<". be carried out more
satisfactorily by one engagec in teac~i~g boys and uore than ordinarily interested in their particu1ar :pr-ob}e:!ls.
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Just what the cla.~sroom presentation o:f this r.:aterial vrill be

is

not for consideration here. ·Eowever, the usefulness of such material
is manifold.

Teachers o:f all school groups may use the applications

i~ their instructional prograns.

The list presented may serve as a

specific background for a character education program.

The materials

· assembled offer opportunity for the teacher to uhderstand the child and
his needs more inti~~tely. They represent .as well a source to whi9h
she ms.y refer in planning an even more deta.iled analysis of character
needs of the ehmentary or high school pupil.

•
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VIRTUE APPLICATIOUS FOR LOVE OF GOD

Situation

Home

School Group

Primary boy or
girl

Helps little brothers and sisters to say their
prayers.
Makes acts of love every morning and evening.
Does ever'Jthing he knows will please God.
Speaks kindly to poor people who may come to the
door because they are God's friends.
Is kind to brothers and sisters and playmates for
love of' G-od.
Obeys mother and father to prove love to God.
Goes on errands for mother for love of God.
Never says anything to hurt another's feelings.
Helps mother with the dishes.
Minds the baby.
Does everyt~ing as told.
Does not quarrel with brothers and sisters.
Helps father rake the leaves when he is tired.
Goes to the store :tor the lady next door.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Proves love by saying night prayers faithfully.
Keeps the cbmmancbnents.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Loves neighbor as self for the love of God.
Trys not to lose a single cha.nee to prove love to God
by helping others.
Shows love for God by honoring God's Holy Mother.

High school

Obeys parents for the love of God.
Is kind to the sick and needy for the love of God.
Puts up -with inconveniences and trials for the love
of God.
Avoids sin end all its occasions for the love of God.
Endures bodily suffering for the love of God.

girl

.School

.Applications

Primary
boy or girl

Stuqies religion lesson to know and love God more •
Listens ver-; well to the te~cher when she is talking
about God.
Says the prayers before school and after school with
thoughts on God and hands folded.
,
Does not look around during prayers.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Is kind to c~~panio~s for love of God.
Obeys reg-<Alations of the school.
Is very attentive to school-work.
Does not turn dovm anyone who is in trouble.
Says prayers as well as he knows how.

Seventh and
eighth grade
bcrtJ or girl

Helps baclc\'7ard children to get their lessons for
love oi" God.
Asks poor children to join in games.
Y.nows that love ot God is not a matter of the feeling
but of' the -rrill.
Sha.res bookf; and paper vrl.th poor children.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR LOVE-OF GOD

Sistuation

School Group

School

High school
girl

Visits the Blessed Sacrament on the way to or
from school.
Tries to fulfill all obligations well.

Playground

Primary boy
or,girl

Does not play roughly.
Jumps up -a.."l.d forgets all about it if knocked dovm.
Plays Y1:ith the new boy.
Plays fair in ge..~es.
Does not say bad words.

Street

Church

Homes
others

of·

Applications.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Will not injure anyone.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Never uses the holy na.~e of God.
Keeps others from using it.
Is a good loser.

High school
girl

Refrains frora using unwomanly expressions.
Slays away from indecent plays and shows •.

Primary boy
or girl

Helps those that are poor for love for God.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Makes an act of love when tipping hat or bowing head
when passing church.

Primary boy
or girl

Tells Godo~ love of Him.
Kneels like a soldier to show love.
Makes a visit to the Blessed Sacrament without a.~yone
knowing it just for love of' God.
Prays that others may love God more and more.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Prays for others because of love for God.
Goes to Holy Communion often.
Makes the way of the Cross to prove love of God.
Goes to Mass on weekdays for love of God.
Receives Boly COllllll.union daily if possible.
Makes little sacrifices for love of God.
Loves the first Friday devotion.
Prays for God's interests.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy ~r girl

Is not late for services because of love for God.
Takes flowers for the decoration of the altar.
Helps to clean the church 1 if necessary

Primary boy
or girl

Does not hurt anyone because in hurting them he
would hurt God.
Goos to see sick people.
Takes the sjek flowers or .t'rui't.

Intermediate
boy·or girl

Shows M.s love of God by not being ashamed of his
religion.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR LOVE OF GOD

Situation
Street car,
bus, or
train
Stores

School Group

Applications

Primary boy
or girl

Gives up seat to.older people for love of God.

Inter.:nediate

Pleases God by helping older people carry packages.

boy or girl
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vmTUE .APPLICATIONS FOR FAITH

Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy
or gir~

Intermediate
boy or girl
Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

School

Remembers when tempted that God is looking on.
Says grace be~ore and a.:f'ter meals, no matter who is present.
Recalls to mind that God is present, knowing and seeing all.
Teaches little brothers and sisters about God.
Has articles in home that symbolize faith.
Has religious articles in her home.
Believes that God will reward her if she does His will.
Makes daily acts 0£ £aith.
Has blessed candles in her home.
Has Catholic books and magazines in her home.
Says morning and night prayers.

Primary boy
or girl

Obeys the teachers because they take·the place of God.
Studies lessons in Religion well.
Says the school prayers well.
Remembers God sees all.

High school
girl

Church

Makes the sign of the Cross well thinking of what it means.
Says morning and evening prayers.
Makes the sign of the Cross when tempted.
Makes acts of faith daily.
Gets up on cold mornings to serve Mass.
Believes that parents take the pl~ce of God.
Is not ashamed of being a Catholic.

High school
girl

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Playground

Applications

Is devoted to Catholic education.
Studies Christ~an·noctrine weli.
Remembers God is present always.
Is devoted to Catholic education.
Visits the chapel daily.
Believes her teacher is a representativ~. of God.
Studies her religion.

Pr i.mary boy

or ...girl
.;

Believes God sees him playing.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Is fair at all tirr.es because God sees.
Is not ashamed o~ his faith.

Prirr..ary boy
or girl

Prays as well as he can because he knows God lives there.
Believes that Jesus is really in church.
Believes that Jesus is present in the Sacred Host.
Makes an act o~ faith on entering the church.
Genuflects to show faith ani love.

Interaediate
boy or girl

Listens to sermons because God speaks through his priests.
Makes frequent visits to show faith in the Blessed Sacrament
Conducts himself in such a way that his deportment shows
his faith.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR FAITH · ·

Situation

School Group

Church

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Adores God~ present in the tabernacle.
Contributes to church collections.
Is faithful to prayer.
•

High school
girl

Follows Mass devoutly.
Uses the missal correctly.
Does not talk nor laugh in church.
Does not leave, unless absolutely necessary, before
Mass is over.
Does not stand in back of the church, unless it is
necessary.
Has her entire deportment in church manifest her faith
to others.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not eat meat on Friday.
Says gra_ce before and a:f'ter meals.
Is proud to be a Catholic.

Homes of
others

Intennediate
boy or girl
Seventh and
eighth grade •
boy or girl
F..igh

school

birl

Street

Stores

Applications

Is not afraid to say, "I am a Catholic. 11

Does not attend non-Catholic services~
Never complains about the requirements of his faith.
Says grace.
Does not eat meat on Friday.
Attends Mass on Sunday when visiting over the week-end.
Says morning and ni~ht prayers.

Primary boy
or girl

Raises cap or bows head when passing a church.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Is not ashamed to say• "I

High school
girl

Makes a visit to the church whenever possible.
Bows head when passing a church.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Is not ashamed to buy religious articles.
Is not ashamed to buy fish on Fridays.

SJn

a Catholic. 11
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CHARITY M.AlTIFESTED IN LOVING THE lIBIGHBOR
AS O!IBSELF

,

· Applications

Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy
or girl

Goes to the store for mother.
Lets company play with toys.
Lets them play with little brother.
Does not keep two toys of anyone kind but gives one to
someone who has'nt one of that kind.
Goes to help as soon as mother calls.
Is generous in letting others play with toys they
like to play with.
Does not walk on rug with muddy shoes.
Permits freinds to sit in the chair they like best.
Does not leave toys for someone else to pick up.
Hangs up coat and hat where they belong.
Does not punch back when brother punches him.
Does not slap back.
Does not cry when teased.
Does not say a word when someone spills something.
Does not cry when laughed at.
Picks up the papers little brothers and sisters have
thrown about.
Helps his brother with his chores.

Intermediate

Saves spending m.oney to send a present to a sick little
girl at the hospital.
Does writing ~or lady who has rheumatism in her fingers.
Takes care of the baby while mother works.
Washes the dishes for mother.
Takes little sister out while mother rests.
Is kind to little brothers and sisters.

boy or girl

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

High school
girl

Helps parents.
Serves others before serving self.
Is courteous.
Never forgets to say "Thank You" and "Please''.
Is very kind and generous, to the poor.
Gives up little pleasures to please others.
Is helpful with the housework.
Does not sit in thee asiest chair but leaves it for
others.
Sets the table for mother.
Helps the tiaid if there has been extra work.
Shares a gift of candy with o-thers present.

Does not speak of the faults of others.
Does not allow others to know when she is displeased.
Does little kindnesses for members of the fmi ily.
Speaks kindly to everyone.
Tries never tor etuse a service to another.•
Will not listen to unkind conversation.
Does not carry gossip.
Gives to the poor.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FCR CHARITY UANIFESTED IN LOVING THE NEIGHBOR

AS ONESELF

Situation

School Group

Home

High school
girl

School

Applications
Apologizes wl:en she has hurt someone.
Plays ~~th little brothers and sisters.
Does not grumble when a request is refused.
Gives up something that her mother may have more.
Goes to the store.
Washes the dishes.
Permits others to see the new magazines firs.
Keeps the secrets 0£ others.
Gets her mother to rest.
Is quiet when someone else is using the phone.
Says at home and minds the baby if mother wants to go out.
Attends to the needs of the younger meinbers 0£ the family.
Never answers back.
Gets her £ather•s house slippers as soon as he returns
£rem work.
Is kind to the brother or sister who is out of humor.
Does services for others cheerfully.
Tries to be interested in the view points of others.
Gives others a chance to look at the newspapers first.
Tries to find ·out the duties that are disagreeable to
her mother and per£orm them herself.
Is intereste<!. in her own fan ily above all others.
Gets up early and helps mother be.fore school.
Helps get re~dy brother and sister .for Mass.
Rinses hcse, etc., for mother.
Stays with her married sister's children at night '
when she wants to go out.

Primary boy
or girl

Says "Hello" to e-veryone he knows.
Loans paper~ books, or pensils willingly.
Shares lunch with one who has lost his.
Picks up book for someome who has dropped it.
Helps teacher and others to carry packages or books.
Does not scatter papers .for others to pick up.
Sits quietly so as not to disturb others who are writin.g.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Shares a box o~ carmels with companions.
Picks up paper on the £loor near another's desk.
Visits a sick class-mate.
Does not do to others what she would not like done to
herself".
Does not carry tales.
Does not try to got otherspunished.

·seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Leavez the desks of others in good condition_. atter

using thet1.
Takes corrections cheeri'ully.
Speaks kindly ot those absent.
Helps keep the clasiroom clean.
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VIRTUE APFLICATIO?IS FOR CHARITY MANIFESTED IN LOVH~G THE NEtGEBOR

AS ONESELF

Situation

High school
girl

Playground

Recreation

Applications

School Group

Tries to be kind to all her class~.ates.
Speaks to girl who is angry with her.
Refuses to listen to unkind conversation.
Does not circulate gossip.
Apologizes when she has hurt someone.
Is not always with the same girl •.
Is considerate of everyone. teachers and pupils.
Picks up an article tor someone who has dropped it.
Is gracious in loaning books and pencils.
Is considerate of others in the laboratory.
Greets everyone in a .friendly manner.
Does not take the most desirable place in the
assembly hall.
Does not make fun o-r other people.
Does not have grudges against anyone.
Is kind to the timid.
Shares sv1eets with others.
Does not interrupt one who is talking.

Primary boy
or girl

Shares candy.
Gives the swing: to someone who is very anxious for it.
Gives others a chance to use the swing before him.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Helps other children.
Plays fairly. .
Does not exolude less popular children from games.
Gives place to others.
Does not take more turns than is coming to him.
Stops game for a ne,~comer.
Stops game. i£ necessary, to take home one who has
been hurt.
·
Invites nev;comers to join in the games.

High school
girl

Play·s fair.

-

Is not rough ..

Pushes a small child who is on a swing.
Does not keep a crying baby i_n the theatre.
Does not cough without using a handkerchief'.
Does not use.both ann rests in a theatre.
Helps another to ~ind something that is lost.
Yields to the wish~s of others.
Does not kick th~ seat in .front or her at the movies.
Accomodates others by removing her hat at the show.
Yields to the vrishes o.f her companions where principle
is not conoerned.
Church

Primary boy
or girl

Helps an old lady down the icy stairs.
Picks up beads for someone who has lost them.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not disturb others by talking.
Moves over in the pew.
Closes the confessional door quietly.
Never makes o-thei:s walk over hin1 in the pew.
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'VIRTlJE APPLICATIONS FOR CH.ARITY M.AN!FESTED Ili LOVING THE NEIGHBOR

AS ONESELF

Situation
Church

School Group
Seventh and

eighth grade
boy or girl
High school

girl

street

Romes 0£

others

Intermediate
boy or girl

Applications
Has :Mass said f'or the dead.
Sits quietly during a sermon.
Answers quietly the question of another.
Prays for others.
Does not crowd others out of the pew.
Moves over in the pew so others will not have to walk
over her comin~ £rom Communion.
Does not push in a crowd.
Asks others he knows to ride with him if he is in a
machine.
Protects a child ~rom a car that he does not see.
lielps a blind :man or a cripple to cross the street.
Speaks in a £riendly way to everyone he knows.
Carries packages for a person who is loaded with them.
Helps shovel the snow.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Helps a cripple to cross the street.

High school gir~

Helps older people in crowds.
Is kind to one in trouble.
Has a smile for a lonely person.
Helps a neighbor to carry her bundles.
Respects the property of others.
Covers, or has covered, the icy sidewalks with ashes.
Helps the blind across the streets.
Salutes everiJone she lmows.
She forgives others who may pass her by without
seeing her.
Does not walk on the lawns of others.
Keeps to the right of the sidewalk.

Prin1ary boy
or girl

Helps little friends with thej.r chores.
Cleans off shoes before going inside.
Takes rubbers of~ outside the door.
Is careful not to break the playthings of others.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Visits the sick.
Does not talk about the faults of others.

Seventh and
eighth grade
bey or girl

Is courteous.
Goes on an errand if a neighbor has asked.
Does not talk too much.
Joins in games and songs willingly.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CF.ARITY J.WnFES'l'ED IN LOVING THE NEIGHBCR
/ill

Situation

School Group

Homes of
others

High school

girl

street car, Intermediar
bus. or
boy or gir
train
High school

girl

Stores

Movies

ONESELF

Applications

Is very kind to the sick.
Is not destructive.
Respects the customs 0£ the home she is visiting.
Is not critical of the homes she has visited.
Helps the hostess when ever she can.
Is cheerful.
Does not make known personal aches.
Does not talkabout herself', but is interested in otherse
Is kind to the parents of her f'riends.
Tries to reake then happy if' they are worried.
Picks up a package for the lady sitting next to her.
Helps an old rr.an with crutches to get of'f the car.
Gives seat to an older person.
Gives up her seat to one who needs it.
Is not rude to anyone.
Helps off and on a woman who has several children
to manage.
Does not occupy too much space in a crowded car.
Has tickets or carfare ready £or the conductor.

or girl

Opens the door ~or a person who has many packages
to carry.
Lets one who is in a hurry get his hair cut £irst.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not grumble when the clerk is slow.
Speaks kindly to the clerk.
Waits his turn quietly.

Intermediate

Does not push ahead o-r others.·
Shares spending money.
Does not throw candy nrappers around.
Does not whistle or sneer at one whose per£ormB.nce
is not liked.
Gives the best seat to another.
Shares candy.

Primary boy

boy or girl
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VIRTUE APPLICATIOUS FOR CEARITY M.ANIFES'l'ED IN FORGIVnm Ii'TJURIES

Situation

School Group

Ho:r.,e

Primary boy
or girl

Forgives
Forgives
Forgives
Forgives

Interoediate
boy or girl

Shares candy with brother after he has
tattled on him.
Forgives little sister for breaking
sor:1ething.
Forgets about the whipping he got for
sor:-,ething he did not do.
Is generous with those who have not been
generous with him.
Forgives those who have been mean to him.
Keeps quiet when someone scolds hi~ for
something he did not do.
Is not reean to one who has been mean to him.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Pardons his brother for saying a mean thing
about him.
Pardons the one ,.,ho punished him for something unjustly.
Tries to forget that a member of the family
has been rude to her.

High school
girl

Takes e.n unjust punish~ent without saying
anything about it.
Forgives one who injured something of
her personal properity.
Does not hold a grudge agair:st anyone.
Forgives younger child who has embarressed
her in front of her friends.
Forgives rough brothers.
Renders a kindness in place of an injury
received.

Primary boy
or girl

Forgives the boy who knocked his pencil
box out oI' the window.
Forgets ebout the ~irl who asked the
teacher for the book he wanted.
Pardons the boy vrho knocked him down the
stairs.
Vfalks at recess with the girl who called
her nrunes last we~k.
Does ~ot refuse to be friends with the boy
who pushed him in the mud.
Offers candy to the one who did not offer
him any.
Gives ca::-:dy to the boy who asked for a
piece and vrho had :not given away any of his.
'l'l"ies to ~rget that a boy told a lie about

School

•

him.

Applications

little sister £or telling tales.
little sister for breaking doll.
little brother for taking candy.
brother who broke his plaything.

VIRTUE APPLICATIOl~S FOR CHARITY l!J.JHFESTED nr FORGnrnm INJURIES

Situation

School Group

Sc!-:ool

Prirr:.ary boy

or girl

126

Applications
Forg;i ves the one who took pencil vri thout

returning it.

Intermediate

Forbives an unkind re~ark.

boy or girl

Oi'fers to help a '!-oy in trouble even
ai'ter he shov,ed he wasn't a :'..'riend.
For;iYS$ U 0:::e T:~:::i :.-.,,'."8 s~)o;~,Jn 1:,ean about
hin:.
Does no-t hold a grudge agaL st anyone.
Takes a scoldirn~ and '.'ays nothing.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Shows no revenge :ror getting low marks
because o~ misconduct.

Tries not to mi:t.d when punished unjustly.
Shows no revenge ~or tte boy who put his
name down :t'or talking -,,.r:.en he did not talk.

High school
girl

Pays no e.t-tention to an unkind remark.
Pardons one who injures her personal property.
Remains silent ~hen falsely accused.
Accepts all apologies oI'fered.
Greets grs.ciously one who ha_s been unkind

to her.
Refrains i"rom saying; unkind things about
one y;ho he._s been unkind to her.
Does not pernit herseli' to think unkindly
about one l'Jho has done t-_er an injury.

Playground

Primary boy
or girl

Pardons the bo:r -r-iho kicker~ r_im.
Pardons the one who threw him of:f the swing.
Pa.:rdoDs tho boy ,·:ho told an untruth about
hiP.1_.
Does not btttle on friends who hurt him.
Does not tattle on friends who tattled
on him.
Forgives one -v..,-ho broke :i-iis playthint~s.
Pardons one crho did not give him any of
his candy.

Intermediate

Does not kick the bo:v- ,·,-ho has been mr::-a.n

bo7' or girl

to hi:-:.
Forgives the bo'.'lr ,'Tho bU!:!.ped into hira.
Does not aot like a sorehead when a bo:v
hits him throu 6h accident.
Pardons the one ~ho has hurt his feelin~s.
Does not plan to get e ..,en with those -:•:ho
have been rean to him.

Seventh and
eighth grade
bo~•· or girl

Tries to forget the :fact that a certain
boy c~eated in ~he ball-go.me.

Trien to forget that the meanness of
another kept him from vnnni~~-

VIRTUE APPLICATIOi:S FOR CEL<?.ITY }.:..A.27I::.,ESTED Iii FORGIVP:G EJ1JRIES
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Applications

Situation.

School Group

Street

Prfrary boy
or girl

Forgives the girl wi:o called him a na"T.e.
Excuses the boy who caused him to break
the glass o:f mustard he v:as carrying
home from the store.
Says hello and sr:1iles at the girl vrho
was mad at hit1 at recess.
Excuses boy who took ride on bicycle vrithout permission.
Does not call back a name at the boy who
called him names.

Interl'T'edia.te
bo:: or girl

Asl':s one who has been mean to r:ir1 to go
wit!-. his farr.ily for a ride.
Shares candy with those who haven't
shared theirs.
Doesn 1t pretend to notice that someone
had a party and he was not invited.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Speaks kindly to the boy who broke a
in his house.
Gives arid.eon his bicycle to a boy who
had not given him a ride on his.
Speaks pleasantly to everyone he knows,
even though they ma;v not be so pleasant
to hi,::.
Never refuses to speak to o-:::)-:ers becaus,e
of an injury they may have done him.

High school
g;irl

Speaks kindl:r to all, no matter how
unki:::id some may have been to her.
Never refrains from rendering a service
to a.:iother, eve;: though the other person
n:a;sr r:ave offended her.
Does not thir]{ about injuries that have
been done to her or to nembers of her
far,,ily.

Prfra.ry bo;,r
or girl

Forc-ives the one wi,o pul?hec him.
Forgives the one v,ho took the penny he lost.
Forgives the one vrho would not move over
•
+l1!1
..,,,e pew.
Prays for one who has been :r.iean to him.

Interr::ediate
bo:v or girl

Pra~.rs for all t,;ose persons who ha:ve ever
been Eean to him or to ~embers of his
far,;ily.
Does not think unkindly about those who
have been unkind to him.
Is just as considerate for those who
have been mean to him as to those who
ar·e his friends.

Church

High school
o-i,-1

WiT;dO~

0

Prays for her enemies.

VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CHARITY 1'..AYIFESTED TIT Fffi GIVIrG rnJURIES

Situation

School Group

Church

Hi 6h school

girl

Hor,:es of
others

Applications
Does not let herself think over injuries
recei"J"ed.
Shows by her rnanner that she does not harbor unkind feelings of others.
Tries to forget as well as forgive any
injury received.

Primary boy
or ~irl

Tries to forget that a little friend did
not ,.-.-ant to play with him.
Pardons the one who broke a toy.
Forgives the one who threw his coat on
the floor.
Forgives his friend~ little brother for
lmocking over the block house he had made.

Intermediate
boy or- girl

Gives candy to the boy who has been
r.:ean to him.
Is kind when another is rude.
Forgives the one who did not offer him
sone ice cream.
Forgives the boy who took all his candy
or r.ost of it.

Sevent:1 and
eie;hth grade
boy or girl

Does not pretend to notice it when others
are not as kind to him at their homes
as he has been to them at his home.

High SC!:001
girl

Does not permit herself to think that
others :meant to be unkind to her.
Forgets and fon;ives those who were not
gracious to her.
Does not shov1 by her mam;er that her feelings are hurt.

Street car, Primary boy
bus or train
or girl

Does not cry or frown or co~plain when
brushed against.
Answers "Certainly" to one who says
"Pardon me".

High sc\ool
girl

Forgives one who has stepped on her
foot.
Receives a apology with graciousness.
Does :10t pretend to notice the one who
shoved a.1-,ea.d of her.
Does not think unkindl7,r of one v1ho
caused her to drop bundles; etc.

Primary boy
or girl

Forgives the boy who took the seat he was
ready to take.
Pardons iml!'ediately the one w 1·o stepped
on his toe.

Movies

VIRTUE .i\PFLICATIO!·'S

Situation
Movies

FOR

School Group
Intermediate
boy or girl

CF..fl.RITY MAJ·1 IFESTED Dr FORGIVJ:'G INJURIES

Applications
Does not shout remarks out when others
shout at him.
Excuses the one who ~ay have knocked the
bal!; o-r pop-corn ,from his hand.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not say anything to the one who
is standing in fron~ of him.

High school
girl

Accepts apolo~ies sraciously.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CHARITY MAIHFESTED

nr

NOT JUDGING OTHERS

Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy
or girl

Does not say little brother always takes the best of
everything when he takes the nicest piece of candy.
Does not say his brother pushed him off his bicycle
because he happened ·to fall off when he passed him.
Does not say mother does not love him v1hen she gives
his ball to little brother to play with.
Does not accuse little sister of talcing the cookies
that are missing t'rOill the pantry.

Inten.:edia.te

Doe~ not think evil o~ others because they seem to
snub him.
Does not think his brother or sister greedy because
they do not give him so~e of their candy.
Does not think e.nother is bad because he is impolite.
Does not think bad o~ the boy who eats three dishes of
ice crerun; he may not have had 6.llY lunch.

boy or girl

School

Applioaticns

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not think brothers and sister unkind because they
seem to be cross.
Does not think ill o~ parents because they scbld him.

High school
girl·

Does not think ill o~ mother because-she refuses
certain requests.
Does not misjudge parents vhen they refuse to let her
go some place.
Does not misjudge parents when they punish her.
Does not think ill of that member of the family who
tells her to do soDethlng she v.rill not do herself.
Does not think ill of mother when she permits one
to do something and not him.
Does not accuse brothers and sisters of doing something
she is not sure they are guilty of.
Excuses the unkindness of others al~~ys.

Priniary boy
or girl

Does not say the boy has taken his ruler unless he is
absolutely sure of it.
Does not say the boy sitting in back of him has his
five cents because there is five cents on the boy's
desk.
Does not say the little girl across from him took his
pencil when he is not sure.
Does not say someone knooked his coat down because it
happened to be lying on the floor when he went
to get it.

Interoediate

Does not think a girl the teacher calls on tv,~ce is
liked better than he.
Does not thirJc the te cher mean because she vrill not
answer every quesi;ion asked.

boy or girl
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Situation

School Group

School

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

KnoWB that others may do what appears to be wrong
without realizing the evil they are doing.
Does not wonder how a certain person comes to have
the few clothes she has.

High school
girl

Does not think evil of t~e teacher who corrects her.
Does not misjudge the girl who refuses her a service.
Never thinks evil of the fellow student who makes a
criticism in c,lass oi" s::,mething she has done.

Playground

Street

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not think a boy mean when he does not help to
pick up one who has fallen.

High school
girl

Does not think one a sissy who will not enter into
sports.

Primary boy

Does not think the policeman at the corner is mean
when he makes him m.it at the crossi11g.

or girl

Church

Applications

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not think someone pushed her because she happened
to fall from her bicycle.
Does not think that because a man walks unsteadily that
he is intoxicated.
Does not think a man shiftless because he is poor.

High school
girl

Does not misjudge anyone because of his carelessness
in appearance.
Does not think unkindly of one ~no does not salute her.
Does not misjudge those who go through the stop lights
without stopping.
Does not think that friends have ignored her when they
drive by and she is waiting for a car.

Pr:.imary boy

Does not say that the child sitting next to him spent
his money for candy when he doesn't put any in
the collection.

or girl
Intermediate
boy or girl

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not think her companion bad because she does not
go to Holy COOlmlnion every Sunday.
Does not think evil of the people who leave the church'
shortly after Holy Communion; they may have to go to mrk.
Does not thiz:.k people are stealing when they are
looking for something which they have lost.
Does not think a person has missed Mass because he
eame late.
Does not wonder -why a boy is so long in confession.
Does not think evil o~ one who talks in church.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FCR CHARITY MANIFESTED IN NOT JUDGING OTHERS

Applications

Situation

School Group

Church

High school
girl

Does not judge those who go to church withou"t a
prayer book.
Does not think that one looks around to attract attention.
Does not think that one v.iho goes in church and walks to
the front pew does it to attract attention.
Does not judge those who come late for Mass.
Does not judge those who go to confession almost
immediately upon entering the church.
.
Does not permit herself to think of the faults of others.

Homes of
others

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not think that the furniture of others is not
paid for.
Does not think that because someone is talking in a
loud voice that he i·s fighting.
Does not judge the character of others by their irritable
manners.
Does not think that because people are talking in a
:foreign language or in a low tone that they are
talking about him.

High school
girl

Does not repeat rash judgments.
Thinks kindly of the conditions she sees in homes she
visits.
Does not judge the occupants if the house is untidy.
Does not think the person greedy ~ho reaohes at the table.

street car, Primary boy
bus, or
or girl
train
Intermediate
boy or girl

Movies

Does not think unkindly of the child who is seated
while older folks stand.
Does not think the man unkind who does not move over
on the car seat, he may not see anyone standing.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not think unkindly of the man who does not give
a lady his seat.

High school
girl

Does not think the clerk is cheating when she gives
the wrong cr.iange.
Does not think unkindly of one because she makes mistakes.
Does not think ill of the clerk who keeps her waiting.
Does not judge a patron who seems to be very demandj_ng.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not think that his friends got in dishonestly.

High school
girl

Does not think ill of boys and girls who have attended
shows she does not think appropriate.
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VIRTUE .APPLICATIONS FOR CHARITY MANIFESTED IN DESPISTiiG NO ONE

Situation

School Group

Applications

Home

Primary boy
or girl

Does not dislike a little brother or sister who
may have upset his playthings.
Speaks as kindly to servants as to members of
the family.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not dislike a brother or sister who is cross
or mean.
Does not dislike a member of the family who
happens to be slow.
Does not dislike a brother or sister who gets something
he does not get.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

High school
girl

Is not jealous or olders brothers and sisters who
seem to receive more favors than she does.
Is respectful to aged people.
Does not criticize the advice of parents.
Does not look down on servants who work in the home.
Is kind to e.11 visitors without exception.
Does not scorn a member of the family who lacks hunor.
Is not jealous of a member of the family who is
popular.
Thinks kindly of persons who are queer in dress
or behavior.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not say mean things about the teacher who
punished him. for being disobedient.
Does not hit the boy back who hit him.
Does not push back. ·
Is kind to the girl who has not pretty dressex.
Helps pupil not liked to get out of trouble.
Does not think mean things about one ~no has been
mean to him.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not dislike the poor.

I

School

Is not hurt when parents schld.
Is respectful to the old and ugly.
Is very kind to a member of the .family who is
sick or crippled.
Is not ashamed or the fact that his parents are
not well educated.
Is kind to the poor when they come to the door.
Does not invite to parties only those who dres&
as well as she does.
Asks to her party a girl whom others do not like.

Is just as kind to colored children as to white.
Does not make fun of the deformed or ugly or the
poor.
Is very kind to the boy who is slow nt!l his
lessons.
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VIRTUE APPUCATIONS Fffi CHARITY MANIFESTED IN DESPISING 1l0 ONE

Situation

School Group

School

Seventh and
·eighth grade
boy or girl

Never has a grudge against a fellow pupil.
Seys something good about one he doex not like.
Sits or walks next to a pupil wham she does not like.
Picks up a dropped article for a classmate she does
not like.
Listens kindly to girls she does not like.

High school
girl

Does not ignore another because other dress.
Helps the pupil who is slow.
Is courteous to all pupils without exception.
Does not dislike the girl who gets better marks than she
Does not dislike the girl who gets honors she does
not get.
Does not dislike the unpopular.
Does not dislike the popular.
Does not show displeasure at the behavior of 'One who
is annoying.
Does not perm.it herself to think unkind thoughts
about anyone.
.
Makes a particular effort to think kindly of one who
has been mean to her.
Tries to find excuses for the unbecoming behavior
of others.
Does not join in unkind conversations about anyone.
Is very careful not to say anything about one that
might cause another to dislike her •
Remembers that an unkind but thoughtless remark about
another may cause others to dislike the person
spoken about.

.

Playground Primary boy
or girl

.

Applications

Shares his candy with the boy who pushed him into
the water.
Says good things about the boy who said bad things
about him.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not dislike the one who broke up a sand boat she
had just made •
Plays with someone who has been mean.
Asks all. without exception, to take part in games.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not dislike one who is not successful in gem.es.
Puts on the swing a child that is not very .well liked.
Invites one to play who is generally disliked.
Helps to pick up one who has fallen.
Speaks kindly to one who has been a poor sport.

High school
girl

Does not argue with those she does not like.
Takes an injured one who may be disliked for first aid.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CHARITY MJ..NIFESTED IN DESPISmG NO ONE

Situation

School Group

Street

Primary boy
or girl

Does not throw stones at persons he does not like.
Speaks kindly to persons who have not been kind.
Does not call name at peddlers., blind men, poor
men., etc.
Says "hello" to everyone he knows.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Walks home with one she does not like.
Does not hesitate to take the poor man or the blind
man across the street.
Is not mean to the person who sends children away
from in front of his house.

High school girl

Does not show dislike for her neighbors.
Does not run away from those who need help.
Sees and greets everyone she knows.

Primary boy
or girl

Prays for one he dbes not like.
Tries to think nice things about a girl she does
· not like.
Moves over in the pew to let someone in she does
not like.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Helps old people who are poor up the church steps.
Talces a forgotten article from the church to a
girl who leet it there and who she does not like.

High school girl

Does not avoid going into the pew with one she in
inclined not to like.
Is not jealous of those given solos in the choir.
Is not unkind in manner to one who does not move
over in the pew.
Shares hunm book with one who is not well liked.
Does not consider herself better than others who
have not a family pew.
Does not permit herself to think unkindly of a
priest who expresses opinions with 'Which she does
not agree.
Does not permit herself to criticise even mentally
the priest who is a poor speaker.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not dislike the lady who gave his playmate a
piece of ealce and gave him. nothing.
Does not talk back to someone who said a mean thing
to him.

Seventh end
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not laugh at those who have strange ways.
Runs errands far the neighbor who is not grateful.
Does not permit self to say or think: "I hate
So and So."

Church

Hom.es of
Others

Applications
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CHARITY MANIFESTED IN MAKING RECONCILIATIONS

Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy
or girl

Does a kind deed for one who has been mean to him.
Does not call another a ~ame when called a name by
him.
Plays with the little boy who comes to visit even
though he broke your train on his last visit,
Speaks kindly to the girl who picked the pretty
flowers from your garden that you wanted to
give to someone else.
Tries to make up with the girl who is "mad."
Gives some candy to the cousin who was hurt because he did not get any peanuts yesterday.
Keeps his little brothers and sisters from
fighting.
Gives some candy to the brother with whom he had
quarreled.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl ·

Is the first to speak with the brother or sister
with whom he has quarreled.

High school girl

Gives a member of the family something she wanted
even though she may have been mean.
Tries to be funny at home when members of the
family have had differences.
Offers prayers to bring about reconciliations.
Does not allow pride to keep her from offering an
apology.
Listens to corrections without showing injury.
Tries to make up to her mother after a disagreement by doing something for her.
Gets the evening meal for mother after having a
difference with her.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Offers to help carry books for one with whom he
has quarreled.
Is the first to speak after a quarrel. •
Does not leave the school yards until he has made
up with the one he quarreled with.
Offers candy to someone with whom he had quarreled.
Offers to help one with whom he had quarreled.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy ot girl

Helps two classmates to make up.
Says nice things about a classmate to a person
with whom the classmate has had difficulties.
Remembers that it took two to make a quarrel.

,

School

Applications
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CHARITY MANIFESTED IN MAKINO RECONCILIATIONS

Situation

School Group

School

High school girl·

Is friendly to the teacher after having difficulties with her.
Helps a girl to find what she has lost even though
there has been trouble between them.
Tries to forget about an injustice that has been
done to her.
Tries to be pleasant with one with whom she has
had a quarrel.
Does not argue.
Is generous in admitting mistakes.
Yields in a contest to another with whom she has
had a falling out.
Speaks to the girl who has told mean and untrue
things about her.
Helps with her lessons one with whom she has
disagreed.

Playground

Intermediate
boy or girl

Plays with the boy who told a secret.
Makes up with the girl who tore her coat.
Permits the person with ~hom he had a fuss to
be the leader.
Is the first to speak after a quarrel.

High school girl

Gives the person the ball that she had had a disagreement with.
Tries to reason with two children to forget and
forgive.
Otters assistance to one who has fallen and with
whom she has quarreled.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Talks to the boys·who called him a name.
Pretends not to know it. even though he was hurt,
when he knew the boys had said something
untruthful about him.

High school girl

Begins a conversation with one with whom she had
quarreled.
Asks to pick up in her machine one with whom she
has had trouble.
Greets pleasantly one with whom she had had a misunderstanding.

,

Street

Applications
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CHARITY MANIFESTED IN MAKING RECONCILIATIONS

Applications

Situation

School Group

Church

High school girl

Bows and smiles to the one with whom she has not
been on friendly terms.
Otters one with whom she has quarreled a seat in
her pew.
.
Watches tor and greets cordially one with whom
there has been a recent misunderstanding.
Prays for reconciliations.

Homes ot
others

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does kind things tor one who has been mean to
him.

Seventh and eighth Speaks kindly of one relative to another when
grade.boy or
they have quarreled.
girl
Street car. High school girl
bus or
train

Begins conversation with a person with whom
she has been unfriendly•
Gives up seat to a woman who does not like her
mother.

Stores

High school girl

Speaks kindly to the clerk who has been abrupt
to her.

Movies

High school girl

Invites a person to go with her in order to become friends again.
Asks a neighbor with whom there had been trouble
to ride home from the movies with her.
Plan theatre party inviting friends who had
quarreled.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CHARITY MANIFESTED ~N THE WORKS OF MERCY

Situation

School Group

Applications

-------+---------+----------------------Home

Pt>imary boy or
girl

Minds the baby.
Prays tor one who is dying.
Does not cry when scolded.
Forgives those who hurt him.
Prays !or all the living and the dead.
Tells little brother or sister not to do what is
wrong.
Is very kind to mother 1! something has happened
to pain her.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Washes dishes tor brother when it is his turn.
Helps little brothers and sisters with their lessons.
Cheers up little brothers and sisters when they
have the toothache, etc.
Buys t~ings from the poor when they are selling
them at the door.
Cheers up little brother when he cries.
Teaches the baby how to wait, i! mother is very
busy.
Answers questions tor little brothers and sisters.
Keeps brother and sister quiet when mother or any
other member ot the family is sick.
Prays tor mother when she is sick.
Dresses the little ones when mother is busy.
Teaches the younger children to pray.
Is kind to one who is crying.
Does not hurt anyone, no matter how much they
have hurt him.
Sends old clothes and magazines to the Catholic
Salvage Bure au.
Puts away some ot his pennies tor the poor.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not hit back.
Prays tor members ot the family.
Helps, it necessary, to support the family by
taking a Job after school.

High school girl

Is helpful when a member of the family is sick.
Relieves mother when she is tired.
Waits on brothers and sisters when they are sick.
Is a help to mother at housecleanin, time.
Helps the little ones.
Puts them to bed.
Washes their faces and hands.
Hell's them at the :, table.
i:a~~~~t;~~s 1;~;!esg~e!o!~e~~tPf:\!r!lke being so.

JI
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CHARITY MANIFESTED IN THE. WORKS OF MERCY

Situation

School Group

Applications

Home

High school girl

Gives the smaller children som~thing to eat
when they are hungry • .
Does the work for someone who is sick.
Is kind to a younger member of the family who
has done wrong.
Gets a member of the family to read good books.
Encourages members of the family to make missions,
novenas, etc.
Forgives those who have pained her.
Shows younger members of the family the difference
between right and wrong.
Is kind to the poor.
Sees that no longer used articles are sent away
to the poor.

School

Primary boy or
girl

Shares candy with others.
Gives a poor child some lunch.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Helps a child to work his problems.
Buys fruit, with spending money, for a sick girl.
Prays tor a sick classmate.
Helps a lame boy up the stairs.
Reminds a boy to keep quiet in the corridors by
keeping quiet himself.
Does not make fun of one who is blue.
Is kind to one who is crying.
Studies lessons in religion in order to be able
to answer questions about it.
Shares lunch with one who has lost his.
Makes a child happy when someone has hurt bis
feelings because of a mistake he has me.de,
Does not argue.
Is not afraid to say that something is wrong and
that he won't do it.
Bears it like a man, when accused unjustly of
doing wrong.
Forgives those who have injured him.

High school girl

Does not complain about others in the class.
Does not get angry when reprimanded.
Helps a classmate out of trouble,
Is kind to the pupil who has snubbed her.
Lives up to the school spirit.
Helps a pupil who is having difficulty with a
problem.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CHARITY MANIFESTED IN THE WORKS OFIERCY

Situation

School Group

School

High school girl

Speaks to all with kindness.
Is kind, particularly to the poor and afflicted.
Explains to one who has been absent an assignment given.
Shares lunch with one who has forgotten hers.
Buys lunch for one who has forgotten hers.
Forgives offences willingly.
Is loyal to school regulations.
Bears false accusations patiently.
Visits classmates who are sick, or writes to
them.

Playground

Primary boy or
girl

Stops two boys who are fighting.
Is careful not to hurt anyone.

Intenr.ediate boy
or girl

Does not fight back when hit.
Keeps little children from harm.
Stops a fight.
Pardons those who have hurt him.
Is kind to one who has been hurt.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Cheers up a crying child.
Keeps one child from injuring another.
Forgives those who have not treated him fairly.
Asks forgiveness of one he has injured.
Shows younger children the right thing to do.

High school girl

Picks up one who has fallen.
Plays with a girl whom others dislike.
Does not jeer at a loser.
Does not misjudge a poor loser.

Primary boy or
girl

Helps
Helps
Calls
Kepps

Intermediate boy
or girl

Helps a blind lady across the street.
Carries bundles for a la.me person.
Does not disturb the neighbors.
Asks an old lady if he may carry her bundles.
Protects an old man or a tunny looking man from
a crowd ot bad boys.
Is kind to animals.
·
Pardons those who are mean to him.
Does not •pay back" those who have been mean to
him.

Street

Applications

a lost child to find her way home.
one who has fallen to get up.
for help when there is an accident.
smaller boys from doing what is wrong.
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Situation

School Group

Street

High school girl

Helps a blind man across the street.
Is courteous to anyone asking questions.
Is just as courteous to the poor as to the rich.
Answers questions tor directions willingly.
Gives alms to the poor.
Prevents evil, if possible.

Church

Primary boy or
girl

Prays tor the sick.
Prays tor parents.
Prays for brothers and sisters.
Gives money in collection.
Is a good altar boy.
Prays tor the poor.

Intermediate boy
or girl.

Prays tor the conversion of sinners.
Gives money tor the support ot the faith.
Helps an aged person to the communion rail.
Takes someone to church.
.
Prays tor the dead, especially for relatives.
Does not disturb others by poking them.
Gives seat to older person.
Lights candles for the living and the dead.
Puts money that is found in the poor box.
Prays tor the dying.
Prays for those who have injured him.

High school girl

Prays
Prays
Prays
Prays
Prays

Primary boy or
girl

Visits a playmate who is sick.
Takes her fruit.
Takes her a story book.
Reads stories to her.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Runs errands for a family that is having sickness.
Dresses and washes the children whose mother is
sick.
Takes the wash to the laundry tor a family who is
having sickness.
Visits a soldier who is crippled.
Visits the sick.
Cleans the room ot the sick, it it is necessary.
Washes the floor tor those who are helpless.
Plays with a cripple.
Bears a mean word said to him without complaining.
Forgives an injury done to him.
Speaks kindly to one who 1s sorrowful.

Homes:ot
others

Applications

tor the living and the dead.
tor the afflicted.
for the poor.
for sinners.
to be merciful.
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Situation

School Group

Homes of
others

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Tries to explain religion to those who are interested.
Does acts of charity for the needy.
Takes religious books to friends.
Gives religious books as Christmas presents.
Is kind to small children who may be annoying.
Prevents others from wrong-doing.

High school girl

Does not permit others to talk unkindly.
Is very kind to the sick.
Takes spiritual books to her friends.
Pardons immediately one who may have offended.
Is not afraid to say that the wrong is wrong.
Bears an insult patiently.
Is sympathetic towards one who is suffering.
Takes food and drink to the poor.
Attends funerals and wakes.

Street car, Primary boy or
bus or
girl
train

Stores

Applications

Helps an old lady to get on.
Picks up money tor one who has dropped it.
Does not push to get off first.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Helps a cripple to get ott the car.
Helps those who do not know English in asking
questions.
Leaves Catholic papers or pamphlets in the
street cars.
Pardons those who bump against him.
Does not get angry if knocked or stepped on.

High school girl

Helps an old person to get on and off the car.
Picks up a package tor someone who has dropped it.
Does not stare at others.
Does not push forward rudely.
Gives information to the needy.

Primary boy or
girl

Runs and opens the door tor one who is carrying
bundles.
Picks up packages for one who has dropped them.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Buys something for someone who is sick,and poor.
Shows a companion. if necessary, the evil ot
stealing.
Says nothing, when blamed for what he had not done.
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Situation

School Group

Stores

High school girl

Applications
Speaks kindly to the clerks~
Waits until it is her turn to be waited on.
Picks up a package tor one who has dropped it.
Gives information to one asking it.
Bears slights patiently.
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Situation

School Group

Applications

Home

Primary boy

Goes on an errand as soon as mother asks.
Gets Daddy the paper as soon as he is ready
to read at night.
Does not cry at every little thing.
Picks up toys without being told.
Does not cry with the toothache.
Does not complain when he is told to turn ott
the radio. ·
Does not cry or get cross when teased.
Gives others a chance in gem.es and with toys.
Never misses kneeling down to say morning and
night prayers.
Is the first to heihp mother with the dishes.
Helps to make things tidy about the house.
Does not interrupt when others are talking.
Does just as his mother and father say.
Always says please and thankyou.
Is kind to animals and birds

or girl

Intermediate
boy or- girl

Does jobs for mother when she is sick.
Divides sweets vrl.th others.
Speaks kind words to others.
Stops when reading to do for little sister and
brother what they want done.
Washes dishes for mother.
Helps in keeping the house neat.
Is respectful to parents always.
Does just as parents say immediately.
Never keeps mother waiting after she has once
called.
Does not speak unkindly of others.
Carries the ashes out without being asked.
Gives the best to someone else.
·
Is very kind to brothers and sisters.
Does their chores of brothers and sisters when
they are sick or away.

High school girl~ Is respectful to parents in word and deed.
Performs acts of kindness for parents, brothers,
and sisters.
Is exact in kneeling down to say morning and
night prayers.
Is kind to younger children.
Takes the part of one who might be abused.
Takes the part of the absent one.
Gives others a chance to.talk.
Does not repeat unkind remarks.
Tries never to re.f'use a service.
Does not criticize the manners or her parents.
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Situation

School Group

Home

High school
girls

School

Primary boy
or girl

rj

GrvIUG GOOD EXAMPLE

Applications
Is respectful to one who is aged or disabled and
who is living in the home.
Shows respect for step-mother or step-father.
Is kind to step-brothers and sisters or to
adopted children.
Carries out the wishes of her mother.
Asks to help the teacher.
Loans a pencil to one who has not one.
Picks up papers.
Does what he is told right away.
Does not get cross when his arm is bumped while
writing.
Is always on time.
Does just as the teacher says.
Does not talk out loud.
Waits his turn to go to the library.
Pays attention.
Gives the best place to a companion.
Does not say anything unkind about the teacher.

Intermediate Uses study time well.
boy or girl Does nothing to keep others from. being attentive.
Carries out orders of the teacher exactly.
Obeys all the rules of the school.
Does not copy.
Does not allmv others to copy from him.
Sha.res delicacies in lunch with others.
Assists someone to find that which they have lost.
Kneels or stands reverently during school prayers.
Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Speaks kindly of others.
Helps his classmates with their school-work.

High school
girl

Is kind to her classmates always.
Is happy when her neighbor succeeds in classwork.
Helps the less bright pupils in their schoolwork.
Refuses to listen to unkind remarks.
Is kind to those who are younger.
Does not grumble about regulations.
Does not notice the faultsof others.
Is a friend to everyone.
Is not ashamed to be with a poorly dressed girl.
Sits down at lunch with a lonely girl.
Does not repeat unkind remarks.
Does not shor hard feelings toward anyone.
Wears uniform. as required.
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Situation

School Group

School

High school
girl

Does not talk about unbecon.ing matters.
Does not dance vulgar steps.
Does not read questionable books or give them to
others to read.

Intermediate

Does not criticize the director or rules.
Stops playing when mother calls.
Is a good winner.
Does not demand the best or the first place.
Ple.ys fair.

Playground

boy or girl

Street

Church

Applications

,

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or c;irl

Does not use bad words.
Is kind to smaller children.
Helps others to keep rules of the playground.
Does not do anything to mar or destroy apparatus.

High school girl

Is modest in dress.
Is modest in speech.

Primary boy
or girl

Thanks the policeman for clearing the street.
Thanks the policeman for trucing her across the
street.
Eelps a blind man across the street.
Waits until the machines have passed before crossing.
Does not make run of anyone.
Does not call people names.
Shares candy vdth companions.
Is careful not to break windows.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not damage lawns or public property.
Does net hitch on wagons.
Does not steel from vegetables or fruit ~-agons.
Speaks pleasantly to everyone he knows.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not ride bicycles on the sidewalk.
Is considerate for the property of others.
Does not loaf on corners.

High school girl

Is not ashamed to walk with a poorly dressed girl.
Is not loud.
Greets graciously everyone she knows.
Does not use cosmetics in a vulgar vra.y.
Does not stand on street corners.

Primary boy
or girl

Ansi.7ers the prayers out loud.
Does not play with rosary.
Does not talk.
Does not crowd anyone out of the pew.
Watches the priest.
Does not push.
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Applications

Situation

School Group

Church

Primary boy
or girl

Waits
Makes
Takes
Shows

Intermediate
boy or girl

Listens to sermons attentively.
Dresses modestly.
Does not read a prayer book during sermon.
Does not look around.
Follows the Mass with prayer book.
Does not rush in or rush out.

Seventh e.nd
eighth gre.de
boy or girl

Avoids disturbing others.
Offers seat to older persons if church is crowded.
Does nothing to damage the decorations of the

in turn to go to confession.
the sign of the Cross well.
prayer book and beads to church.
by the way he acts that he is iflinking
about God.
Genuflects as he has been taught.
Returns from Holy Communion with hands folded and
eyes looking down.

building.

•

Uees Missal during Mass.
Stays long enough after receiving Holy Communion
to make the right kind of a thanksgiving.
High school girl

Hom.es of
others

Primary boy
or girl

Gives her place to older people if the church
is crowded.
Does not push when leaving the church.
Does not leave the church during a service unless
it is for a necessary cause.
Does not shove in going to the communion rail.
Waits her turn to go to confession.
Does not sho,•r annoyance in sitting next to an
uncouth person.
Makes the sign of the Cross well.
Does not rush out of the church as soon as the
devotions are over.
Never talks.
Avoids looking around.
Does not talk of what others had on at church.
Listens attentively to the remarks or sermon.
Does not visit without mother's permission.
Cleans soles of shoes before entering house.
Goes home at the time appointed.
Speaks politely to older folks.
Does net get cross when someone else wants the toy
he is playing vii.th.
Does not take things from others without their
saying he may do so.
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Situation

School Group

Rom.es or·'·· Intennedie.te
others
boy or girl

High school girl

Street ear, Primary boy
bus, or
or girl
train
Intermediate
boy or girl

Stores

Primary boy
or girl

Intermediate
boy or girl

lhivies

Applications
Takes off hat before entering.
Does not use bad words.
Does not teach others tricks that aren't nice.
Does not do anything he would not d"o if his own
mother were watching him.
Is not forward in her ~..anner.
Speaks kindly of everyone.
Does not make remarks to hurt the feelings of others,
Does not speak of unbecoming things.
Gives others a chance to talk.
Changes a conversation which is unbecoming.
Does not speak unkindly of others.
Does not take liquor.
Gives seat to another generously.
Helps a little playmate up who fell down.
Does not cheat on rides.
Does not push.
Does not stand on step while car is in motion.
Does not ring the bell, unless getting off.
Does not make fun of e.nyone.
Moves over to make room fer others.
Asl!s pardon if he bumps age.inst another.
Lets one in a hurry to go ahead of him.
Is not cross because he does 1nt get what he wants.
Waits his turn.
Does not take bits of fruits, cakes, etc.
Does not touch things.
Goes to the store promptly when sent.
Takes home the exact change •
. Does not push if the store is crowded.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Speaks kindly to salespeople.
Speaks quietly.
Leaves an order in a polite manner.
Holds the door for another to pass ahead of him.

Prinary boy
or girl

Keeps feet off seats.
Does not push ahead
Does not read out loud.

Intemedie.te
boy or girl

Does not show younger children how to get in free.

Seventh and eighth Gets up and walks out if the picture shows what
grade boy or girl
he knows is bad.
High school girl

Is considerate for others.
Removes hat
Is not lous
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,

Situation

School Group

Hooe

Primary boy
or girl

Does not give his mother a back answer
just because his brother does it.
Does not stay in bed in the worning because
his sister does.
Does not refuse to wash the dishes because
his sister has refused.
Does not say bad words because he heard
his father say them.
Know~ that his mother may~ sick when
she seems to be very cross.
Knows that perhaps his motJ.,er and father
told his brother to tell him things
when he seems to boss.
Knows that father may be v,ror ded or
tired when he will not play in the
evening,
Does not use bad language because he has
heard others use it.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Thir:ks that his sister may not have intended
to be rude to his mother when she
answered her back.
Does not trink that the boy who takes
money from his mother's purse is stealing;
she ma:,r have told him to do it.
Thinks that perhaps his brother did not
hear when he went out doors after being
told to go to the baserrent.
Thinks that his friend may not know better
when he ,,•oes to bed without saying his
prayel"s.
Does not hit back when his brother hits.
Goes to church on Sunday even thouch his
father does not go.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or•girl

Does not disobey p2rents because brothers
and sisters do it.
Does not read books instead of studying
because his father does.
Does not omit his morning and night
pr~yers because his £ather does.
Does not lie in bed in the rro~ning because
his brother does.
Does not complain about food because another
has complained.
Does not steal rr:oney from parents because
ot1:ers have said they do it.

Applications
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Situation

School Group

Eone

High scLool
girl

Church

Applications
Does Y!Ot follow the example of a brother
or sister who disobey.
Does not copy the member of the family
·who is cross and unvlillingly to do
little tasks.
Does not imitate the member of the family
who ar:.swers rudely.
Does not refrain from helping her rrother
because her older sisters do not help her.
Does not tell lies because others do it.
Does not ,·e.frain from going on ~rrands for
her rother because her old0r sisters
will not do it.
Does not speak unkindly of her brothers
because others do i~.
Does not speak unk ndly to the telephone
operator ever: thought she ~ay seem curt.
Does r..ot quar,·el with the quarrelsor.-e l':1ember
of the family.
Does not think her sister lazy because
she will not help 1,7ith the dishes; she
may be very tired.
Excuses her sister for failing in her
hor::e duties.
Realizes that her father may seerr. very
cross because he is neigr_e6 do,,m with
business worries.
Does not think her brother is disobedient
v1hen he does not answer his rr:.other • he
may not have heard 1:er.
Does not quarrel because other members
of the ramily quarrel.

Primary boy
or girl

Does 2:ot laugh and talk in chur,~h when others
do it.
Knows that the bo~,rs and 1sirls who lauth
and talk in church may not have gone to
a Catholic School.

Internediate
boy or g;irl

Thinks that the little girl who does not
say her prayers out loud with the rest
rray have a sore throat.
Thhlks that the boy who broke the church
window ·.-ri th a hard snovrball may not havo
meant to do it.
Does not la.ugh and talk in church because
other boys do it.

Seventh a?:d
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not reiss llass on Sunda~'s just because
his brother m:·,- ses it•
Does not talk and whistle in church just
because another does it.

,
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Situation

School Group

Church

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

School

,

cr 1..A.RITY EAi7IFSSTED IN FOT TAKDIG SC•.VTD.t\.L

Applications
Does not distrub others in chm·ch just because someone h~s distrubed hi~.
Goes to the Mass appointee. evec1 t~ough
others ma:, not do it.
Does r.ot stay away from Benedictio:1 just
because others are going to stay away.
Does not refrain f,·on: Holy Comr.:union just
because others are staying away.
Does rot refuse to co:::tribute to the collection
because others refuse.

High school
girl

Excuses one wr.o does not follow the sermon,
· she ma:v r.ot have been instructed properly.
Does not chew gum in church because others
have been seen doing it.
Excuses one who falls asleep during the
sermon; he;~y have been up every late.
Does not think the person in the next
pew rattling her beads is trying to
annoy per; the person nay not realize
what she is doing.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not copy just because she has seen
others do it.
Does not think that others steal just
because they fail to return the trings
they borrowed.
Knows-that his teacher may be sick when
she seer:s very cross.
Does not stop paying attention because
another is not paying attention.
Does not distrub the class because someone
·?else is distrubing it.
Obeys his teacher even thougll·others
disobey.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Thinks that the girl may be sick when she
does not pay attention to the teac~er.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not copy because others do it.
Does not stay away frorr: shcool because
a:::other do,:,s it.
Is not disrespectful to the teacher because others are.
Does not read story books in class because
others have been seen to do it.
Does not cheat in tests because others
have been seen to do it.
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Situation

School Group

School

High school
girl

Does not copy the girl who does not study
her lessons.
Is not rude to the teacher because others
are.
Is not rude to.companions because others
are rude.

Playground

Primary boy
or girl

Does not cheat in games because the girl
she is with is cheating.
Knows that children may be fighting when
they do not know how v,Tong it is.
Knows that children may tell lies because
they do not know any better.

High school
girl

!snot shocked at the one who cheats;
he rr.ay not realize what he is doing.
Excuses one who is unfair; he may not be
feeling well.
Does not act rudely just because others
act rude •
.-iooes not cheat just because others cheat.
Is not "clickish" just because other
girls are.
Does not imitate the one who is unfair
in a game.
Excuses the one who shows bad sportsmanship, he may not know any better.

Primary boy
. .or e;irl

Does not call people nrur.es because he
has heard others do it •
Does not play on the crossing just because
the boys he is with do it.
Will not throw balls near v.-indov!s when
others want him to do it.
Does not steal grapes just because others
are doing it.
Does not fight because he sees others
fighting.
Does not steal apples just because he
sees others doing it.

Interoediate
boy or girl

Thinks that boys may not kr1ovr better
when they play mean tt.icks on older
tolks.
Does not steal just because he sees others
steal.

Street

,

Applications

VIRTUE /,.PPLICATIO!TS FOR CEA.TU TY l.U\NIFESTED IN NOT TAKH'G SCAFDAL

Situation

School Group

Street

High school
girl

Is not shocked a.tone who behaves improperly
on the street but realizes she may not know
better.
Realizes that person who is loud and noisy
may not be a.vmre of it.
Does not think.that those who do not stop
for signal lights do it intentionally.
Excuses the girl who acts boisterously;
she may not be aware 0£ it.
Excuses the one who acts i.'r.properly on
the street because she may not rrean to
be so.
Is not shocked at the unbecoming language
0£ one on the street; he ray not know
any other language.
Is not rude because another is rude.

Homes of
others

Primary boy
or girl

Knows that the boy may be talking rudely
to his mother because he does not know
any better.

Seventh and
eight grade
boy or.girl

Does not steal fro~ his ~other because
another does it.
Does not imitate the girl who talks back
to her mother.
Does not imitate the girl who uses bad
language.
Does not show disrespect for her parents
just because another girl she knows does.it.

High school
girl

Is not unkind in co~versation because
others are.
Is not shocked at the conversation of
others but thinks that they may not
know better.

Primary boy
or girl.

KnovJS that the person who is rude :may
not know better.

High school
girl

Is not shocked because a younger person
does not give his seat to an older
person, but realizes that he may be
very tired.
Excuses the one who does not give up
·his seat to older person; he n:a.y not
see them standing.

Prirr:a.ry boy
or girl

Thir.ks that the girl may have rr~de a
mistake in giving wrong change.

i

1·
!

Street car~
bus or
train

,

Stores

Applications
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Situation

School Group

Stores

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not annoy shop-keepers because others
do it.

High school
girl

Does not think unkindly of one who cl:eats;
she may not know better.
Does not shop-lift because she sees others
shop-li:ft.
•
Is not rude to the sales-person because
the sales-person is rude to her.
Excuses the girl who makes a mistake in
change; she may not have intended doing it.
Does not rush ahead of others because
others rush ahead of her.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not talce something that does not
belong to him just because others do it.

High school
girl

Does not speak ~indly to the persons
in :front of her because they speak
unkindly to her.
Realizes that the one who took her seat
may not have known it was her seat.
Realizes that tv:o women who are speaking
unnecessarily loud ~ay be deaf.
Does not do damage to the property of the
theatre because others do so.

Movies

,

Applications
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Situation

School Group

Applications

Home

Primary boy
or girl

Helps Mother when she is very tired.
Makes her bed Before being told to do.so.
Is very careful about playing garres in the
house that windows or pottery may not
be broken.
Does not say unkind things about other
children.
Does not say unkind things about the
teacher.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Saves something everyweek from spending
money.
Gets everything ready the night before to go
to school the next ~orning.
Does not play with matches.
Locks all winqows and doors before leaving
the house.
Does not allow strangers in while ~other
is not at home.
Does not allow money or valuables to be where·
they will be stolen.
Asks Mot~er what to do in case of a fire.
Does not eat candy before meals.

Seventh and ·
eighth grade
boy or girl

Asks mother about books to be __read.
Talces Mother's advice about the boys and
girls he plays with.
Assists Mother when she has heavy things to
carry.
Takes off cap before entering.
Goes to bed when very tired.

High school
girl,

Gets up at the hour she is supposed to arise.
Does the tasks that are supposed to be done
as soon as possible.
Is respectful and obedient to her parents.
Does not correct others for their little
faults.
Remembers to put the dim1er on if Mother
is away.
Does not argue.
Tries to JllB.ke the home as cheerful as possible.
Does not repeat the rerrarks that have been
told to her in secret.
Tries to learn and perform the duties of the
horr:e in such a way to be of help to
Mother.

T
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Situation

School Group

Home

Hig;h school
girl

Does not mention family troubles to outsiders.
Does not correct tthat member of the family
who is angry but waits until he is feeling better.
Changes the conversation if she thinks she is
annoying one with it. .
Does not believe tattlers who call at the home •
Does her home chores early.
Does not attend too many social .functions.
Makes few resolutions but keeps those she
makes.

School

Primary boy
or girl

Pays attention carefully that he know his
lesson.
Does not waste paper.
Does not play with children that are rough
or bad.
Is not a tattle tale.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not push in ranks.
Tries not to make mistakes in assigr..ments.
Uses L"lk with care.

Seventh and
eig:.ith gre.de
boy or girl

Goes to school when sent.
Listens to instructions given.
Picks up book that has fallen to floor.
Walks gently in order not to disturb others.
Follows rules of school •

. ...

.,.
High school
girl

Applicatio!'!s

Does ~ot disturb others while the teacher
is tall:ing.
Does not write when the teacher is speaking.
Does not write notes behind the teacher 1 s
back.
Does not talk about the teacher or against
others.
Does not laugh at one who is havi~g difficulty
with her school work.
Is kind to everyone.
Does not get angry when she is blamed unjustly.
Does not talk about anyone behind her back.
Does not disturb others during school time.
Is not critical of the dress of another.
Does not r epea.t unfavorable reports of others.
Obeys the rules of the school.
Tells only the one who should knovr if a companion should do sorrething seriously
wrong.
Expresses her ,opir:ion in a mild manner.
Changes the topic of conversation if it is
uncharitable.
Does not rely on others.
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Situation

School Group

Playground

Prima.~y boy
or girl

Does not tell one what another said about her.
Does not go in swimming when his mother told
him not to.
Does not run too fast for too long a time.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not pla:r rough games.
Gets help for one who has been hurt.
Does not play too near a river or lake.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does.not start fights.
Selects good companfons.

High school

Waits her turn in a game.
Does not choose the games that are rough.
Agrees with the umpire.
Protects younger child!'en from harm.
Selects ga:rnes in wr.ich everyone can take part.
Does not give bad exan:.ple to younger children.
Plays fair.
Does not talk about the poor sportsmanship
of another.
Does not complainabout the games she does
not like.
Does not take risks in jumping.
Pronises to pay the expenses of one who is
hurt through her fault.
Calls the atte1tio1 to the one in charge if
the ropes o~ a swing are unsafe.

girl

Church

'

.

Applications

Primary boy
or girl

Pays careful attention to in.structions.
Does not light vigil lights during services
such as Mass and Benediction.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Takes a prayer book to avoid distractions.
Enters quietly so as not to disturb others.

High school
girl

Tells tha altar boy if she sees danger of fire
at the altar.
Does not speak while leaving the church but
waits until she is outside.
Finds another pew if she finds she is in
someone's private pev; and they seem
put out about it.
Does not make fun of her neighbor's devotions.
Does not push while leaving the church •

,

street

- Primary boy
or girl

Obeys the policeboys.
Does not roller skate on street instead of
side,,1alk.
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Situation

School Group

Applications

'
Street

Intermediate
boy or g:ir~

Obeys the stop and go signs.
Does not play in the middle of the street.

Seventh and
eighth.grade
boy or girl

Does not go with someone she does not know.
Does not follow bad example.
Picks up a rock or stone from the middle of
the sidewalk.

High school
girl

Changes the topic of conversation~ if uncharitable.

Leav:es the group where pro.fane language is
being used.
Takes younger children ·away if present where
prof'ane-language is'used.
Obeys the light signals.
Does not pass through crowded traffic.
Warns a child that is in danger.
Warns another of a coming car.
Is very careful to whom she speaks.
Does not pei"Dlit herself to go anyv1here with
one she does not know.
Is careful of those she asks to give her directions.

Does not step off a moving car.·
Never enters the machine of one she does not
know.

Walks on the sidewalk and not in the street.
Does not turn around and stare at anyone.
Does not do anything to attract the attention
of strangers.
Is courteous to those who ask for her assistance.
Does not scold her younger brothers and sisters
on the street but waits until she is home
to tell them about it.
Homes of
others

.

PrimarJ boy
· or girl ·

Does not walk on her neighbor's lawn.
Does not dirty the house and cause extra
trouble for Mother or maid.
Does not play around new buildings.
Keeps younger children away from buildings
that are being built.
Is very careful when playing with other
children's toys so as not to break them.

Internediate
boy or girl

Does not stay too long.
Goes home at the hour Mother says to go
home.
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Situation

School Group

Homes of
others

High school
girl

Does not critize a party that she has attended.
Does not Join in unkind conversation.
Does not carry stories from one person to
another.
Does not critize the food that she has had
at the home of another.
Does not make unnecessary requests.
Does not make her visit too long.
Does not pry into the affairs of another.
Does not mention home affairs her mother
would not want her to speak of.
Tries to change the conversation if it is
uncharitable.
·
Does not make a remark that she knows will
hurt the feelings of another.
Plays a game she does not like without
letting others know that she·is bored.

Street car.
bus or train

Prin:ary boy

Has ticket or carefare ready.
Waits until the car stops before getting on
or dff.
Does not take candy or anything else from
strangers.

or girl

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not talk to the motorman.
Does not stand on platform.
Does not talk to strangers.

High school

Asks the conductor to call her street if
she is not sure of it.
Faces the direction of ~otion when alishting.
Does not step on or off while the car is
moving.
Looks carefully before crossir.g the street
after leaving the car.
Notifies the conductor if she receives a
shock or bruise as the result of' an
accident.
Doos not talk to strangers.
Does not go with strangers.

girl

Stores

.

Applications

Interoediate
boy or girl

Purchases only what Mother said to buy.
Does not spend all of her roney on candy
and sweets.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not go to the store with companions
who steal.
Examines change upon receiving it and
before leaving the store.
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,

Situation

School Group

Applications

Stores

High school
girl

Does not report the impolitnees of a clerk
to the manager.
Gives her address distinctly.
Is absolutely sure before she reports a clerk
for being dishonest.
Is certain she is right before reporting
incorrect scales.
Encourages her friend to buy·the modest
gown.
Shops early and remains calm if excited.
Does-not select articles that are beyond
her :r::eans.

Movies

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does :r:.ot go to the show when it is known
that the picture is a bad one.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Keeps others away from bad shows.

High school
girl

Does not talk or read aloud.
Waits in line patiently.
Changes the conversation if the subject
is improper.
Does not look at pictures that are i:rr,proper.
Does not go to see pictures that she knows ·
are bad.
Does not go to show that have been forbidden.
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,

Application

Situation

School Group

Hol!le

Primary boy
or girl

Does not teke money without permission.
Does not take cake without asking.
Divides mone:_r equally with brothers and
sisters that his father gives him
to divide.
Buys at the store just what 1-iother said
to buy.
Takes home t~e exact cha~ge from the store.
Does not ask others to do his share of
the work.
Does not blame another for something he
has done.
Does not take ~ore than his share of
desert.
Does not try to get out of doing a duty
he is supposed to do.
Does not destroy furniture by narking on it.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Helps Eother with the dishes because it is
not fair for her to have to do them all.
Gives her doll to her sister because she
broke hers.
Shares the ~oney father gave him for
cleaning the yard vii th his brother
who raked the leaves.
Gives Dad part of his spending ~oney
because he broke a base~ent window.
Gives his brot~er a che~ce to read a
book; does not keep it all evening.
Treats brothers and sisters alike.
Does not cheat his mother out of change.
Does hot steal from the pantry that which
mother does not want him to have.
Divides candy equally with brothers and
sisters.
Does not take toys or candy that does not
belong to him.
Does not take his brother's cap.
Does not get older Fembers of the family
to vTrite his compositions and.to
work hls problems.

Seventh and

Does not take thin~s he has been forbidden
to ta~:e.
Does not keep his ~other waiting for him.
Does not damage his clothing.
Does not ask for spending ~oney that
his parents can •t a.f.i:'ord to give him.

eighth grade
boy or girl

High school
girl

Does not shirk duties when she is not
being v,atched.
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Situation

School Group

Home

High school
girl

Returns the dime she borrowed when she
would like to return only a nickel.
Contributes to the suppost of her home
if her parents are feeble or in need.
Practices music lessons faithfully.
Does not waste food.
Does her share of t~e housework.
Does not take ~oney that does not belong
to her.
Does not ask for what her parents cannot
afford to give her.
Dees not tell untruths about others.
Remer.ibers charity begi·-:-.. s at home.
Is not out enjoying herself while her
mother is engaged in laborious
work at home.
Does not have others do her assignn:ents
for her.

School

Primary boy
or girl

Tells on self and does not blru::e another.
Does everybit of homework himself.
Gives partner enough room on the seat.
Does not try to get out of reciting.
Does not copy.
Does not take pencils or paper belonging
to another.
Puts up a coat he kr.ocked down on the
floor.
Picks up papers near his desk.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Obeys the teacher.
Does not tell lies on classnates.
Does his ovm assign=.ents.
Does ndt copy his neighbor's lessons.
Pays class dues at the time he is supposed
to do so.
Does not push ahead of others in waiting
f'or a drink.
Does not scratch the desks.
Does not annoy others.
Does not push pencil shavings from his
desk under that of another.
Does not blare someone for breaking
regulations when he is to blame
himself'.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Pays for everyt 1·_ing he r:;ets.
Does not copy.
Pays his tutition on ti.me.
Does not take what does not belong to him.
Returns what he !-,as borrovred.

.

,,

Applications
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Situation

School Group

School

High school
girl

Does liot show i'avoritisrri if she is a class
ofi'icer.
Gives back what she has borrowed.
Hands in assignments on day appointed.
Does her own work and does it just the
way demanded.
Reports to the principal o~ the school for
being late if this is to be done.
Respects the rights of' others.
Does not copy.
Does not disturb those who are busy.
Does not i~pose on the generosity of'
others for help, etc.

Playground

Primary boy
or girl

Waits for turn in playing a game.
Returns the ball if he finds it.
Plays fair in a ball ga.'lle.
Does not destroy the toys of other children.
Does. not use the swing very long.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Observes rules of the playground.
Doe s not take 'flr.o turns on swing when
others are waiting to use it.
Pays for bush or tree that he destr6yec~
Does not give the s,.,ing to his i'riend
when someone else is waiting for it.
Does not distrub a game b;r running through it.

High school
girl

Does not monopolize a particular t:rpe
or apparatus.
Plays fair.
Respects rights of others.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not keep a purse i'ound but tries to
locate the <>wner.
Does not take a slide or bicycle left
outside a store.
Does ~ot cheat in playing games.
Does not play in the street.
Steps aside for others.
Does not pla~ out of turn.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Obeys the traffic laws.
Observes the l'lws for those walking.
Does not get in the way of others.
Does not make noise outside the home of
a sick person.
Does not block the sidewalk with ~ames.
Goes and tells an owner if' he breaks his,
window.
Does not annoy peddlers.
Does not steal trom peddlers.

Street

,

Applications
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Situation

School Group

Applications

Street

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not break electric light lamps.
Does not mark the property of others.

High school
girl

Obeys all.traffic laws.
Respects the rights of others.
Does not poke others with UIT-brella on a
rainy day.
Keeps to the right of the sidewalk.

Primary boy
or girl

Keeps feet still so that others can pray.
Prays for others. not onl:: for himself.
Does not occupy too much space in the pew.
Does not make noise with rosary beads.

Interr.iediate
boy or girl

Sits where he has been told to sit.
Supports the church by bringing his
envelope each Sunday.
Waits his turn ~o go to confessjon.
Does !'lot destroy churcJ, property.
Allows others to pray and does not disturb
them.
Avoids marking the pew.
Does not light candles without paying
for them.
Is very quiet at the time of services.
Give's the offering which he has been asked
to give.
Remembers his obligations to God while
in church.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not take pharnplets from the rack
without paying for them.
Does not take out of the church v1hat
does not belong to him.

F..igh school
girl

Contributes cheerfully to the support of
the church.
Respects the rights of others in church.
Upholds the policy of her church.
Gives God His due in regard to attention.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not try to get ahead of his turn in
a ga'.·.:e at a party.
Pla:-·s fair in ever:-r gar:'e.
Is nice in the sa..-r.e way to everyone at
the party.
Does not take what no,"s not belong to him.

Intermediate

Does not speak unkindly of ot}~ers. Returns that which has been borrowed.
Pays for vrha.t he has injured or destro~red.

Church

Homes of
others

,
boy or girl
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Situation

School Group

Homes 0£
others

Intermediate
bo~r or girl

Does not take a.~ything without permission.
Tries not to ir~jure in any ,•ray the property
of others.

High school
girl

Corrects the wrong impression of another
that she may have made_•.
Listens to both sides of an argument before
i'onning an opinion.
Does not destroy what does not belong to
her.
Holds sacred the reputations of others.

Street car. Primary boy
bus or train
or girl

Does not occupy too much space and cheat
the person next to him out of his
share of seat.
Does not try to get in v,i thout paying fare.

Internediate
boy or girl

Does not pick pockets.
Does not use a transfer that does not
belong to hin.
Does not ta.ke what does not belong to
him.
Gives to the conductor an article found.

F.igh school

Does not try to sneak rides.
Pays full fare if of ag.e.
Does not take wr:at does ?30t belong to her.
Respects the rights of others.

girl

Stores

,

Applications

Primary boy
or girl

Waits turn to be vaited upon.
Keeps hands of~ things on counter.
Tells storekeeper when he g;ets too much
change.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Returns extra cha~se•
Does not steal anything.
Pays what he owes.
Doesnot say that an article has cost more
than it did vr}:en returnirg it.

High school
girl

Sees that the arrount ts returned if she
has overcr:arged and is a clerk.
Does not expect credit I'or somethine she
does not deserve.
Waits her turn a.~d does not push ahead.
Returns surplus cha~·.ge received.
Does not keep overtirre an article that
is to be returned.
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,

Situation

School Group

Applications

Uovi~

Primary boy or
girl

Waits turn to get· ticket.
Does not stay for a second show after paying for
only one.
Obeys the rules of the theatre.
Does not occupy a second seat with wraps.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not stand so that ~nother cannot see.
Does not annoy others with noise, etc.

High school girl

Does not disturb others.
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Applications

Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy
or girl

Does not hit back.
Does sonething to help mother when he would rather do
something; else.
Does not take candy when on v;ay to Holy Comm.union.
Waits until others are through speaking before he talks.
Dows not talk back •.
Says "Excuse me" when he has been mean to his sister.

Interr.1ediate
boy or girl

Does not get angry at younger brothers e.nd sisters.
Does not disobey parents by smoking.
Gets up as soon as his mother calls in the morning.
Does not cry when hurt.
G-oes to the store im.~ediately vihen mother asks.
Stays home ru:i.d helps mother when friends call to go
and play.
Goes willingly on all errands.
Does not cry v:ith a toothache.
Does not grumble when something he does not like is
served at the table.
Does not cry when teased.
bats food he does not like.

S8 venth and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not cry when sick.
Is very kind in helping when a member of the family is ill,
Stays in from pil.ay when all ready to go out and an older
sister comes in and asks him to te.ke care of her baby.
Does not grumble when refused permission to to go a
football ga"lle.
Goes to the store without being told.
Does not complain about food he does not like.

High school girl

Does tasks for others even though they are a.ngry with he:::-.
Stays home ·when she would like to go out and mother
would like to go out too.
Refrains from reading an interesting book when t1other
calls her •.
Goes to Mass vrhen someone v.;oulc. persuade you to stay hor;ie.
Refuses to tell a. lie a.bout homeword in order to go to
a movie.
Performs cheerful all duties asked of her.
Sacrifices the use of personal things such as gloves,
hats., etc • .,
Gives up In8.gazine or book when someone else wishes it.
Gets up promptly when called in the morning.

,

School.

Primary boy
or- girl

Tries very hard i.dth lessons he does not like.
Does not talk to the boy who te.lked to him.
Listens to everything the teacher says.
Does not look out of the window during prayers.
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Situation

School Group

School

Intermediate
boy or girl

Playground

Sta.."'l.ds., sits and kneels correctly.
· Does not talk unnecessarily.
Sits erect when he would rather lounge.
Does not take money th.at is lying on the top of
someone else's desk.
Asks the teacher what he wents to know.
Gives to enother., the book he would like to use.
Speaks in a friendly way to one who has been mean to him.
Does not eat in the classroom.

High school
girl

Does not eat candy.
Does not copy another girl's paper when she knmvs that
by doing it she could be at the head of her class.
Refrains from reading fiction booksat the wrong time.
Does not waste study time.
Uses practice hour well.
Speaks kindly to one who ha.snot been kind to her.
Does not answer back when corrected.
Refrains from me.king a cutting remark.
Wears the uniform as ordered when others are not doing it.
Walks away from a group where dirty stories are being told,
Will not listen to another's reputation being hurt.
Upholds school regulations.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not get angry because he has been hurt.
Does not throw e.nother boy do~n because he threw him dO\"Jll.
Does not steal candy from one who is selling it.
Lets another go ahead of him.
Stops playing as soon as the bell rings.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Leaves the game he is pl~ing when moth~r calls.
Is brave enough to say that he has done wrong and
does not cry when punished.
Does not lie about a thing to clear himself.
Does not follow £riends that do wrong.
Does not say bad things no matter how hard it is not
to say·them.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

·would rather be called "yellow" than steal a ball.
Does not cheat in g~~es.

High school
girl

Does not che~t so as to win.
Gives every one else a chance in a game.
Wears gymn clothes as ordered.
Leuves the gymnasium promptly so as to arrive on time
at the next class.
Does as the instructor says.

Primary boy

Does not cross in the middle of the block although
in a hurry.
Does not fight with boys even though they try to
fight ·with him.

,,

Street

Applications

or girl
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Situation

School Group .

Street

Inten1edie.te
boy or girl

High school girl

Church

Homes of
others
,

Applications
Returns what he has found to the ovmer.
Never denies faith.
Leaves friends to help an old lady ac~oss the street.
Refuses to ta.lee candy when on way to oly Communion.
?asses up candy on wey to school in order to give
spending money to the Propagation of the Faith.
Takes off cap when passing church even though a crowd
of boys laugh e.t him.
Does not cheat when losing in a game.
Greets a priest or nun when vrith non-Catholic friends.
Is not ashamed to be ~~th someone who is not dressed well
Greets cheerfully one who is poorly dressed.
Takes home a poor child who is hungry for something to
eat and drink.
Bows head when passing e. Catholic church.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not talk vrhen another talks to him.
Tries to pray very hard.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Kneels erect instead of sitting dovm.
Isn't afraid to be considered pious.
Does not look around.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Goes to Mass every morning.
Makes a visit when others may ridicule.
Isn't ashamed to make visits to our Lady's altar.

Hign school
girl

Stops talking on entering tho church.
Waits quietly for a second Mass when late for
Tells all of her sins in confession.
Re~..a.ins on knees while the priest distributes
Communion, even though it may seem to take
Tries very hard to keep mind on the services.
Rema.ins in church until all the Mass has been
Does not look around.
Does not talk to one who talks to her.
Isn't afraid to show others she won't talk or
Uses missal during Mass.

the first.

Holy
a long time,
heard;
giggle.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not cry when he happens to fall.
Gives something he is pla:ying with to someone who
.,-ants it.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Gives up going to a movie ·on Saturday afternoon in
order to go to confession.
Does not whistle even those others do it.

High school
girl

Refuses meat v.hen dining virith ono-Catholics on Friday.
Does not read letters that she sees lying around.
Helps others ½~th·their chores.
Does not brag or talkabout the new things she hs.s.
Listens rather than mono olizes ·the co er a_-1- • t n-
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Situation

School Group

Street car, Intermediate
bus, or
boy or girl
train
High school
girl

Stores

Movies

,

'-:·

Applications
Raises hat when passing church on crowded street car.
Does not yield to the temptation to give the conductor
a transfer that is not good.
Shows preference for the poor in giving her seat to~
older persons.
In quiet in manner when companions are loud.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not take the tiniest thing although he would like
very much to have it.

Intennediate
boy or girl

Gives back surplus change that may be given to him.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Refuses to take sonething from one who has stolen it.
Has the courage to keep younger persons from stealing.

High school
girl

Returns too much change when it is received.
Has courage not to take something lying on the counter
even though she would like very much to have it.
Asks for change when it is not giv,en.
Does not buy more than she can pay for.
Does not demand something when her mother would
rather not buy it.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not yell or ste.mp feet when others are doing it.
Does not beg to go when Mother has said "No."

High school
girl

Does not sneak in vnthout paying.
Goes out when the picture is not the right kind.
Keeps resolution not to go to the show during Lent.
Leaves the better seat for her friend.
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-·
Situation

School Group

Applications

Home

Primary boy
or gfrl

Does not eat too much of any one thing.
Eats everything that mother puts on his plate.
Does not eat just before dinner or lunch.
Does not eat too much of the food he likes.
Does not beg for a second helping of food that his
mother says is not good for him.
Does not eat candy before dinner hour.
Does not take the biggest ·piece of candy- in box or on plat
Does not ask for the biggest piece of cake or pie.
Does not take candy when mother says• "no more. 11
Eats when he does not feel like it, if he is not sick.
Does not eat before taking a drink. after receiving
Holy Communion.
Does not stay avray from Holy Communion because he does
not like to fast.
Is not the type of boy or girl who eats one day and not
the next.
Leaves the table feeling he could eat just a little more.
Is very much ashamed if he gets sick because he ate too mu1
Does not make a meal on sweets.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not eat candy before breakfast.
Does not eat too much after school.
Eats something of everything that is served.
Is not the first to be finished.
ueaves the choicest piece for someone else.
Does not rush to the table.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not drink ice-cold liquids when overheated.
Does not take more on his plate than he can eat.
Does not eat as if he never saw food before.

High school
girl

Does not eat before meals.
Does note at small bites from the pantry while preparing
a meal.
Does not eat heavily before retiring.
Leaves the table when she could eat a little more.
Is not the type of person who dislikes many kinds of food.
Is not the type of person who eats one day and not the nexDoes not diet without the advice of mother or doctor.
Does not make a meal on svreets.

Primary boy

or girl

Does not eat candy during school hours.
Does not eat candy when he hasn•t enough to share with
others.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not eat or drink hurriedly at recess time.

School ·
,

~

virtue-applieations for moderation in the use of liquor have not been included in this
~dy because of the nation-wide movement to have Catholic boys and girls take the ahstinenco

~ge unti~ _:t~~~r _!'r_e_?_y,l-f'~-~~~-- Y.ee.r.
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Situation

Intermediate
boy or girl

not sneak gum and candy to others.
not chew gum.
not eat too heavily at the noon, ho~r.
hot make her L:nch of sweets;
instead a well proportioned lunch of suitable
things.
Does not eat anything offered by strangers.
Shares what he has with friends.

High school
girl

Does not eat in public places.
Does not chew gum.

Church

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not eat candy or ·chew gum.

Homes 0£.
others

Intermediate
boy or girl

School

High school

girl

street

Seventh and
eighth grade
Q'._oy or girl
FJ.g;h school

girl
Street car.
.bus~ Qr .
train
stores·

Does
Does
Does
Does
Eats

Does
, Does
Does
Does

~ot
not
tot
not

ask for a second helping at a party.
go to a neighbor's pantry.
ask to be served before others~
take the bigr:est piece of cake.

Eats whatever is served.
Does not over eat.
Is not fastidious about the kind of food she eats.
Does not talk about foods.

Prirr.ary boy

or girl

Does not eat or che17 gun.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not sample the goods before buying.
Does not stand around eating.

Seventh and
eighth grc.de
boy or girl

Waits until returning home to eat c~ndy or cak~s
purchased.

High school
girl.

,

Applications

School Group

Avoids the habit of sampling.
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,

Situation

School Group

Home

Prirr.ary boy
or girl

Dresses as soon as he gets up in the morning.
Goes one at a time to the bathroom.
Does not leave room before fully dressed.
Does not go around the house without
clothes on.

Intermediate ·
boy·or girl

Does not dress and undress before others.
Is modest in dressing even when by self.
Does not read books that mother has said
not to read.
Does not go into his sister's room when she
is dressing.
Does not go into her brother's room when he
is dressing.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not bring home magazine that he does not
show his mother.
Does not read books that he is ashamed to
tell his rother about.
Does not read books anywhere else that he
would not want mother to know of.
Prayes daily to the Blessed Virgin to keep
him pure in ~ind and body.
Refuses to play games that are not nice.
Does not show pictures in magazines that
are not nice.
Says three Hail Marys every day.
Remembers God sees when dressing and
undressing.
Remembers God sees when he is in bed.
Covers up baby brother ,vhen brothers and
sisters laugh at him.
Thinks immediately of something else when
he has had an impure thought.
Says a very short pray and does something
else q~ickly when'tempted.
Docs not stay in the bath tub a long time.
Does not read bad stories.
Does not use b·pure language.
Does not sing songs that are not nice.
Draws shades when dressing; and undressing.
Wears proper clothing when going to bed at night.
Always has a covering; on when asleep at night.
Does not play in the dark.
Does not sit and talk in the dark with others.
Does not pass through the bed rooms of others
when they are dressing.

Applications
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VIRTUE APPLICATIOJ'S Fm CHASITY AND : -ODBSTY
Situation

School Group

Home

High school
girl

Does not leave her bedroom ·,-;i thout be5.ng properly dressed.
Does not ask questions of others that she
· knows her mother. should answer !:or her.
Does not read books. etc., that she would not
show her mother.
Prays daily to the Blessed Virgin to keep
her pure in mind and body.
Does not tell jokes that are unbeco~~ng.

School

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not write anything that is considered
bad.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not draw pictures that are not nice.
Tears up pictures that are not nice.
Does not look a-; the girls whose dresses
are too short.
Keeps hands out of pockets.
Does not show a bad picture to anyone.
Does not look at improper pictures.
Goes with boys and girls who are good.
Listens only to talk that is good.
Conducts self properly in the toilet rooms.
Does not talk a bout things he would not
want his mother to hear him speaking about.
Tears up bad notes that may be passed around.
Does not tell stories that he would not tell
if his mother were present.

High school
girl

Does not use cosmetics to excess.
Does not lounge or cross legs in a.n
unbecoming manner.
Does not speak of things she would not want
her mother to hear.
Does not listen to improper jokes.
Does not tell unbecoming stories.

Prkary boy
or g:irl

Walks in a lady-like nanner.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not pull at he~ stockin~s.
Does not call after boys on the street.
Does. z:.ot sto.nd on street corners.
Changes the conversation if the ~owd talks
about things he would not want his
mother to hear.

street

,

Applications
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CHASTITY AND UODESTY

Situation

School Group

Street

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not draw bad pictures on the sidewalks.
Does not write words that are not nice on
. walls 6 houses. etc.
Does not call a£ter girls on the street.
Does not_ ask for automobil~ rides.
Does not go off with persons she does not know.
Does not listen to anyone who talks improperly.
Does not look at anyone who is dressed improperly.
Does not read bad writing on walls. fences•
etc.
Does not write bad thill;gs on walls. fences.
etc.

High school girl

Does not dress vulgarly.
'\'/alks in a ladylike manner.
Does not use cosmetics in a vulgar way.
Does not go places ~~th boys that her mother
does not lmow about.
Does not pennit boys to hug and kiss her.
Does not take drives into the country u.~chaperoned.
Does not allow boys to stop cars in dark or
unfrequented places and permit petting, etc.
Does not go for rides with strangers.
Does not pick up acquaintances with strange
boys and men.

J

Playground

Primary boy or
girl

Applications

Does not stand on the svling unless she has on
a bloomer outfit.
Does not play with persons who are not nice.
Keeps dresses dovm when on swings.

In-termediate boy Does not listen to dirty jokes.
Makes a boy quit bad language.
or girl
Does not play with those who do and say bad
things.
Keeps dress down when on the slide.
Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not draw pictures that are not nice on
the sand.
Does not join in bad games.
Does not play in alleys.
Tries to stop younger children who are playing
games that are not nice.
Wears a bathing suit in s,vimming.
Wears a modest bathing suit •.

High school girl

Does not go out between dances a:11\ Y,f-rmi t boys
to pet, neck, etc.
Does not go for lonely rides a:f'ter parties, etc.

,,

>..musenients
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CF..ASTITY ).ND MODESTY

'
Situation

School Group

Homes ot
others

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does not look at pictures that are not nice.
Does· not talk about things that he knows are
not nice to talk about.
Does not listen to imr.iodest jokes and stories.
Does not play kissing games.
Remembers God sees and hears everything.
Does not look at magazines that are improper.
Does not borrow n:agazines that his mother
would not approve of.
Does not tell others of books that he knows are
bad.

High school girl

Changes the conversation if the subject is unbecoming.
Does not tell improper stories.
Does not discuss books and plays that are questionable.
Does not play games that involve kissing. hug• ging. and pav'ling.
Does not neck or pet.

\.

Applications

-.

";,. I

Street car.
bus. or
train

Movies

,

Intermediate
boy or girl

Is verj careful of her position when sitting
on the side seats.

High school girl

Sits properly.
Does not flirt with conductors. motormen, or
others.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Closes eyes during that part of the picture
that is improper.
Does not enter the theatre when he finds out
that the picture to be shown is not just
right.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does n~t applaud actors who do improper things.

High school girl. Does not permit a boy to sit with his arl!l.s
about her.
Does not sit holding hands with the boy com.
panion.
Does not attend sh0r,s that she knows aro not
proper.
Does not look at improper pictures.

- t,·•

·/
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR SINCERITY

Situation
Home

School Group
Primary boy

or girl

Interr-.ediate
boy or girl

•

School

,

Applications
Means it when she says.excuse me oi. please pardon me.
Performs the .duties she told her n,.other she· would do.
Says "yes" ii" she v:as the one who took the cookies.
Tells the truth to mother and father.
Does not say he can play a certain game when he knows
he can't~
Tells the truth to.brothers and sisters.
Tells mother as soon as a dish has been broken.•
Tells her mother trutMully where he went after cchool.
Tells the whole truth when answering a question.
Does not say that he has no home assignnent when he has one.
Gives to mother all the money that is left from the store.
Does not push the clock on when practicing.
Does not take anything vrithout permission •
Does not say he is studying when he is really reading a
. story book.
Does not go to the movies when sent for a music lesson.
Tells the truth even though he will be punished.
Does not say a school book costs more than it really costs.

Sever..th and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does
Does
Does
a
Does

not cheat when playing games.
not get his brother to do his assignments for him.
not shovv his mother the wrong paper when he has had
test at school.
not tell untruths about the grades he has received.

High school
g'irl

Is truthful to her parents.
Admits wrong that she has done it.
Keeps promises.
Does not say she is delighted to see a ·certain person
when she wished she had stayed at home.
Is kind to her parents and all the members of her family.
Does not try to conceal the hour she caree in at night.
Does not hide things from her mother.
Tells the whole truth: does not omit a portion of it.

Pri:r..ary boy
or girl

Does not try to change the mark that is on his report card.
Does not tell classmates he received a mark that he
did not get.
Does just the sa~~ thing when the teacher is out of the
room as when she is in.
Does not blame others when he has done wrong.
Does not deny that he crossed the street in the middle
of the block.
Does not say he understands when he knows he does not
understand.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR snmERITY

Situation

School Group

Applications

School

Intermediate
boy or girl

Pays back the nickel he borrowed.
Tells the teacher if he breaks something that belongs
to the room.
Does not whisper the answer to one who has been
called upon by the teacher.
Does not turn around and talk when the teacher is
called to the door.
Does not talk and play when the teacher is not looking.
Does not copy from others.
Does not give his paper to others to copy.
Tells the teacher when he has been the cause of a
disturbance.
Does not copy. even though no one would ever know ito

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not throw paper under the desk of others making
it seem that it was their paper.
Returns what he has borrowed.
Does not tell a girl that she likes her dress w'nen
she does not.
Would rather receive a zero than copy.
Does not hold a book before him in order to talk or
eat candy.
Does not brag about dresses that she does not own.
Does not sneak home when there is a rehearsal after
di srai s sal.
Does not allow friends to receive blame for what he
deserves.

Playground

High school
girl

Does not copy from others •
. Does not give others her work to copy.
Does not let the innocent suffer when she lmows_ who
the guilty one is.
Has the courage to say so when she does not understand.
Aclmowledges mistakes.
Does not try to conceal things.
Is a true friend in rendering services, etc.
Does not say one thing behind a person's back and
another thing to her face.

Primary boy
or girl

Is hon~st in games.
Does not tell lies in order to win in a game.
Tells on himself if he has broken something.
Does not play games that he would not play if an older
person were watching •
.Does not play games he wa.s told not to play.

Intermediate

Does not permit another child to be accused of what
he himself did •.
Does not lie to get the swing.
Plays fair·in all games.

boy or girl
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Si~uation

School Group

Applications

Playground

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Tells the truth if he has broken a window.
Does not play after the stop signal has been given.

Street

Primary boy
or girl

Tries to find the ovmer of the thing found.
Tells his right name to the policeboy when he asks for it.
Tells the person whose vlindow he broke ~tile playing ball.
Does not deny it when the policeboy reports hL~ for
somethi.-:g he has done wrong.

Seventh a...--id
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not eat s~~e of the cookies that he VJas sent to
buy at the store, without telling his mother about it.
Does not purposely misdirect a stranger.

Primar-3 boy
or girl

Tells sins in confession just as they are.
Prays for those he promised to pray for.
Says his preyers and does not·watch the.other children.
Does not light candles without making the necessary
offering.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Puts in the box all the money that has been given him
for the collection.

High school
girl

Thinks of what she is saying a.s she prays.
Tells her sins in confession just as they are.

Primary boy
or girl

Tells the boy he is visiting if he happens to break
one of his toys.
Does not say mean things about his friends.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not tell a peroo n that her home is very beautiful
and then turn a.round and tell someone else that
it is not beautiful.
Does not tell his friend's raother-that she makes wonderful dishes and then tell someone else that she
is no cook at all.
Does not tell the boy he is visLting that he has a fine
,,-a.gon and then tell someone else that it is no good.
Does not praise somethi~g that he does not like.

High school
girl

Does not boast of what she has not.
Helps her friends in difficulties.
Does not speak as though she O'Wiled a Lincoln when
she only owns a Ford.

,

Church

Homes o:f
others

,Street car. Primary girl
bus, or
or boy
train
In·term.ediate
boy or girl

Does not try to sneak rides.
Does not give an old transfer to the conductor.
Returns surplus change to the conductor that he
happened to give by mistake.
Does not give incorrect age., if' asked by the conductor.
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VIRTUE APPLICA'.l'IONS FOR STI{CERITY
'I

Situation

School Group

Street car, Seventh and
bus. or
eighth grade
train
boy er girl

Does not ring the bell unless he wants to get off.

Stores

Tells the owner if he happens to break or destroy
something by mistake.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Movies

,

Applications

Primary boy
or girl,

Does not try to sneak in without paying.

VB.TUE APPLICATIONS FOR RESPECT FOR LAVI

Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy or ·
girl

Obeys every order that mother gives.
Obeys the laws made by Father.
Says morning and night prayers faithfully.
Comes home at the appointed time.
Does homework at the time mother says to do it.
Washes teeth before going to bed.
Waters the lawn only when the .city perm.its.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does not complain about the regulations that
father has me.de.
Is not a sneak.
Does not go to the icebox if told not to go.
Removes hat when entering the house.
Does not sit on beds.
Hangs wraps in appointed places.
Washes dishes as mother desires.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Is in from play at the appointed time.
Goes to the movies only at the time allowed by
parents.

High school girl

Follows all regulations of parents.
Does not complain of regulations.
Obeys parents in everything.
Practices music lessons faithfully.
Hangs up wraps properly.
Does not read forbidden books.

Primary boy or
girl

Does not push or talk in ranks.
Does not write on the school building.
Does not throw snowballs near the building.
Is on time for school.
Does not talk at the time of a fire drill.
Does not talk in the corridors.
Takes off cap when entering school building.
Keeps perfectly quiet when in line.
Does not talk in the classroom unless it is
necessary.
Does not talk when the teacher's back is turned.
Does not throvr papers around.

Intermediate boy
girl

Obeys all the bells immediately.
Does not chew gum in the schoolroom.
Does not skip school.
Takes care of school property.
Does not scratch initials on desk.
Stops anyone who might be usi11g matches around
the school.

School

or

,

Applications
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR RESPECT FOR LAW.

Situation

School Group

School

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not talk in toilets.
Does not talk out loud at anytime without asking
permission.
Keeps desks in order.
Does not kick or giggle when marching.
Does not sharpen pencil at .forbidden times.

High school girl

Obeys school laws and regulations.
Does not criticize them.
Does not argue with teachers.
Is on time daily.
Wears uniform faithfully.
Observes regulations for quiet.
Puts papers, etc., in the assigned receptacle.
Observes library rules exactly.

Primary boy or
girl

Does
Does
Does
Does
Does

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does not push another down the slide.
}efoes not play ball near places that are .forbidden.
Does not stand on swings.
Does not leave playground without permission.
Does not climb over the gate.
Does not write on walls or .fences.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not go in part of playground reserved for
smaller children.
Does not grumble and conplain about the rules
that have been made .for the playgtound.

High school girl

Obeys all regulations.
Does not throw papers and waste material
around the grounds.
Does not criticize regulations made.
Observes exactly rules of games •

Primary boy or
girl

Does not tease the policeboys.
Crosses the street when the policeboy says
to cross it.
Does not walk on the grass.
Ceosses the street at the corner.
Looks both ways when crossing the street.
Does not cross in the middle cf the block.
Do~s not walk in the _, A,'11.,. "'.,. t:i.. .... --'-.... --.,.

Playground

.Street

Applications

not
not
not
not
not

.fight.
strike anyone.
break anything.
play games that have been forbidden.
cheat in games.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR RESPECT FOR LAW

.
Situation

School Group

street

Into:'!:lediate boy
or girl

Keeps to the right of the walk.
Slows down when driving past a school.
Does not speed.
Does not drive horses and wagons on boulevards.
Gets out of the way of the fire department.
Warns younger children not to skate on the
street.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not
Does not
Does not
Does not
Does not
Does :·not

High school girl

Observes stop and go signs.
Drives within the speed limit.
Respects regulations for pedestrians.
Obeys the signals given by polioemen, at
street crossings.
Obeys all laws that concern one while on the
street.
Does not throw papers around.
Keeps to· the right.
_
Does not walk on the la\ms.
Observes traffic signs.
Observes parking regulations.

Primary boy or
girl

Goes to Mass on Sundays and Holy days.
Goes to the Mass appointed.
Does not go to Masses-that are only for grown
folks.
Does not eat meat on Fridays.

Internediate boy
or girl

Observes regulations for children about going
to confession.
Returns for a second Mass, if late.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Is on time for Uass.
Does not leave the church before the priest
leaves the altar.
Does not criticize laws of the church.

High school girl

Obeys the laws of the church.
Complies with the wishes of the pastor.
Listens carefully to instructions.
Is on time for services.
Does not criticize laws of the church.
Tries to know all the necessary church laws.

Church

Applioations

turn in false alarms.
ride bicycle on sidevralk.
walk on new cement.
damage the property of others.
play on railroad tracks.
play ball in the street.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR RESPECT FOR LAWS

Situation

School Group

.Homes of
others

Primary boy or
girl

Does not talk while others are talking •
Takes off hat before entering.
Cleans off shoes before entering the house.
Does not enter without ringing the bell.
Does not go into a person's house uninvited.

High school girl

Says morning and night prayers
Observes all rules of her own pa.rents.
Conforms herself to the regulations of the
house she is visiting.

Primary boy or
girl

Does not get on or off while the car is moving.
Is careful getting on and off the cars.
Does not lean out or the windows.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not try to get by, by paying half rare
when old enough to pay full fare.
Lets others off before getting on.
Faces forward when alighting.

Prilllary boy or
girl

Does not handle articles for sale, particularly,
those that are perishable.

Interoediate boy
or girl

Observes signs in stores.

High school girl

Observes such signs as "please do not touch."
Does not go behind the counter.
Walks slowly through the swinging door.

Primary boy or

Does not scream.
Does not spit on the floor.

Street car,
bus, or
train

stores

Movies

girl

,

Applications

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does not run around the show.
Uses the appointed exits.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not stamp feet in rhytht'l.
Does not sneak in free.
Does not attempt to attend shows that advertise
"No minors allowed.''
Does not put feet on seats.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR OBEDIENCE

Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy or

girl

Intennediate
boy or girl

,

Applications
Picks up papers when mother says to do it.
Stays on porch when told to re:tl.8.in there.
Washes face and hands just as told to do so.
Puts coat and hat avray on cooing into the
house.
Goes straight to school; does not stop on
way.
Goes to basement for potatoes when mother
says to do it.
Dusts chairs just as mother says to do it.
Does not sit dovm at the dinner table until
told to do so.
Does not take things out of the ice box when
told not to do so.
Goes promptly to the store when told.
Gets up just as soon as mother calls in the
morning.
Says morning and night prayers without being
reminded of them.
Goes in promptly from play when told to do so.
Remains seated in a chair if told to sit
there because of having done something
wrong.
Dries dishes when older sister says to do it.
Takes care of the baby in just the way mother
says to do it.
Does not take candy a.fter he was told not to
take it.
Does what he has been told to do without
having to be told a second tirre.
Practices piano lessons faithfully.
Follows the orders of parents and others that
are older in everything that ie not
sinful.
Does not dispute with parents when told to do
something.
Takes little brother home from school as
father told him to do.
Sweeps the sidewalk at the time told to do it.
Remains in the house when told to do so.
Goes for newspaper promptly when sent.
Turns oft the radio or viotrola as soon as'he
is told to do so.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR OBEDIE1ICE

School Group

Home

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Takes care of the fire as soon as he has
been told.to do so.
Helps vrith housework illlI!lediately upon being
asked to do so.
Goes to the store promptly.
Obeys older brothers and sisters.
Goes to bed at t!le appointed time without
having to be reminded.
Hangs up coat and hat in the right place.
Obeys all the rules of health that he has
been taught.
Does not go into the home with muddy feet.

High school girl

Arrives home at the hour appointed.
Follows the CODl!!'Ands of parents when they
forbid cert~in associates.
Does not attend dances, parties, or theatres
that have been forbidden.
Does not read forbidden books.
Returns home at ~he appointed hour.
Carries out promptly the requests of parents.
Gets up promptly when called.
Turns off radio when mother or father requests
it.
Practices piano lessons faithfully.
Remains at home when told to remain at home.

Primary boy or
girl

Does not chew gum in school.
Does not skip school.
Doe:J not throw snowballs near the windows •
.Answers the bell promptly.
Is quiet in ranks.
Does not v.rrite on walls.
·writes and stops writing when told to do so.
Is clean in the schoolroom.
Does not cause disturbances when teacher
leaves the room.
Studies when teacher says to study.
Makes papers neat, as required.
Does not thrmv papers on the floors.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Takes the seat he has been given even though
he does not like it.
Follows orders or t~e teacher exactly.
Works quietly when the teacher is out of the
room.
Goes home promptly at dismissal.

School

,

Applications

Situation
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR OBE'uIENCE

Situation

School Group

School

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Keeps all the rules of the school.
Returns report card promptly.
Has hair neat and hands clean._
Keeps desks in order.
Tries to observe tra££ic laws.

High school girl

Tries to keep every regulation of the school.
Keeps quiet in those places where quiet is
supposed to be.
Complies with signals promptly.
Does not talk loud at the change of periods.
Does not disturb others upon entering the
schoolroom.
Observes all rules pertaining to class dismissal.
Follows dress requirements exactly.

Primary boy or
girl

Keeps out of the mud.
Does not sit on window sills in winter.
Is careful not to break swings.
Puts papers in baskets supplied.
Follows the rules of the games he is playing.
Does not play games that have been forbidden.
Rema.ins in the playground at recess time.
Does not throw papers around.
Does not mark up the playground by writing.
Keeps on boys• or girls'side of the playground.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does not stand on swings.
Does not push the s.,ings too high.
Stays only as long as mother says.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not leave the playground without per.nission.
Observes all rules of :f"air play.

High school girl

Observes the directions of the coach.
Goes home at the time appointed by her mother.

Primary boy or

Follows the co:rrunands of the policeboys.
Looks both ways before crossing.
Does not cross street in middle of the block.
Does not throw things on the street.
Does not play on the street.

Playgrouhd

street

girl

Intermediate boy
or girl

Applications

Does not play near the curb.
Tries to keep quiet near zones of quiet.
Follows the rules of traffic.
Does not walk on la~-ns of oth3rs.
Keeps to the right.

VIRTUE APPLICATIOIJS FOR OBEDIENCE

Situation

School Group

Street

High school girl

Respects traffic signals.
Walks on sidewalk.
Does not cross the lavms of others.

Church

Primary boy or
girl

Does not talk or play in church.
Takes his beads and prayer book to church.
Is on time for Mass.
Goes to the children's Mass, if' there is one.
Gives the offering he has been given to give.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Sings when his class is singing.
Keeps all the commands of the church.
Follows the Mass with a prayer book.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Arrives in place L~ choir at the appointed
time.
Keeps appointments faithfully if an altar
boy.

High school girl

Is on time for Masso
Does not occupy pews reserved for children,
etc.
Remains in pew until the priest leaves the
Sanctuary.
Follows the ceremonies as prescribed.

Primary boy or
girl

Does not go into the homes o~ others if
told not to do so.
Does not touch things that he has been
asked not to touch.
Goes home at the appointed time.
Obeys the mother of the one he is visiting.
Does not touch piano when told not to touch it.

Inter~ediate boy
or girl

Keeps hands orf things he has been told not
to touch such as violin, radio, etc.
Observes the regulations of the home that he
is visiting.
Does not touch pie.no when told not to touch it.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Respects the parents of friends.
Never suggests to a friend to do what his
parents haYe told him not to do.

High school girl

Returns to her home at the time appointed.
Observes the regulations of the home she is
visiting.
Encourages her friend to carry out her mother's
orders.

Homes or
others

Applicati~ns
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VIRTUE APPLICATIOUS FOR OBEDIENCE

Situation

School Group

Street car,
bus or
train

Primary boy or
girl

Takes the bus when mother says to take it n.nd
not to take the street car.
Does not stand on platfonn talking to driver
or motorman.
Does not stand on the steps of the street car.
Does not put head out of window.
Follows the comr:18.nds of the conductor.
Does not put anns out of the window.
Waits until car has stopped before getting on.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does not change from one seat to another when
mother says not to do so.
Does not ~gout of the window.
Does not occupy more than one seat.
Does not get on or oft of car while it is
moving.
Does not spit.
Faces forv,ard when leaving car.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Follows the laws of hygiene.
Follows instructions given at time of danger.

High school girl

Does not try to get on car while it is moving.
Does not put head or arms out of windows.
Does not stand on platform and talk to conductor.
Does not talk to motorman.

Primary boy or
girl

Does not spend all of spending money on candy
if told not to do so.
Obeys signs and does not handle things on
counters.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does not touch things that are £or sale.
Counts change immediately upon receiving it.

High school girl

Uses the proper entrance~ and exits.
Does not spend more money than mother has
told her to spend.
Refrains t'rom handling things on the counters.
Obeys regulations or the store.

Primary boy or
girl

Does not throw paper around.
Does not holler and whistle.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does not do anything the usher says not to
do.

Applications

...

Stores

I.."

,

Movies

-
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR OBEDIENCE

Situation
. Movies

School Group

.

Applications

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not go to shows that mother has forbidden.

High school girl

Removes hat as directed.

•

f
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR PRAYER

Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy or
girl

every morning.
evern night.
before breakfast.
ai'ter breakfast.
before lunch.
after lunch.
before dinner.
after dinner.
:for his mother and f.'ather. and brothers
and sisters.
Thanks God :for having made him.
Prays during storms.
Says aspirations :for help when in trouble.
Tells God he is sorry when he has done wrong.
!takes the morning o:ff'ering as soon as he wakes
up.
Prays when he is af.'raid.
Thanks God :for all :favors.
Remembers whenever he prays that God is present
and listening to him.

L~termediate boy
or girl

Prays at the moment of temptation.
Prays to his Angel.daily.
Says little prayers while at work.
Prays for success in work being done.
!fakes and renews during the day• the morning
offering.
Says a little prayer when he hears anyone take
the name of the Lord in vain.

High school girl

Says her grace before and after mea.ls.
Says morning and evening prayers.
Recalls God is present before praying.
Prays for parents. friends and enemies.
Does not excuse herself from prayers because
she does not feel like it.
Prays for gface to carry out resolutions.
!Sakes a short meditation each day.

Primary boy or
girl

Oi':fers his work as prayer.
Says the hourly aspiration thinking o:f what
it means.
Remembers God is listening at the time the
children are praying.
Kneels up like a soldier.
Does not look around during prayer.

School

,,

Applications
Prays
Prays
Prays
Prays
Prays
P"ays
Prays
Prays
Prays
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR PRAYER

Situation

School:Group

School

Intermediate boy
or.girl

High school girl

Playground

Street

,,

Makes the sign of the Cross with holy water
when passing in and out of the class
room.
Says a short prayer for help when he can't
do his assignment.
Says a short prayer for help vrhen he is
tempted to disobey.
Thanks God for success.
Says. as well as she can, the prayers before
and after class.
Does not look around during.the time of prayer.
Recalls God's presence during the time 0£
prayer.
'itsks light of the Holy Ghost at the time of
examinations. etc.
Listens carefully to instructions on prayer.
Tries to think of the meaning of the prayers
she says.

Primary boy or
girl

Makes a quick act of sorrow if" he happens to
offend God.
Makes an act of sorrow for sin. if hurt.
Says a short prayer for God's help if someone wants him to do something he lalows
he should not do.
Offers play to God.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Prays for protection when tempted to sin.
Prays in time of danger.
Prays when tempted to play unfair.
Thanks God for success.

Primary boy or

Prays f'or protection when he comes to a dangerous cros'sing.
Asks his P.ngel to take care of him.
Says a little prayer to honor God when he
hears someone curse or swear.

girl

Church

Applications

Primary boy or
girl

Assists at Mass as he has been taught to do.
Says his prayers, knowing God is present.
Does not look around while praying.
Makes a little visit after confession.
Prays for his parents. sisters and brothers.
Prays for the sick.
Prays :for the dying.
Prays tor the poor and helpless.
Prays that God will make him a good boy.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIOim FOR PRAYER

Situation

School Group

Church

Primary boy or
girl

Remeribers all the time. that God is listening.
Makes the sign of the Cross slowly.
Does not say his prayers too fast.
Prays for pagans.
Prays for sinners.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Thinks about the meaning of the prayers he is
saying or reading.
Prays slowly.
Uses a prayer book when he can't keep his
thoughts on his prayers.

High school girl

,

Spplications

Prays before and after confession.
Makes a visit. when possible. if passing a
church.
Uakes frequent visits to the Chapel at school.
Prays for grace to keep resolutions.
Reme~ers God is present.
Prays from her heart.
Prays even though she does not feel like it.
Prays slowly. d\~elling on the meani~g of the
words she is saying or reading.
Prays in trouble or sorrow.

Homes of
otherw

Primary boy or·
girl

Remembers to say morning and night prayers.
Remembers to say grace.
Prays to do what ls right. ii' someone wants
him to do otherwise.

Street car:,
bus:, or
train

Intermediate boy
or girl

Salutes the Lord when passing churches.
Prays at time of an accident.
Prays £or protection.

Stores

Intermediate boy
or girl

Prays for strength if tempted to steal.

Movies

Intermediate boy
or girl

Prays to be kept from sin.
Offers the pleasure of the show to God.
Closes his eyes and prays it there is something
bad.

High school girl

Prays at the moment of temptation.
Prays before going in to swim.
Prays in the presence of any danger to soul
or body.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR SELF DENIAL

Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy
or girl

Intennediate
boy or girl

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

.,

Applications
'

Stays in the house after school with sick little
brother and plays 'With him.
Takes little brother with him to play when he would
rather not.
Runs to answer mother's call, no matter how interesting
the game being played. ·
Saves candy money for foreign missions.
Kneels on floor to say prayers instead of on bed or chair.
Does things that are not very pleasant such as washing
dishes, mending, and gming to the store.
Takes the piece of candy he likes least.
Asks to wash dishes on Saturday.
Eats only two pieces of candy when he-could have much more.
Takes cod liver oil without making a £ace.
Eats bread and butter after school instead of cake.
Takes only one ball when mother said he could have three.
Hangs hat and coat in the exact place appointed.
Puts toys in the places appointed.
Gets father's slippers just the minute_he asks for than.
Does not eat desert on Friday.
Puts aside a portion of spending money for the poor.
Does not eat candy once in a while.
Washes the dishes when her sister wants to dry them.
Stays at home with a sick sister while the rest of the
family goes on an automobile trip.
Gives last pie4)e of cake in the house to her brother.
Stays in to help mother instead of going out.
Does not eat until meal time although very hungry.
Continues to help mother even though a companion has
called for her to go out and play. ·
Does not open letters or packages until mother comes home.
Waits just a minute before eating wh6n very hungry.
Gets up in the morning just as soon as called.
Leaves the most comfortable chair for others.
Does not take much of a dish he knows others of the
family like very much.
Gives brothers and sisters a chance to make a selectiom
at the candy box first.
Offers to wash the dishes ,.flen mother asks one of
several members of the family to do it.
Gives some of his Christmas presents to one who is in
need of' them •
• Gives part of his share of candy to a brother who
likes it very much.
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.,

l,!:======:::;::========,============================
Situation

School Group

Home

High school
girl

School

Does not say mean things to older brother when he has
played a mean trick on her.
.
Stays at home with the younger children so th.at her
mother and father may go out.
Washes the dishes instead of playing the piano.
Re.fuses once in a while the di~h she likes very much.
Gives the softest chair to her mother.
Breaks an unnecessary appointment to help mother.
Gives father the newspaper first.
Does not play the piano when younger children are sleeping~
Leaves the biggest piece of cake for anothero
Does not allow anyone to see she is hurt.
Gives the best part of the nev1spaper to another even
though she is longing for it herself.
Wties to save her mother steps.
Does not answer back
Helps with dishes instead of reading book.
Helps with the dinner when she would like very much
to read.
•
Refuses a piece of candy, once in a while, when it is
passed.

Primary boy
or girl

Stays for a few minutes after school to help the
teacher put away materials.
Saves candy until school is out instead of trying to
eat it duri~g lesson time.
Does s~~ething kind for the person who has been mean
to him.
.
Does not push in the cloak room.
Wai ts turn when getting study work.
Keeps feet together.
Waits his turn when he wants to read.
Puts mone;;r in poor box.
Does not te.lk when he would like very much to do so.
Helps someone who is in trouble.

Intermediate

Does not look to see what time it is.
Does not copy ans.yers.
Does not look out of the window·.
Stops vrork just as soon as signal is given.
Does not jump at the end of the stairs.
Lets another do the job he would like to do himself.
Does not look out of window while class prayers are being said.
Does not talk at time that are forbidden.
Does not look out of the window when an aereoplane is
passing.
Lets another fellow drink at the fountain before he
takes a drink.

boy or girl

,

Applications
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School Group

School

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not offer excuses when corrected.
Lets another use the dictionary first.
Tries not to be eager to answer a question when she
knows solll.eone near her is very anxious to answer it.
Lets another sharpen his pencil first.
Picks up what another has dropped.
Does not look out of the window when the fire-department passes.
Does not ask to go for a drink of water during class
or study time.
Offers to help someone who is having difficulty.

High school

Does not talk unnecessarily in corridors.
Does not copy the work of others.
Listens to instructions carefully.
Dees not talk back when corrected.
Sacrifices her desire for music lessons in order that
her older brother may go to college.
Uses stud7 hour well.
Is kind to others, without e~ception.
Is on time.

girl

Playground

Primary boy
or girl

Gives someone else his place in line at the slide.
Gives a minute or two of playtime to make a visit to
the church.
Plays ga~es• that he does not like just because the
other boys like to play them.
Does not scream.
Plays -:.•.rith the little girl she does not like very well.
Gives some of candy to the poor boy who never has any.

Intermediate

Does not fight when he would like to do it.
Plays the games the other girls like _best.
Does not hit back the boy who hit him.
Shares cracker jack, etc • ., with others who have none. •
Lets f'riends play with his ball.

boy or girl

Seventh and ·
eighth grade
boy or girl
· High school

girl
.

,

Applications

Situation

Helps the ~~aller children to organize their games.
Leaves the playground prOillptly at the signal.
Assists one who needs help when she would rather go
with her friends.
Pushes· small children on the s--llings.
Yields to the desires of others.
Steps aside for others •
Stops the ga~e the second the signal is given.
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Situation

School Group

Applications

Church

Primary boy
or girl

Does not laugh or talk or look around.
Keeps feet still.
Does not rest arms on pew.
Does not look around to see who is talking behind him.

In-l;er:mediate
boy or girl

Kneels straight.
Prays when he does not feel like it.
Listens very care.fully to sermons.
Attends Benediction instead of going to the show.
Lets so~eone else sit on the outside of the pmv.

Seventh.and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not watch from the choir to see who is coming
in the church.
Does not look around in church when there has been a
noise in the back.
Kneels a little longer than he wants to kneel.
Tries to put out of his mind all thoughts but those
of his prayers.

Street

.

High school
girl

Does not watch persons entering.
Is on time for services.
Kneels straight, does not crouch in the pew.
Stays in church just a minute or two longer than she
expected to remain.
Uses her missal exactly when she would rather say
some other prayer.
Kneels on both knees.
Does not slouch in her seat during the sermon.
Does not read prayer book during the reading of the Gospel.
Keeps eye on altar when not reading a prayer book.
Does not look around everytime someone co.mes in.
Does no-t rush to the Camm.union rail.
Goes to confession instead of a shmv.
Goes to Mass daily.
Tries to keep her mind on her prayers while in church.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not throw papers on the street.
Does not walk on the lawns of others.
Does not write on buildings or sidewalks.
Gives part of movie or candy money to the old man who
is begging on the street corner or to the mission box •.

Intermedi a:!;e
boy or girl

Picksup sanething for one who has dropped it.
Carries bundles f'or a neighbor who is loe.ded dOVlll
with them.

Seventh and
_eighth grade
boy or girl

Steps aside for others when walk is crowded.
Speaks to all neighbors, without exoeption •
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VIRTUE APPLICA'.l'IONS FOR SELF DEUIAL

Situation

School Group

Applications

Street

High school
girl.

Does not talk loud or shout.
Does not walk on other people's lawns.
Steps aside for one who is in a hurry.
Does not laugh at those who should not be laughed at.
Does not chew gum.
Does not look in all the store windovts.

Homes of
others

_Primary boy
or girl

Does not talk when others are talking.
Goes home promptly.

Street car.
bus. or
train

Inter-mediate
boy or girl

Gives up the biggest piece of candy or cake to another.
Takes only two pieces of candy when he could take much more.
Picks up any disorder made.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

SaYs only nice things about others.
Is kind to younger members of his friend's family.

High school
girl

Does not take the most comfortable chair.
Does not talk about herself'.
Permits others to look at articles for inspection first.
Is polite to someone who is not polite to her.
Does not take the piece of candy she likes besto
Gives her seat to another.
Does not try to give her friends the impression that
she knows it ml.
Refrains from asking for a second helping.
Does what others like to do even though she does not
like to ao it herself.

Primary bo-3

or girl
Intermediate
boy or girl
Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl
High school
girl

,

Does not run up and down the isles.
Gives seat to someone who is older.
Does not push to get the best seat.
Picks up package or book for someone who has dropped it.
Lets the one next to him have the seat nearest the
window.
Does not push in order to be the first on entering.
Gives seat to another.
Does not sit when an older person is standing.
Does not sleep on cars.
Does not look around.'
Is cheerful if she must stand.
Gives her friend the choise of the inside seat.
Does not chew gwn.
Does not stare at people.
Does not take the only vacant seat there is.
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y

Situation

School Group

Stores

Primary boy
or girl

Does not interrupt mother when she is talking to
someone else.
Waits his turn instead or pushing.
Does not tease mother to buy candy.
Does not ask mother for the kind of cookies he likes best.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Gives back to the butcher the extra change he gave.
Gives the boy with him half of' the ce.ndy he bought.
Does not hitch on wagons.

High school
girl

Does not sample goods unnecessarily.
Does not buy everything she wants.
Does not complain about en impudent salesperson.
Waitsher turn. and buys a smaller amount of sweets
than usual.
Permits another to go ahead of her.
Carries a package home instead of having it delivered.
Does not buy candy but puts money in poor box next tilm
she goes to church.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not go to the movies during advent or lent.
Does not answer back the lady who happens to call him.
dovm for being loud or kicking seat.
Closes eyes for just a second when the show is very
interesting.
Gives seat to older person when there are not any more
seats left in the house.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not tell the story to the one next to him if he
has already seen the picture.
Refrains from eating popcorn or candy at the show.
Does not spit on the floor.
Doe1 not yell at the exciting part.

High school
girl

Does not sing or hum while the orchestra is playing.
Does not turn around to see who is coming in the seat
behind her.
Takes off hat immediately upon entering.
Does not applaud too loudly.
Goes to the show her friends like best.
Closes her eyes at the part she would like very much
to see.

Movies

,

Applications

V:iR TUE APPLICATIO!IS FOR RELIGION
Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy
or girl

Says morning and evening prayers.
Says grace before and after meals.
Makes the morning offering on awakening.
Keeps can~les and holy water in the home.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not make fun of the piety of others.
Does not permit others to show disrespect,
if at all possible.
Units in family prayers.
Says prayers at home if 1.L~able to go to Mass
because of illness.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not omit pious exercises because of not
~eeling like them.

High school
girl

Says prayers morning and evening.
Prays before and after meals.
Obeys the laws of religion.
Has religious articles in the home.
Respects the religious beliefs or others.
Calls a priest for the dying.
Is not ashamed to talk of God, etc.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not laugh during prayers.
Folds hands and looks at a holy picture or
closes eyes.
Tries to forget everything but prayer
during prayer time.
Says aspirations at the half-hour, believeing
God is present.
Goes to a school where one learns to know
and love religion.

High school
girl

Visits the chapel.
Studies religion faith.L~lly.
Co-operates with the various spi~itual
activities.

Primary boy
or girl

Says the Angelus when the bell rings.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boyor girl

Does not take the name of God in vain.

School

Playground

,
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VIRTUE A...i:::nICATIONS FOR B~LIGION
Applications

Situation

School Group

street

Primary boy
or girl

Takes off cap when passing church.
Bows her head when passing church.
Says aspiration when passing church.
Does not use the name of God in vain.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Makes a short visit. if a Church is passed
and there is time.

High school
girl

Bows head when passing a church.·
Makes a visit, if possible.

Primary boy
or ·girl

Makes the sign of the Cross with holy water
when entering the church.
Thinks or the meaning or the sign of the Cross
as it is made.
Thinks of God's presence.
Tries to keep mind on presence of God.
Doe~ not turn around or laugh.
Does not play with rosary. · ·
Never, never, never eats candy or chews gum.
Returns from Communi_on rail with hands folded
and eyes cast down.
Talmsrosary beads and prayer book to church.
Goes to confession frequently.
Does not disturb others when late.
Is not late for Mass.

fatermediate
boy or girl

Sings faithfully, if there is congregational
singing.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Uses the missal exactly.
Makes a pe1·sonal application at every sermon.

High school
girl

Is not late for Mass.
Remembers God is present.
Makes the sign of the Cross when entering
the church.

Primary boy
or girl

Says ni 6 ht prayers .fai thi'ully vrhen s taying
with others.
Is not ashamed to be a Catholic.
Tries to get someone to go to church who is
not faithful in going.

Church

Hornes of
others

,,
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VIRTUE APPLICATIO~S FOR RELIGION
Situation

School Group

Homes ot
others

IntE3rmediate
boy or girl

Does not eat meat on Friday.

High school

Says grace without others knowing it if necessary.
Joins in family prayers of others without
complaining.
Does not neglect night prayers.

girl

Intermediate
boy or girl

Carries a rosary.

High school
girl

Takes advantage of being alone to pray.

Store·s

High school
girl

Is not ashamed to buy religious articles.

Movies

intermediate
boy or gi:rl

Goes to see plays like "Kings of Kings", etc.

Street car.
bus or train

,

Applications
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR HUMILITY

Situation

School Group

Applications

Home

Primary boy or
girl

Does not think he is better than others because
he has nmv clothes.
Does not brag when someone says something nice
about him.
Accepts a scolding without answering back.
Does not say he did not do something when someone else has said he did it.
Is just as kind to poor children as to rich.
Does not talk about his new clothes.
Does not brag about his trip.
Remembers that all he has comes to him from God
through his parents.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does not quarrel with brothers and sisters.
Does not think he is better than his brothers
and sisters.
Tells on himself when he has done wrong.
Does not get angry when he is laughed at.
Gives his brother the biggest apple.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Washe·s dishes and does not allow others to
think she does not like to do it.
Helps in the kitchen and does not think herself too good to do it.
Is not ashar.ied of her parents because they
are oldfashioned.
Does not put on airs.
Does not refuse to do work that will soil
or stain the hands.
Does not ask for more than parents can afford.
Is not asharaed of her brothers.and sisters.
Steps aside for others.
Does not brng about the things his father
has.
V•-t·.C
Does not act as if he thought he was better
than others.

High school girl

Apologizes tor injury done to another.
Does not thir.lc herself too good to do housework.
Does not interrupt.
Does not argue.
Does what brothers and sisters say without

grumbling.
Takes the least desirable helping at the
table.
Is not ashamed of her home.
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Situation

School Group

Home

High school girl

Takes corrections without snapping back.
Does not think it below her to wash floors
and windows.
Helps in the kitchen when another member of ·the
family is giving a party.
Talces the blame of some other member of the
family.
Does not brag of the chores she does.
Does not think herself better than other members of the family because she goes to
church more often.
Helps other members of the family.
Accepts an apology in a kindly manner.
Does ~ot monopolize conversations.

School

Primary boy or

Does not brag when he receivescbetter marks
than others.
Does not want always to be the leader.
Is not good just when he is being watched.
Does not act like a smart Alec because he has
the best paper in the room.
Says "pardon men when he bumps into someone.

girl

Applications

Intermediate boy
or girl

Helps others.
Stops and picks up wraps that may have
. dropped on the floor.
Does not talk.about the new clothes he has.
Is as kind to the poor as to the rich.
Does not brag about home, servants, toys, etc.
Permits another to go ahead of' him.
Helps with classroom duties.
Does not think such duties beneath him.
Shares what he has with others.

Seventh and
, eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not think himself better than others.
Is not jealous of another's ne'VI coat.
Does not brag of the fact that he is the
highest in the class.
Does not put on airs.
Does not boast of his mother's diamonds, car,
eto.
Does not boast of pious practices.
Is not ash&.l!l.ed to ask the help of' otherE.
Helps others to succeed.
Does not try to be first in ranks, etc.
Does not brag about success in baseball,
football, etc.
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Situation

School Group

School

High school girl

Thanks her teacher for corrections.
Realizes that i£ she is clever, the cleverness
is a gift ot God.
Does not brag about high marks received.
Does not praise herself'~ ·
Asks pardon 0£ the teacher if she has done something wrong.
.
Does not boast when she has been praised.
Does work that others dislike to do.
Does not talk about it when praised by the
teacher.
Does not brag of' home, oar, etc.
Does not monopolize conversation.
Is happy to praise others and to hear them
praised.
Does not hesitate to help in keeping the
classroom orderly.
Does not brag about the fact that she does not
have to do housework at home.

Playground

Interreediate boy
or girl

Does not argue, but plays the games the
others like.
Does his share 0£ work on the merry-go-reund.
Does not brag about the things he can do.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not brag of the £act that he is the
best player.
Walks with a poor child on a hike.

High school girl

Knows how to be a good loser.
Does not try to defend herself for somethlng
she has done.
Gives others a chance at a certain thing first.
Does not argue over scores.
Does not boast about her team.
Helps an enemy who has been hurt.

Primary boy or

Does not laugh and talk in· such a way "that
others on the street notice him.
Is not asha..~ed to carry bundles.
Steps aside for others.

Street

girl

Applications

Intermediate boy
or girl

Gives.help to those in need.
Speaks kindly to everyone who speaks to hire.
Is not ashamed to play with poor children.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not think himself better than the poor
people he passes on the street.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR HUMILITY

Situation
.Street

Church

School Group

Applications

High school girl

Walks with one whom she knows is not of the
same social group as she is.
Does not look dovm on one who is poor or more
ignorant than she is.
Speaks kindly to an old_acquaintance no matter
who she is.
Is not haughty.
Speaks as kindly to the poor as to others.
Is not ashamed to render a service to one in
need.
Does not try to attract the attention of
others.

Primary boy or
girl

Does not go to church to show off new things.
Lets others sit on the outside of the pew.

Intermediate
toy or girl

Allows others to go to Holy Conm-.:union before
him.
Does not show off.
Does not think that because he goes to church
· oftener than anyone else, that he is
better.
Does not try to hide his sins in going to confession, but tells them just
they
are.

as

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not allovr others to see that he is putting more money into the basket than
they are.
Knows that he is not any bet-'cer than anyone
else.
Thinks about his sins.
Prays God to make him humble.

High school girl

Goes to confession and tells her sins just as
they are.
Is willing to be confirmed with a class of
small children.
Thinks about her sins.
Waits her turn to go to confession.
Steps aside quietly at the communion rail for
someone who is pushing her way through
as though she thought she had more
right to go first.
Moves into the pew when a younger girl is
entering after her.
Is not ashamed to go to the .front of the church
if she happens to be late.
Does not go to ohur~h to show off her neiv
clothes.
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Situation

School Group

Church

F.igh school girl

Dr-esses modestly in regard to color and style.
Assists one in need.
Is quiet in manner on entering and leaving.
Prays :for the virtue of humility.

Primary boy 01•

Waits his turn to be served at a party.
Does not talk about the toys he has at home.
I&aves the biggest piece of cake, etc., tor
others.
Does not try to get ahead or others.

'q:,mes

ot

others

street car,
bus, or
train

stores

girl

Applications

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not brag about home or clothes.
Does not brag about the things he can do.

High school girl

Does not talk about herself.
Changes the conversation when she is being
· talked about or praised.
Does not pretend to notice it vrhen someone
interrupts her in speaking, but listens
to what they have to say im..T:tediately.
Does not praise herself or the members or her
family.
.
Does not boast of the furniture of ~er home.
Does not expect to receive attention before
others.
Is considerate of others and forgetful of
sel:f.

Primary boy or
girl

Does not nuke fun of anyone.
Gives seat to older person or cripples.

Seventh or
eighth grade
boy or girl

Gives his seat to one whi seems tired.
Steps aside pleasantly :for one who wishes to

High school girl

Does not change her place just because the one
next to her seems uncouth.
Speaks quietly.
Gives seat to one who is standing.

Primary boy or
girl

~7a.i ts his turn.
Picks up an article that someone has dropped.
steps aside for someone in a hurry.

pass.
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Situation

School Group

Stores

Hig;h school g;irl

Applications

Is not ashru:ied to be economical in buying.
Does not crave what she cannot have.
Does not think herself better than the clerk.
Does not look dovm on people who work for a
living.
Is not demanding in her manner.
Expresses gratitude for service~ received.
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Situation

School Group

Hon:e

Primary boy
or girl

Does not get ~ean when big brother teases.
Does not fight with his big brother because
he hit•his sore thumb.
Does not get a~gry if his lit~le brother
takes his toys.
Does not say mean things when someo11e
breaks do,m what he was building.
Does not say anything when +,he piece cf cake
he was to have after school is tRken
b~r another t1enber of' the family.
Does not say anything when someone takes:
1vhat belon.~s to· him.
Does not gru.'1lble when told to do something.
Dees not quarrel vii th brothers and sisters
no ma. tter how mean they seem.

Internediate

Does not get angry when brother happens to
tear his homework.
Dcesnot get angry when brother touches
his violin.
Does not pretend to no"':ice it when brother
gets e. bigger piece of cake than he.
Does not get angry if brother loses his ball.
Does not get angry when his sister ~ars
his drawing.
Does not get angry when another member of the
family receiw~s a gift a:rld he receives
none.
Does not r,et angry when he has to do chores
·:1han ho had planned to play.
Does "lot r.;et angry when his brother throws
a pillovr at him.
Does :1ot get mean when his brothers mock him.
Does not pout when told to do something he
does not like to do.
Does not call names back to the brother
who called him nan.es.
Does not complain if younger brothers a.nd
sisters a.re in the way.
Does not show impa+,ience when there aren't
any cookies -co eat after school.
Permits his sister to play with hie things
without saying unkind things.
Does not cry or pout when corrected.

~Joy or girl

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or 1~irJ.

Applications

Does not coMplain when older brothers and
sisters refuse to let her go out vd th them.
Does not anS' tP-r back when scolded by parents,
even if not in the ~Tong.
1
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Situatior..

Sqhool Group

Home

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

School

Applications
Does not get angry at father for teasing.
Forgives the brother who kicked him.
Does not show meanness when baby
boother scribbles on his assignment.
Avoids quarreling with brother or sister
althought they have taken his things.

High school
girl

Does not lose temper when wrongly accused.
Does not make the people around her suffer when
she is disappointed.
Does- not complain when her .friends are slow in
keeping appointments.
Does not grumbl'e when she is told to do the
dishes after dinner when she did not
•expect to do them.
Does not complain \'then she has to do her sister's
part of a given duty.
Does not get angry when others tease her.
Does not raise her voice when others do not
agree with .her point of view.
Does not grumble but trys to forget·when
someone breaks something of hers.

Primary .boy

Does not show displeasure when someone steps on
his foot.
Does not get angry when another knocks
against him.
Does not fight with one who spills his mUk.
Does not cry when hurt.
Does not get me6.n when some one pushes ahead of

or girl

him.

Does not get angry at the one who used his things
without perreission.
Smiles at the teacher at dismise.1 v,hen the
'teacher has had to correct him during
the day.
Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not push back the one w~o pushed him.
Does not take e.notr.er boy's pencil because
he took his.
Is not mean to the one who accidently pushed
his arl!l when writing.
Does not kick back the girl who kicked him.
Does not 1get ang;ry at the boy who re.fu.ses to
let him use his book.
Does not get cross at tJ-.e one wr.o tattled.
Does not get angr;,.r at the one who took his.
pencil.
Does not pout v:hen he makes a mi stakee and
others laugh at him.

VIRTUE A...-PPLICATIOJ;S FOR YEEKHESS
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Applications

Situation

School Group

School.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Keeps on trying even though what he is doing
seerns very hard.
Does not get indignant at the boy who
watches him when he recites.
Does not get angry when someone laughs at
his drawing.
Does not complain when asked to perf'orm a
certain duty.

High school
girl

Allows others to talk first.
Does not give snappy answers to anyone.

Prime.ry boy
· or girl

Does not hit back when hit.
Does not get angry with the one who runs
away with his ball.
Doesnot get mean vrith the one who broke his
balloon.
noes not pout or get angry when another
cheats.
Does not cry when he is hurt.
Does not get mean when he is not asked to play.

I::itermedaite
boy or girl

Does not get mean when others tease.
Does not grUt1ble if all the slides are taken.
Is a good sport when he is hit with a
f'ootball.
Does not get angry when cheated in a game.
Does not get angry when someone puts ashes
on his tobaggon slide.

Seventh and
eighth grade
bo~• or girl

Yields without complaining to the decision of'
the ref'eree.
Does not get angry when someone takes his
opportunity.
Remains quiet when the.other ~oys want to
stop pla;,ring and he is not ready to stop.
Does not get indignant when someone takes the
swing and it is his turn.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not hit back the fellow who hit him.
Does not get angry vnth the person who stole
a ride on his bicycle.
Does not get angry when a car passes and
splashes him.

Playground

Street
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Situation

School Group

Street

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Says nothing to the one who poked him with
an umbrella.
Steps quietly out oi' thew ay if' s everal persc:as
block the whole sidewalk.·
Does not lose patience it someone breaks
something fragile he is· car~ying.

High school

Does not push in a crowd.
Does not get indignant at one who bumped against
her.
Tries to remain calm when annoyed.

girl

Church

Applications

Primary boy
or girl

Does not push in a crowded pew.
Does not look at the person who rattles
a rosary.
Does not say anything when someone takes his
seat.
Does not say anything to the one who knocked
his prayer book on the floor.
Does not sa:, anything; to the one who did not
move over in the pew to make room
for others.

Intermediate
boy· or girl _

Does not kick back the boy who kicked him.
Does not grumble vrhen it is necessary to
stand outside and w aj_t for the earlier
Mass to end.
Does not sa:r anything when others push ahead
of him.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Keeps calm when another takes the place he
was trying hard to get.
Does not get angry at the one who lmeels
too close to him_and he does not have
much roor.:.
Does not get angry at the one who took his
prayer book by mistake.

High school
girl

Tries not to notice it when someone invites
her friends to ride home from church
and does not invite her.
Does not pretend to notice it Yrhen strangers
are occupying the pe1~ of her family.

VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR· MEEKNESS .
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Situation

School Group

Homes ot
others

Primary boy
or girl

Does not cry when he does not get a prize at
the party.
Does not pout when the poys will not play
the games he likes.
-Does not act mean to the one who has not
invited him to a party.
Does not pout ,',hen someone wants what he is
playbg with.
.
Does not let anyone know when another takes
the place he wanted.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not get angry in playing a game.
s~iles when others tease him.
Does not g-et angry i.f he can not do all the
things he would like to do.
Is·not mean with the other .fellows i.f they
play games he does not like.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not get cross i.f his friend~ mother
tells him to mind the baby.
Does not say anything when someone says
he does not like his coat.
Does not show impatience if he is placed
at the table next to someone he does
not like.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not cry when he has to stand.
Does not let anyone knovv that he does not ,
like to stand.
Steps aside quietly for someone who gave
him a mean push.
Does not push in' a crowd.
Does not get mean when he is hurt.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not complain when it is necessary to
ask for a transfer two or three ti~es.
Does not complain when alreost shoved out
of his seat.
Does not show impatience when he has to
sit next to one on the bus who is
very dirty.
Does not get angry when he misses the car
he was running for.

Street ca.r,
bus or train

Applications

VIRTUE APPLICATION'S FCR l!E.EKNESS
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Applications

Situation

School Group

Street oar
bus or train

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not get angry when someone slips into
the seat he was about to take.

High school
girl

Does not say anything to the one who asks her
to move over in a haughty way.
Does not push others.
Pretends not to notice those who push her.,

Primary boy
or girl

Does not pout if' she does not like the dress
mother is buying her.
Does not pout if Mother does not buy him the
cakes he wants.
Does not get mean if' he cannot have what he'd
like to have.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does ~ot complai.~ when the clerk waits on
someone else.
Says nothing to the boy who pushed ahead
of him when he was in a hurry.
Does not complain when he has been given the
wronfr, article and mother makes him
return it.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not get angry if someone ahead of
him takes a long time in buying.
Keeps calm if the clerk takes a long time
to find what he asked for.

Primary bo:;'
or girl

Does not cry and want Mother to go ho~e
if he does not like the picture.

Intermediate

Says nothing to the boy next to him who says,
"You don't know anythi:ig i.f you don•t
like this show".
Does not talk back if the usher tells him
he must leave because of' the noise
he io making.

Stores

Theaters·

boy or girl

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not show any sign of' impatience if a
baby cries or is talking.
Does ~ot show impatience if someone sings
or hurns.

VIRTUE APPL:£ ATIOI1S FOR MEEKNESS

Situation

School Group

Theatres

High school
girl
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Applications

•

Tries not to be disturbed when others pass
in tornt or her.
Remains calm if she must stand for a long
time before movie opens.
Does not corr.plain if she has failed to obtain
a good seat •

VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR PATIEUCE
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Situation

School Group

Applications

Home

Prime.ry boy
or girl

Goes to bed rithout complaining.
Takes ce.re of little sister when he would rather do
something else.
Waits until mother says he may go out.
Does not sit do~m at the table until he is told dinner
is ready.
Does not cry when mother says it is too cold to go out.
Does not cry when someone breaks a toy, but says, "That's
all right, you never meant to do it any we.y •."
Is kind to his little visitors when they forget themselves and hurt him or his toys.
Reads his lessons for his mother when she asks him to
do it.
Does not cry when his tooth aches.
Helps his mother when she asks him to do it, and when
he would rather play.
Waits his turn to be served at the table.
Does not leave his place until he is excused.
Does not cry when he is teased.
Goes to the shore when he would rather play.
Does not ask mother to go out when she says it is too wet.
Does not ask mother questions when she says she is too
busy to answer him •.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not get angry when his brother takes too big a
bite from his apple.
Gives the book he is reading to his sister because she
has asked for it.
Does not get mad at little things that seem to trouble
him.

Y!ai ts for his older sister to get ready for school.
Does not complain when asked to run errands.
Wai ts his turn to go to the bathroom.
Is not crabby when a button comes off his blouse.
Does not complain when he cannot find his books or hat.
Dees not make a f'us s when dinner is not ready on time,
and he would like to go early to play.
Reads to his little sister without conplaining.
Comes right away when mother calls him.
Waits quietly for the rest of the family to get ready
~"hen he is going out vrith them.
Does not grumble ~"'!len he is not in time for lunch.
Waits ~~thout freting for his mother when she is called
to the telephone and he is waiting to find out what
she wants at the store.
Waits for supper quietly even though he is very hungry.
Shovels snow while it still keeps sno~~ng.
Waits ~~thout grumbling for his football to dry out&
Helps to look for something that is lost.
Does not get cross when others annoy hirr..
Does not grumble when he is served last at the table.
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Situation

School Group

Home

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

High school girl

Applications
Does not become crabby when troubled by little sister.
Does not run av.ray from the baby the minute it starts
to cry.
Does not cross the kitchen floor while it is still
wet, even though he is very thirsty and wants to
get a drink.
Does not become irritated because some toy will not work,
Does not complain when mother takes a long time to
decide what she wants at the shore.
Waits patiently for his friends to keep their
appointments.
Picks up the papers his little brother has dropped on
the floor just arter he had made order in the room.
Does not complain when his little brother or sister
makes a mistake.
Is kind in waiting for her mother to finish talking
at the telephone.
Is very kind to his small brothers and sisters.
Does not become cross when she finds a hole in her
stocking.
Is not crabby when he is troubled with a bad cold.
Says his morning and night prayers from beginning to
end no matter how great the hurry.
Does not show EUllloyance or irritation in waiting.
Is kind in helping little brother or sister.
Does not complain when her supper or dinner is late.
Does not gru.~ble if the radio program does not suit her.
Meets unpleasruit things cheerfully.
Waits to ask mother's help until she is finished doing
the work she is engaged in.
·
Is not provoked when someone disturbs her while she
is reading.
1'.'"aits quietly her turn while food is being passed.
Does not complain if saneone begins to eat after she
has washed the dishes.
Takes quietly criticisms from younger men1bers of
the :f'a.mily.
Is not bored or cross if oomeone detains her when she
is ready to go out.
Is kind and thoughtful to a sick member of the family.
Does not complain when someone knocks against her
pet fern.
Is attentive when she must listen to an uninteresting
conversation.
Is courteous when she is interrupted while reading,
writing, or studying.
Is courteous to an abrupt telephone operator.
Does not show irritation when she can not get the
telephone number desired.
Does not show annoyance when disturbed while studying.

VIR'.i.'UE APPLICATIONS FOR PATIENCE
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Situation

School Group •

Home

High school
girl

Answers immediately the call or another while reading.
Gets up cheerfully in the morning to assist another
when she would rather sleep.
Does not loose self-control when she spills ink on a
finished theme.
Does not complain when older me.tibers or the family
are given privileges.

School

Primary boy
or girl

Puts away coloring book when told to do so.
Waits until Sister says to commence to write.
Does not push ahead to get the best place for story
time.
Picks up the paper when he would rather run past it.
Sits quietly while the teacher is talking.
Does not tell the ansvrer to the pupil who is reciting.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Says nothing when another spills his ink.
Does not get angry when the teacher blames him. for
talking even though he was not talking.
Does not get angry when the pupil passing him bumps him.
Says nothing when someone throws his hat on the floor.
Waits until he is called upon to recite.
Does not look out of the window when it is snowing.
Keeps at tasks until-they are finished.
Is kind in helping someone who is slow in their work.
Does not say anything when someone te.lces his place.
Waits until he is called upon when he is anxious to
recite.
Does not get cross when someone next to him bumps his
e.nn. while ,vriting.
Does not push ahead or the others to hang up his
wraps first.
Does not try to be the first to ·:leave the room.
Waits quietly and industriously after finishing his
work for the next class to begin.
Does not complain when he is asked to recite.
Does not worry when he can't get his work done as
quickly as the others.
Waits his turn to use the reference books.
Waits his turn at the library.
Waits quietly for the principal.
Does not grumble when the pen does not write and he
has not another.
Waits until recess to talk.
Waits his turn to look at the pictures the teacher haa
on her desk.
Does not push other.s in line when they push him.
Keeps on looking for the answers in the guide book
even though the answers are hard to·find.

Applications
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Situation

School Group

School

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Playground

Applications
Does not complain when the pencil breaks.
Does not c~~plain when she can't get her lessons well.
Waits quietly for the teacher to begin the interesting
story that she has not finished.
Waits his turn at the reference table.
Works at a.n assignment until it is finished.
Does not complain when he is told to rewrite a paper.
Does not ask to leave the room as soon as he is a
little thirsty.
Listens carefully to lectures that seem uninteresting.

High school
girl

Does not.push in the cafeteria.
Goes quietly thr~~gh the corridors.
Tries to study although she'd much prefer to be out
of doors.
Excuses readily one who brushes past her.
Keeps in line when she prefers to go faster.
Waits until the one reciting is finished before
/
making any criticisms.
Is not irritated when it takes a long time for class
to begin.
Does not grumble when sameone pushes her arm while
she is writing.
Is respectful when the teacher makes what seems an
unjust assignment.
Is gracious when someone returns to open a desk after
a forgotten article.
Does not shor irritation when called upon for an
unprepared lesson.
Remain~ quiet when she discovers sh~ has studied the
wrong lesson.
Waits in line to sharpen a pencil.
Does not sh01v annoyance when she breaks her pencil.
Is kind in helping a slow class-mate.
Remains quiet when an injustice is done to her.
Does not show annoyance if her friends can not 1'.rait
for her after school.
Picks up. without complaining, the paper that is
left on her desk.
Is not rude with the person in front of her. if she
is not walking fast enough.

Prir.tary boy
or girl

Is not mean when sOltl.eone takes her swing.
Does not get cross when the person on the slide
behind him kicks him by mistake.
Stands in line. without pushing, after the bell has rung.
Walks quietly to ranks after the bell has rung.
Waits until a boy gets off the merry-go-round.
Waits his turn to get on the slide.
Does not get cross when he fumbles the ball.
Does not get cross with the fellow who cheats, but
asks him to play fair.
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Situation

School Group

Applications

Playground

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not get angry if he cannot have the swing he wishes.
Does not get angry when he has to wait to play on the
merry-go-round.
Does not get angry when, someone gets in his way.
Is not mean to the boy who tripped him.
Waits his turn in exciting games.
Does not fret when he has to wait for players.
Waits quietly in line for another turn even though
it seems a long time.
Is not angry when he is not chosen leader.
Waits his turn at the ?rater fountain.
Does not hurt the smaller ·children who seem to be
in his way.
Does not grumble when the ball rolls into the mud.
Does not grl.lmble when he misses his turn by mistake.
Waits quietly for the game to begin even when there
seems to be enough children already to play.
Does not get cross at the ball game even though someone
stands in front of him.
Does not grumble when sand gets into his eyes.
Says nothing when another will not start the maypole.
Plays the ga..~es the other fellows like best even
though he does not like them.
Waits his turn in all games.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl
High school
girl

Street

Primary boy
or girl

Is very kind to smaller children.
Plays the games the other fellows like best.
Waits quietly for the gymnasium teacher when sh~ is late.
·Does not ~sh ahead of others for a front seat.
Waits her turn for a shower.
Waits until the class is over to leave the gymnasiUY!l.
Is not crabby when her team loses.
Takes the position on the floor that she may not likeJ
when necessary.
Waits her turn for a certain apparatus.
Does no~ give up because she cannot understand a
certain ge.rn.e.
.
Yvaits for the ball. without becoming irritated.
Is kind to those who are slow.
Does not disobey the police-boy or policeman.
Waits for the signal to go.
Does not run across the street until the green
light shows.

Inter:nediate
boy or girl

Does not say mean things
while waiting for the
Is not proboked when his
Does not say mean things
sidewalk.

,men a boy steps on his toe
car.
new .,,,re.gon gets dirty.
when he falls on the icy
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Situation

School Group

Street

Intermediate
boy or girl

Applications
Waits for his mother while she looks in shop windows.
Never frets a bit if others bump him in a crovrd.
Does not get cross and push in a crowd.
Takes time to answer all the questions that might be
asked of him.

Waits quietly to cross the street. especially when
in a hurry.
Does not hit back the boy who hit him by mistake.
Does not fret when he falls and the fellows laugh
at him.
Waits to cross the street until the machines ha.ve
passed.
Does not talk back to people who send him away frOill.
playing in front of their house.
Does not go into the street for a ball while the
cars are running by.
Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Church

Does not cross until the light changes.
Does not show temper with a new driver.
Does not complain when he has to ~~it for a long
time to pass.
Excuses immediately the person who bumped into him.
Does not cross the street in the middle of the block
but goes to the corner.

High school
girl

Does not grumble if traffic is slow when she is
in a hurry.
Waits quietly if a funeral or parade is passing.
Does not cross the street before the policeman blows
his whistle or the light changes.
Excuses those who bump into her.
Does not show temper if a passing vehicle splashes her.
Does not push in crowds.
Is not cross during snowball season.

Primary boy
or girl

Does
Does
Does
Does
Does

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not look around to watch the baby who is crying.
Sits quietly. while he is waiting for the priest
to come out.
Waits until after Mass to get his prayer book ba.ck
from the boy who borrowed it.
Does not get indignant at the person who is praying
almost out loud.
Does not wish for the services to end when they seem
very long.
Stands quietly when the reading of the Gospel is long.

not
not
not
not
not

look around when someone rattles a Rosary.
push when the crowd is leaving.
cause trouble when he drops his money.
look around while the priest is talking.
start a fight when someone sits on his cap.
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Situation

School Group

Applications

Church

Intennediate
boy or girl

Sits quietly even though the church may be too hot
to be comfortable.
Waits quietly for the second Mass vhen he was late
for the first one.
Does not rush out.
Waits quietly for his turn to go to conf~ssion.
Does not allow others to see that he is annoyed by
their coughing. etc.
Walks quiety, without pushing, to the communion rail.
Listens to the sermon, even though he can not hear
every word.
Does not grumble when another steps on his heel.
Does not grumble when the priest is slow.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

names of
others

Does not say anything when somone talces the pew of
his choice.

High school
girl

Does not speak about it if the person ahead of her
takes a long time to go to confession.
Does not become irritated if the priest is slow while
praying.
Waits to go to confession, even though there is a crowd.
Waits quietly her turn in line to go to confession.
Is quiet and attentive during a long sermon.
Permits an older person to go to confession ahead of
her, if possible.
Does not grumble if she has to stand during Mass.
Waits until Mass is over to leave.
Takes time for a visit even though she v1ould like very
much to do something else.
Is not cross when another disturbs her.
Tries to keep her mind on the services.
Is not irritated when someone says her prayers in a
loud whisper.
Does not show haughtiness when people crovrd into the pe-N
Does not show irritation when strangers are in the
family pew.
Does not look about to see who is making a noise.
Tries not to notice it when a baby cries during an
interesting sermon.
Does not complain of the choir.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not notice it when the little boy whor.t he is
visiting will not let him play with his trains.
Does not get cross when the boy he is visiting is
not generous with his toys.
Does not get mad when he can't be the father in playing
house.
Doesnot say, "I'll go home right away, if you don't
allow me to have the part I want."

VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOP. PATIENCE

Situation

School Group

Hom.es of

Inte1;nedi ate
boy or girl

Does not beg his mother to go home before she is ready.
Answers all questions~ even though they seem boresome.
Does not get angry when he seems to be slighted at
the party.
Does not speak while others are talking.
Says nothing when friends tease him.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not enter until someone answers the bell.
Is not cross when his .friend plays unfairly.
Sits quietly while vre.iting in the Dentist's or
Doctor's office.

others

High school
girl

Street car,
bus, or
train

Prinary
boy or girl

Inte~ediate
boy or girl

Applica.tions

Tries not to mind it v:hen others tease her about her
.favorite friend.
Is courteous i.f her friend's mother delays her.
Does not complain if her .friend is delayed because
o.f the dishes.
Does not show annoyance i.f her friend's sister insists
on singing to her.
Does not complain when asked to plar on a piano that
is broken or out of tune.
· Does not show annoyance when her friend's brothers or
sisters listen in on conversations.
Does not show that she is annoyed when soneone speaks
a .foreign language before her.
Listens attentively to uninteresting conversation.
Waits .for sanething to be passed at the table.
Wai ts until the .fa..'!lily is called to the dining room,
and does not say; "when are we going to eat."
·waits quietly for a friend ,vho ta}:es a long time to
come dm-.n to :meet her.
Does not show her friends that she is in a hurry.
Does not eat candy when mother says not to do 'it.
Does not push when leaving or getting on.
Does not say anything but smiles when mother makes
him give his seat to another.
Does not cry when soneone steps on his toes.
Dees not run in to get the only empty seat.
Says nothing when another steps in front of him.
Takes another seat vrhen someone else has taken tbe one
o.f his choice.
Says nothing when his little sister talces the seat
next to the vri.ndo~when he would like to have it.
Does net complain if the car stops at every ~orner.
Does not complain when he is pushed about in the car.
Waits until the next car conesif the car is too crowded
a..11.d he has the thne to wait.
Picks up carrare quietly when he happens to drop it.
Does not get cross vi~en the car suddenly jerks and
he is pushed and shoved.
Does not complain when the concuctor fails to have tr~
car stop at the place designated.
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VIR'.rOE APPLICATIONS FOR l?ATIElWE

Situation

School Group

Street car, Seventh and
bus, or
eighth grade
train
boy or girl

Stores

Applications
Does not grumble when he misses a train or a bus
and has to wait some time for the next one.
Does not complain when traffic is stopped by an
accident in front of his car.

High school
girl

Does not push when getting on or off.
Does not complain about those who do push.
Waits for a seat without grumbling.
Does not complain if she must stand.
Does not show irritation at one·who is occupying
two seats.
Does not show amoyance at the uncouthness of others.
Does not notice the cranky conductor.
Does not pretend to notice it when another reads over
her shoulder.
Does not pretend to notice it when the one next to
her brushes her with his paper.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not beg for cookies when Mother says she will
not buy them.
Waits his turn and does not try to get ahead of
the others.
Waits quietly until Jlicther has given her order.
Does not push a.head of others to be waited on first.

Interriedia.te
boy or girl

Waits patiently for the store to open.
Does not get w..gry when the saleslady talks to a
friend before opening the store.
V!aits quietly for his packages to be wrapped.
Does not answer back 1·:hen the clerk seems cross.
Does not push ahead of the others.
Says nothing, although the person serving her seems
slow and annoying.
Is net cross when someone else is waited. on in his turn,
Does not complain when Mother has a big order to
give, but waits by quietly.
Does not beg Mother to.buy things that she does not
care to buy.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl
High school
girl

Is not cross when the clerk ~isunderstcmds him.
Waits his turn to get to a public telephone.
We.its her turn.
Does not complain when service is slow.
Is courteous to en irritable saleslady.
Does not grwnble when she is bumped against by 8
revolving door.
Waits quietly for a slow elevator.
7[aits her turn for change.
Is not irritated by the one standing in front of: her.

VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR P ATIEWE

Situation

School Group
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Applications
6

Movies

Primary boy
or girl

Does not ask for more candy when :mother says he has
had enough.
Does not push the arm of the person next to him off
the arm rest.
.
Sita quietly while waiting for the curtain to go up.
Does not cry when the baok of his seat is kicked.
Does not yell at the boy v:ho stands during the shovr.
Does not cry out., "keep still n to the boy vrho is
talking out loud.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Says nothing, even though the person in front is
moving back and forth.·
Is not cross even though the show is not what he
expected.
Says nothing even though the person in front of him
stands up to go out and he car.not see.
Takes another seat and says nothing when another ts.lees
the seat of his choice.
Waits his turn for tickets.
Says nothing when the usher gives him a seat he did
not want.
Does not shout, whistle or clap his hands if the
picture machine fails to work.
Walks out quietly, without pushing, even though the
crowd is slow.
Complies with the usher's co:mraand to move over.

High school

Does not disturb o'i;hers when she does n.ot like the
picture.
Does not show irritation at the tall person in
front of her.
Waits, without pushing, in crowds.
Will not be annoyed at the person next to her.
Does not show irritation when the picture is interrupted.
Does not complain of the advertisements on the screen. ·
Does not allow herself to be annoyed by the orchestra
numbers she does not like.
Does not complain of those who ohew gum, crack peanuts,
or who kick the back of her seat.
Does not show annoyance when those next to her talk.

girl
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR FIDELITY IN LITTLE THINGS

Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy or
girl

•

Applications
Says grace before and after meals.
Hangs hat and coat up as told to do so.
Does not throw things around on chairs or floors.
Says morning and night prayers.
Puts books in proper places.
Puts toys back in their box and does not leave
them on the floor.
Takes care of the baby just as mother says •
Says and kisses mother goodby.
Tells mother if a cup has been broken.
Dusts the chairs just the way mother said to do it.
Says •yes mother," and "yes, daddy," "no mother"
and "no daddy," when answering.
Brushes teeth every morning and evening.
Does not slam the door closed.
Cleans shoes on entering the house.
Washes hands'before going to the table.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does duties at home without being reminded.
Does not answer back ever.
Does not complain when asked to do something.
Does home work promptly.
Practices ~usic without being told.
Helps especially when someone is sick.
Does not tell lies, no matter how small they seem.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Goes to bed at the time appointed.
Beats the rugs on Saturday as told.
Puts things back in proper places.
Cleans the basement as told.
Goes home at the time told.
Does the dishes without being told each time.

High school girl

Cleans shoes betore entering house.
Cleans the bird cage tor mother.
Is kind to younger children.
Keeps dresses in order.
Does not tell untruths.
Keeps her wardrobe ~ended.
Hangs up wraps on entering the house.
Closes doors gently.
Performs exactly the duties assigned to her.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR FIDELITY IN LITl'LE THINGS

Situation

School Group

Applications

---------------------------------------School

Primary boy or
girl

Does just what Sister says.
Says yes and no politely.
Is on time every day.
Does not turn around.
Does not talk when quiet is supposed to be.
Keeps desk clean; does not mark it with pencil
or chalk.
Goes clean to school.
Does not mark books.
Does not throw papers around the class room.
Removes cap on entering building.
Keeps in rank.·
Has pencil sharpened before school.
Keeps a straight line in ranks.
Does not tear books.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does not cheat.
Does not interrupt when others are speakin:.
Does not talk without permission.
Steps aside for an older Farson.
Does not answer back.
Wears a tie always.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not talk unnecessarily.
Does not disturb others.
Changes book coverings as soon as soiled.
Wears uniform just as it is supposed to be.

High school girl

Stands correctly.
Does net overlook the smallest assignment.
Is loyal to her school at all times.
Listensto the teacher attentively.
Does not copy.
Is quiet in corridors.
Greets those she paases in halls.
Prevents ubkind remarks about teachers, pupils,
etc.

Does not permit herself to tell the smallest of
lies.
Does not permit herself to say the least unkind
thing about others.
Changes the conversation it she realizes that it
is unbecoming.
Wears uniform faithfully.
Is on time tor every class.
Is courteous at all times.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR FIDELITY IN LITTLE THINGS

Situation

School Group

Pla.ygrounc

Primary boy or
girl

Is careful not to knock anyone down.
Is careful not to knock anyone off. the merry-goround.
Excuses self when having pushed another.
Is kind to companions.
Forms ranks promptly when bell rings.
Keeps even the smallest rules.

Street

Primary boy or
girl

Looks both ways before crossing.
Does not run in front ot trucks or cars.
Does not play in streets and alleys.
Does not mark walls.
Does not play with tire.
Does not cross the street in the middle of the
block.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Greets friends cheerfully.
Does not spit on sidewalks.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not stand on street corners.
Obeys stop and go signs.

High school girl

Greets everyone she meets cheerfully.
Kefps to the right of the sidewalk.
Excuses self if she is jostled against another.
Minds her own business.
Is not loud.

Primary boy or
girl

Is on time tor Mass.
Never says a single word in church unless absolutely necessary.
Looks at the altar when not reading book.
Listens attentively to the priest.
Puts money given him for the box in the box.
Takes Holy W~ter when entering.
Uses pra.yer book.
Moves all the way into the pew so others do not
have to climb over him.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Is exactly on time tor all services.
Receives Holy Communion often.
Goes to confession at the time appointed for the
child.ren.

Church

Applications
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Situati.on

School Group

Church

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

High school girl

Homes of
others

Street
car, bus
·or train

Applications
Sits, stands and kneels properly.
Goes to the Mass assigned to school children •.
Says acts before and after Holy Communion.
Goes to confession on Saturday afternoons.
Takes holy water on entering.
Genutiects devoutly.
Does not push as he leaves.
Makes the sign of the Cross correctly.
Does not permit herself to make the slightest remark unnecessarily.
Is faithful in attending Mass on days other than
those ot obligation.
Helps an older person to the Communion rail.
Uses the missal faithfully.
Remains until last prayers after Mass.
Keeps eyes on altar when not reading.
not make tun ot anyone's honie.
not bring mud in on shoes.
not play on the lawn.
not throw stones at windows.
not take anything that does not belong to
him.
Does not handle things without asking.
Does not yell or scream.
Does not jump on the furniture.

Primary boy or
girl

Does
Does
Does
Does
Does

Intermediate boy
or girl

Goes home at the hour expected.
Does not stey for meals unless his mother has
said that he may.
Does not talk about things he would not ppeak ot
if his mother were listening.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Takes off cap on entering.
Returns borrowed books promptly.
Thanks for hospitality.

High school girl

Is courteous to all.
Thanks· for hospitality.
Expresses appreciation.
Is helpful.
Does not wear out her welcome.

Primary boy or
girl

Does not get on until the car stops.
Does not push in a crowd.
Does not stand en platform.
Offers seat to an older person.
Does not talk loud or scream.
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Situation

School Group

Street car, Seventh and
bus. or
eighth grade
train
boy or girl

Applications
Puts handkerchief to mouth when coughing or
sneezing.

High school girl

Gives seat to an older person.
Does not shove in a crowd.
Does not eat or chew gum.
Is kind to others.

Stores

Primary boy or
girl

Does nqt touch anything that does not belong
to him.
Does not steal the tiniest thing.
Is not rude.

·Movies

Intemediate boy
or girl

Says "please pardon me~ when passing in front
ot another.
Keeps feet out of the isle.
Does not annoy other people by kicking the seat
in front of him•
Does not whistle.
Does not read out loud.

High school girl

Takes hat off.
Does not pass over others unnecessarily.
Does not go to see pictures that she has heard
are improper.
Does not beat time with her feet.
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VIRTUE APPLICATI01$ FOR DEVOTI01f T.0. MARY:. ,

Situation
Home
\ ·

Playground

Street

to Mary when saying morning e.nd evening prayers.
May altar in bedroom.
to brothers and sisters about God's Holy Mother.
scapular medal.

Primary boy
or girl

Prays
Eas a
Talks
Wears

Intermediate
boy or girl

Says an aspiration when pass:ing in front of Mary's
statue.
Does kine acts in Mary's honor.
Sings hymns in honor of Mary.
Says the angelus in Mary's honor.
Tries to get others to honor the Blessed Virgin.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Teaches little brothers and sisters how to honor t.he
Blessed Virgin.
Has Mi.ary 's picture in a place vrorthy of her in the heme.

High school
girl

Is modest in dress.
Prays to her that she may know God's vtlll.
Prays to her p~rticularly in time of trouble.
Refrains from a vulgar use of cosmetics to honor Uary.
Says the Angelus.
Honors her picture.
Makes spiritual readings about the Blessed Virgin.
Wears scapular medal.

\_

School

Applications

School Group

Primary
boy or girl

Takes pretty flowers to school for the shrine of Mary.
Helps erect May altar in honor of the Blessed Virgin.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Sings hymns to Mary v:i th devotion.

High school
girl

Tries to say the prayers well in honor of Mary.
Posts articles or pictures of Mary on the bulletin boards
Stops daily and notices the readings of Mary on the
bulletin boards.
Is happy to participate in programs in honor of Mary.

Primary boy
or girl

Stops vmen the .Angelus rings •

Seventh end
eighth grade
boy or girl.

Carries rosary.
V!ears medal.

IntenJediate
boy or girl

Carries rose.ry beads in pocket.

Seventh and
eighth grad.e
boy or girl

Prays to Mary when in trouble.
Prays to Mary when tempted.
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Situation

School Group

street

High school

girl
Church

Prin1ary boy
or girl

Applications

Carries rosary at all times on person.
Acts as she thinks Mary would have acted.
Makes a. short visit to Mary's altar.
Makes a visit to Mary's altar after confession.
Asks mother to take flm'ler s to I.lary 's al tar on her

feast days.
Tries to sing well the hymns in Mary's honor.
Interme.dia.te
boy or girl
Seventh and
eighth grade

Pays a visit to Mary's altar on her feast days.
Says prayers in her honor.
Prays to Mary to 1:now what is the right thing to do.
Says the Litany of the Blessed Virgin.

boy or girl
,#

liH;h school

girl

Homes of
others

Takes flowers to the church for MariJ's altar.
Assists at Mass on Saturday.
Burns candles at her statue.
Goes to Roly Communion on her feasts.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Is not ashamed to talk of the Blessed Virgin.
Suggests to others to attend the devotions of Mary.
Gets others to wear the scapular medal.

High school
girl

Gives articles of devotion to Mary as gifts.
Notices and admires pictures of Mar--.r.
Tells others where they can get beautiful pictures of
Mary.
Talks of the different Madonna's.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIO?lS FOR GENEROSITY

Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy
or girl _

Intermediate
boy or girl

Applications
Helps Mother with the dishes.
Helps daddy clean the basement.
Minds baby sister for Mother.
Gets Daddy's slippers when he comes home at night.
Keeps very quiet wh.en baby is a sleep.
Goes to the store IJor Mother.
Gives brother some of his candy.
Does not disturb Daddy when he is resting.
Buys Mother a present.
Opens the garage door for Daddy.
Puts his clothes away._
Does chores for Mothe·r.
Gives Mother some of' his candy.
Goes to buy Daddy the paper.
Lets brothers and sisters play with toys.
Lets them read his books.
Takes care of the baby for Mother.
Does· little jobs for Mother.
Beats the rugs.
Stays in from. play to help .Mother.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Gives a helping hand to his sister by doing the heavy
part of her work.
Invites a friend to stay,with him when his parents are away.
Helps clean up after dinner.
Offers candy to other members ~f' the family.
Dies not sit down to read but helps mother with dinner.

High school
girl

Helps with housework.
Speaks kindly of persons who do not speak kindly of her.
Does things- that she has not been asked to do.
Helps brother and sisters with their chores.
Washes mother's and sisters' stocking.
Puts things in order before retiring.
Helps mother instead of going out.
Goes on errands for her mother v1illingly.
Stays home at night and lets her parents go out.
Goes to the home of a sick aunt and helps her.
Cleans her closet instead of leaving it for someone else
to do.
Tries to do odd jobs before mother does them.
Does the dishes.
Cleans the table. ·
Carries up the wash from the basement.
Empties the garbage.
Does not ask for a new dress when another member of the
family needs it more than she does.

VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR GENEROSITY
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Applications

Situation

School Group.

School

Primary boy
or e;irl

Helps a boy put on his rubbers.
Brings flowers to Sister for the Shrine.
Cleans the erasers for Sister.
Gives a pencil to one who lost his.
Shares candy with others.
Shares paper vnth others.
Lets another go first.
Picks up a coat that was on the floor.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Helps the Propagation of the Faith.
Buys supplies.for a poor child.
Brings an extra sandwich or piece of fruit for a poor child.
Gives to the teacherwarm clothes for a poor child.
Helps another with something he can not do.
Hangs up wraps for one who can not.
Offers to do services for the teacher.
Picks up papers that are on the floor.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Stays after school to help the teacher put things in order.
Saves pennies to help buy suit for an orphan boy.
Renders services to smaller children.

High school
girl

Explains lessons and assignments to those who do not
understand them.
Forgives the one who has said something unkind to her.
Shares supplies with others.
Helps one who is carrying many books.
Picks up papers off the floor.
Throws lunch papers in the waste basket.
Aids the teacher generously.
Arranges books, etc.
Contributes to drives.
Shares candy with others.
Renders services cheerfully.
Does her share and even more of all group activities.
Tells another where she can find a reference she wants.

Prir;J.ary boy

Gives other children a chance on the slid~.
Gives another a turn on the swing.
Lets another child play with his wagon.
Gives another a ride on his bicycle.
Lets other children on svnngs, etc.
Does not keep the swing too long.
Permits someone else to take a drink first.

'lay ground

or girl

.

boy or girl

Takes little brothers and sisters to the playground and
watches them carefully.

Seventh and
eie;hth grade
boy or girl

Gives swing to another.
·Lets one who is unpopular to share in games.
Allows a friend to use bicycle.

Intermediate
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FQR GENEROSITY

Situation

School Group

Playgrowid

High school
girl

Helps others.
Does not push to get in front.
Allov:s others to use the apparatus.
Takes defeat cheerfully.
Aids the gy1nnasium teacher.
Is kind to younger children.

Street

Intermediate
boy er girl

Does not push others off the sidewalk.
Helps an old lady across the street.
Carries packages for older persons.
Answers questions cheer.fully.
Giyes rides on bicycle.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Puts a few pennies in the cup of a cripple.
Lets another boy share his coaster.
Buys articles from a poor person.
Shares candy with companions.
Permits another to walk first.

High school

Asks, when she is driving, to pick up a friend who is
walking.
Helps feeble people cross.
Does not occupy the whole sidewalk.
Allows others to pass her.
Gives a beggar some of her spending money •
.Ansv,ers questions for inf"orraation kindly.

girl

Church

Primary boy

or girl

Intermediate
boy or girl

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl
High school
r;irl

Applications

Puts money in the collection box.
Puts money in the poor box.
Prays for everybody in the church.
Puts spending money in the mission box.
Gives place to an older person.
Tells Our Lord he will do the thing God wants him to

co.

Gets Daddy to give presents to the churcha if he :i.s rich.
Buys flo,~ers for the altar with spending money.
Gives another the seat he likes best.
Makes a visit everyday ·at playtime.
Gets up e~rly to assist at Mass on weekdays.
Serves thee arly Mass w·ithout grumbling.
Takes the place of a sick boy in serving an early U&ss.
Moves over in the pev, that· others will not ha\re ·to climb
over her.
Contributes according to her means to the support of the
church.
Prays for others.
Has }!asses said for the dead.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIO?rS FOR GENEROSITY

Applications

Situation

School Group

Church

F..igh school
girl

Helps in church activities.
Makes frequent visits.
Assists at week day Mass.
Is a frequent col!ll!lunicant.
Promises to correspond with the graces God gives.

Homes 0£
others

Intermeo.iate
boy or girl

Offers to go to the store for one who has no one to send.
Plays games that others like.
Does things that others want to do, if they are not sinful-.
Goes to visit a sick triend and takes her a gift.
Lets another have the larger piece of cake when served.
Remembers to"give gifts to the poor, especially at
Christmas tirne.

Street car, Prilnary boy
bus, or
or girl
train

stores

Intermediate
boy or girl

Pays fare for one who has lost purse.
Pays car fare for another.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not occupy two seats.

High school
girl

Does not put bundles on the seat next to her when others
may have to stand.
Gives seat to older person.
Takes a less desirable place.
Has fare or ticket ready.

Primary boy
or girl

Waits turn.
Steps aside to let someone older get waited on first.
Gives some of candy to the one with hi,.

E'eventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Movies

Gives up seat to an older peoson.
Picks up a paper or package for someone who has dropped it.
Gives the seat near the window to someone else.

Does not complain of the mistake a waiter it.ade in
bringing the wrong order.

High school
girl

Does not ask to see goods that she does not intend to buy.
Calls her. floor number in a kind way, when using the
elevator.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Gives up seat in order to allow two friends to sit
toge-ther.

F.igh school

girl

Gives the one she is with the pest seat.
Does not occupy more than one seat.
Patronizes benefit performances.
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VIRTUE APPLICATimrn FOR GRATITUDE

Situation ·

School Group

Applications

Home

Primary boy
or girl

Thanks mother for making new dress or
blouse.
Thanks God every·day for brothers, sisters
and parents.
Thanks mother for toys.for new hat or cap
she 1-,,as bought.
Shows mother gratitude for buying things
by running errands for her.
Thanks mother everytime she does solilething
for him.
Shows mother gratitude by doing things
for her.
Thanks mother when she sews on buttons.
Thanks mother when she washes face before
going to school.
Thanks older brothers and sisters for
the candy they give.
Keeps clothes clean to stow gratitude.
Remembers not only to say "thank you",
but "thank you. mother" and, "tha.-rik you,
daddy''•
.
Thanks God for food.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Thanks parents for new clothes received.
Buys presents for mother and da~ to show
gratitude for all the things ttey do •.
Thanks God morning and night for all
·blessings received.
Thinks of all the things God has given
to him.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Remerr-bers to say thank you to the member
of the family who passes a dish desired.
Thanks the maid for special favors rendered.

High school
girl

Performs many acts of kindness in a spirit
of gratitude.
Does the dishes.
Helps vri th housenork.
Thanks for every thir:g ·received.
Contents herself with what she is given
and never complains, all in a·spirit of
gratitude.
Thanks God for health.
Thanks God for parents, brothers and sisters.
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Situation

School Group

School

Primary boy
or girl

Thanks the teacher when she tells of
mistakes.
Shows the teacher he is grateful for
all the things she does for him by
picking up papers from the floor.
Thanks the teacher when she gives him a
book.
Thanks a classmate for helping him.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Smiles at the teacher and. says "thank you 11
at the close of day.
Thanks the teacher for extra help in
arithmetic.
Thanks kindly a classmate who shows
him a mistake.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Thanks the one who gave her a piece of
paper.
Speaks well of her school in a spirit of
gratitude.

High school
;irl

Studies hard in order to show her appreciatioh.
Thanl{s God for a Catholic education.
Offers to do little services for teachers
in gratitude.
Obeys teachers in gratitude.
Prays for teachers.
Prays for her school in a spirit of gratitude.

Prirnary boy
or girl

TharJcs one who gives a push on swing.
Is grateful for having a playground to
play in.,
Thanks the one who gave him a piece of' cruidy.

Intermediate

Thanks the one who helped find r~oney lost.
Thanks the girls who allowed her to jump
rope with them.
Thanks boy who gave bite of' apple.
Expresses gratitude to the cor:,panion Wi',O
helped him.

Playground

bo:r or girl

Applications

Seventh and
eighth grade
bo;: or girl

Thanks the one who gave him a try at the
game.
Thanks the one who taught him the game.
Thar.ks the boy who told her she had lost
her handkerchief.

Eigh school

Tha.nl:s God for health in order to take
part in games.

girl
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VIRTUE APPLICATIOIJS FO".' GRATITUDE

Applications

Situation

School Group

Street

Primary boy
or girl

Says "thank you!' to the police officer who
takes him across the street.
Thanks the police boy for helping him.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Thanks the friend who gives him a ride.
Thanks the one \vho picked up something
i'or him.

Seventh and
eighth grade
bo;r or girl

Thanks the one who invited hL~ into the
ga.rne.
Thanks the man who picked up gloves.

High school
girl

Thanks anyone who renders her a service.
Thanks the policeman at the crossing
who helped her across.

Primary boy
or r;irl

Thanks God that he is a Catholic.
Thanks God for coming to him in Holy
Co!n.1Zuni on.
Shows gratitude by assisting at Mass
as well as he can.
Thanks God for h~alt~.
Thanks God for parents.
Thanks God for clothes and food.

High school
girl

Thanks God for good health.
Thanks God for ~~king her a Catholic.
Hears Mass in a spirit of thanksgiving.
Thanks our Lord for His presence in the
Blessed Sacrament.
Makes an occasional- visit of thanksgiving.
Knows that she shows gratitude b:r her
manner of' living.

Primary hoy
or girl

Never forgets to say "thank you" £or a
piece of cake, candy or bread and butter.

Intermediate

Thanks boy who let him play vri th his toys.
Thanks the boy's mother for the dinner
he had at their house.
Thanks the boy's mother for the lovely
time he had at the party.

Church

Homes of
Others

bo:.r or girl

High school
·
girl

Thanks her hostess i'or her hospitality.
Sends a gift if the visit has been long.
Thanke Gfld for good friends. ·
Shows ap9reoiation tor attentions
received.
'
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Situation

School Group

Street Car, Primary boy
bus or train
or girl

Thanks the conductor for helping him
on and 01'1' the bus.
Tha.~ks the one w~o supported him when
the car jerked.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Thanks the one who picked up something
he dropped.
Thanks the conductor for stopping oar
at an inconvenient place.
Thanks the one who opened door for h'irr.
Thanks the one who helped him up when
he fell down.
Tha.-ru::s conductor for ansvrerin& questions.

High school.

Thanks the conductor for telling her when
to get off.

Primary boy
or girl

Thanks the clerk for the piece of candy.
Thanks the one who gave him an apple.

Intem.ediate
boy or girl

Thn.~ks the clerk who waited while he
decided what he wanted.
Thanks the one w~o opened the door for him.
Thanks 1'loorNalker for information.

Seve:1.th and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Thanl:o the salesperson for shovnng goods.
Thanks tor packages.

High school
girl

Movies

Thanks the conductor for a transfer.
Thanks the one who moved over to let
him sit down.

Intermediate
boy or girl

girl
Stores

Applications

Intermediate
boy or girl

Thanks the one who allowed her to go
· ahead of him.
Expresses gratitude for every service
rendered.
Tha~ks the usher who showed him a seat.
Thanks a person who has had to be
inconvenienced by his passing in or
out.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR LOYALTY
Situation

School Group

Home

-Primary boy

or girl

Speaks nicely about his mother and father.
Does not say unldnd things about brothers
end sisters.
Obeys God's Com.~ands.
Does not talk back to his ~other.
Is not a tattletale.
Is not ashamed of his home if it is not
rich but poor.
V/ill not let anyone say.anything unkind
about his home.
Does not tell other people about the things
that happen in his home that he knows
his mother would not want him to tell.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Does not side with one who talks against
his father and mother.
Does 1:.ot talk about brothers and sisters
to others.
Does not talk about fa~ily troubles to
outsiders.
Does not allow anyone to enter home on
inspection when mother is no(there.
Prays for parents, brothers and sisters.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Keeps promise made to mother to sta:-,r in
when she is out.
Does the thir..gs he knows will please
his mother and father.

High school

Does not discuss fa~ily affairs with
· outsiders.
Does r.ot pe~;ni t a.'1.yone to call her parer.ts
the "old ran" or the "old lady".
Helps to keep the home clean and attractive.
Does not do anything to lower the reputation
o:f her family.
Does not complain oi' her mother if she
has told her to do sonething she
does not like to do.
Does not grurr:ble vrhen she is refused something.
Does not tell farr,.ily seoret.s.

Primary boy
or girl

Keeps promises made.
Spee.ks well of teac~ers and classmates.
Obeys the laws of the school.
Does not stay away f'rom school.

.

·School

Applications

girl

VIRTUE APPLICATIONS.FOR LOYALTY
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Situation

School Group

School

PriI1cary boy
or girl

Studies religion lessons carefully.
Is true to his class.
Tells others how good his school is.
Does not walk on the lawn of people
who live near the school.

Intern.ediate
boy or girl

Does not listen to those who talk about
the teacher or·classmates.
Is willing to help work for school.
Tries to represent his school well
wherever he goes.
Does not soil library books; returns
them pronptly.
Takes particular care of the desks
and other :f"urr.i ture.
Goes to school clean and neat.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Follows the teacher's ~irections.
Does not talk about the corrections
another child received.
Does not complain of his school. ·

High school
girl

Recommends the school after she has been
graduated.
Observes the rules of the school.
Attends play, lectures l8!dr etc., of
the school.
Does not speak unkindly of teachers or
school.
Helps to keep the building clean.
Protects the reputation of teachers anq
fellow students.

Prhary boy
or girl

Lets his brothers and sisters play with
him or finds them play.
Does not damage property.

High school
girl

Does not destroy property.
Does not comment on the decision of the
referees in a game.
Supports her team.
Attends school meets.
Is true to the coach and her principles.

Primary boy
oi- girl

Does not say unkind things abov-t his brothers
and sisters.
Does not listen to aeything unkind that is
said about his church.
Does not talk about tis friends unkindly.

Playground

Street

Applications

•

VIRTUE APPLICATIOliS FOR ll)YALTY

Situation

. School Group
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Applications '

Street

Intermedaite
boy or girl

Observes laws of the city for drivers
and pedestrians.

Church

Primary boy
or girl

Tries very ha.rd to think of nothing
but God.
Prays for all those :for vrhom he
should pray.

Internediate
boy or girl

Goes to his ovm church.
Is willing to ,.ork for the church.
Keeps the boys from fighting a.round the
church.
Makes a visit every day.
Tips hat or bows head in passing.

High school
girl

Is a member of church organizations.
De:fends the pastor's good narr:e.
Supports the church.
Is proud of her faith.
Answers the prayers out loud.
Observes church regulations.

Prin:ary boy
or girl

Visits friends who are sick.
Does not talk about his friends.

Ll'ltermediate
boy or girl

Does.not talk about the hoDes of his friends.
Visits his friends.
Is not a.sha.r.>ed to re:fuse meat on Friday.
Visits a :friend vrho is in trouble.

High school
girl

Does not criticize the furniture or
lunches served.
Visits sick friends.
Does not tell others what has been told
her in secret.
Does not join in conversation in which
her friends are talked about.
Is loyal to the family she is visiting.
Does not criticize in aYJ.y,aay the hon:.e or
~anner of living.
Is faithful in observing etiquette her
mother taught her to observe.
Visits a :friGnd who is having trouble.
Is true to friends.

Primary boy
or girl

Buys fron stores in his neighborhood
instead of going elsev,here.

Ho:rr.es oi'
others

Stores
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FDR LOYALTY

Situation

School Group

Applications

Street car, High school
girl
bus ~r train

Is not ashar.ed to give her seat to a
religious or poor person.
Take pleasure in spreadi~g about
Catholic papers and phamplets.

Movies

Walks out if anything contrary to her
religion is shown.

Eie;h school
girl
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR PERSEVERAN'CE

Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy

or girl

Intermediate
boy or girl

School

Applications
Continues to help mother when someone asks him to go
out to play.
'
Washes the dishes regularly.
Goew to bed everJ single night at the appointed time.
Does not stop praying for a favor until the favor has
been granted.
Tries and tries to do what is right until he does it
right all the time.
Says morning and night prayers every single day.
Watches the baby in just the way mother says to do it.
Performs Saturday chores regularly and faithf'ully.
Prays for favors until God grants them.
Does not.stop studying until all the assignments have
been done.
Keeps promises, no matter how hard they are.
Studies spelling lessons until all words are learned.
Continues with any job she is doing until it is finished.
Tries making the bed until she does it per.fectly, or
as mother wishes.
Keeps on trying to do as mother wishes. until success is
achieved.
Makes a special effort to say morning and night prayers
faithfully.
.
Keeps promises made, no matter how hard they are.
Finishes a task before going out to play.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Keeps on being good even though he is tired of being good.
Practices at the piano until his lesson is learned.
Keeps faithfully resolution for Lent.

High school
girl

Lives up to a good resolution ma.de, no matter how hard
it may be.
Tries to accomplish a task. even though it is very
difficult.
Is not discouraged when someone ridicules her.
Tries again and again until she succeeds in doing the
right things.
Keeps her New.Year's resolutions •
.Answers, at all times, her mother's first call.

Primary boy

Does school work very neatly every single day.
Picks up every single piece of paper that is on the
floor near his desk.
Pays attention whenever Sister is talking.
Continues studying his reading lesson until every bit of
it is learned.
r.orks at a problem until he gets it.
Makes the sign of the Cross perfectly every time he
makes it.
Never talks to other boys and girls unless it is about
school work.

or girl
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VIRTUE APPLICATJCNS

Situation

School Group

~chool

Intermediate
boy or girl

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Playground

Applications
Keeps desk in perfect order every day.
Never talks unless it is necessary.
Never put~ feet in aisle.
Follovfs directions perfectly at all times.
Works at problems -in arithmetic until theyare right.
Keeps trying at drawing until the thing desired is made
or done.
Continues to study, no matter hm, hard the lesson.
Practices at lessons until they are learned.
Works at assignr.ients until they a.re completed. ·
Does not p:3rmit others to discourage her in the piece of
work she is trying to complete.

Primary boy
or girl

Plays fair ~lways.

Intermediate

Is .faithful in watching over smaller children·.
Is faithful in watching over brothers and sisters.
Keeps working at stunts until he succeeds.

Primary boy

or &irl
Intermediate
boy or girl

Church

PERSEVERANCE

High school
girl

boy or girl

Street

F03

Does not scream at any time.
Never throws papers about.
Waits at the curb until all the cars have passed.
Looks before crossing every single time.
Never omits a chance to help keep the city clean.

High school
girl

Lives up to her word, no matter how hard it is.

Prilr..ary boy

Continues to say his prayers when he would like to
look around.
Is on time always for Uass.
Never talks.
Never eats.

or girl

Intermediate
boy or girl

Prays daily for special favors.
Prays for poor souls daily.
Receives the Sacraments regularly.
Prays until a favor asked for
granted.

is

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Continues with a novena until the ninth exercise is ~de.
Continues to pray hard, no matter how weary.

High school
f
girl

Continues to make a novena until the ninth exercise
is completed.
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vmTUE APPLICATIONS FOR CONFIDENCE IN GOD.

•situation

Applications

School Group
Prir-e.ry boy or
girl

Believes that if it i~ for the best God will
make better his friend who is sick.
Believes that God will take care or all his
needs.
Believes that God answers all prayers.
Believes that God will protect him from harm.
Believes that God rill protect him from the
rain and snow ~hen it is time to go to
Mass on Sunday.
Believes that God can make him better when he
is sick.
Believes that God will protect his father and
mother.
Believes that God will protect him no matter
who gets into his house.
Believes that God can do all things.
Knows that God's protection is with him always.
Believes that God will pardon his sins, if he
is really sorry for them.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Yakes acts or hope daily.
B~lieves :that God hears him when he prays.
Continues to pray although prayers are not
answered immediately.

Se7enth and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Trusts God in the time ot danger.
Tries to see the bright side always.
Believes that in tne end God will permit one to
follow the vocation desired.
Entrusts to'God the spiritual welfare of the
members of his family.
Encourages others who are discouraged .to try
again.
}re--.rer discourages a :'riend in trouble, but
tells him to trust in the conf:.ience
or God.
Encourages one who has lost his job to hope
for the best.
Is not discouraged when he gets a low mark;
knows that with God's help he will do
better.
Tries and continues to try until he achieves
success.

Does not expect success unless he works f'or
it and prays for it.
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vm'i'UE APPLICATIO'NS FOR CONFIDENCE IN GOD

Situation

School Group
High school girl

Applications
Believes that prayer will help in e:xE.rdnations.
Believ~s that God vdll.help her to fight temptation.
Be.lieves fir:'.llly that God answers all prayers.
Believes that God knows best when he takes
loved ones.
Believes in the intercession of' the Sair..ts.
Trusts God to help her with school-w·ork.
Believes that God \rl.ll protect her in i:mr.lediate dangers.
Believes God will help her in personal illness.
Believes that God will adjust family troubles.
Believes that God will take care of her ho~e~
Believes that God will make her a success in her
school•work.
3elieves in the protection of God always.
Belie,res that God will give her the grace she
needs to keep resolutions.
'
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR \'.'ATCHFULNESS FOR THE HOUR OF DEATH

Situation

School Group

Home

Intermediate boy
or girl

Makes an act or perfect contrition before going
to bed at night.
Does what he knows will please God end avoids everything he knows will displease God.
Honors st. ~oseph as the patron o! a happy death.

School

Intermediate boy
or girl

Studies about Ext~eme Unctio~ and the four l~st
things.

Church

Interme:diata boy
or girl

Receives the sacraments of Penance and Holy Eucharist often.
Goes to confession every week, if possible.
Makes the nine first Fridays.
Makes frequent visits to the Blessed Sacrament.

Street

Intermediate boy
or girl

Makes an act of contrition in case of a~ accident.
Carries something for identification in case o!
an accident such as rosary beads or medals.
Keeps away from bad companions.

Home

High school
eirl

Tries to live each day as if it were her last
da.y on earth.

Church

High school
girl

Pra.ys to be ready at all times.

Applications
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR WATCHFULNESS OVER AFFECTIONS

Situation

School Group

Home

High school girl

Thinks more affectionately of the members of
her own family than of others.

Homes of

High school girl

Does not admire the mothers of her girl
friends more than her own.mother •
Does not have friendships with older men and
women that her mother does not lmow
about.

High school girl

Does not attend services in non-Catholic

. ·others
¾
\

Church

Applications

churches.

Does all in her power to have a real love for
her own chur.ch.
• Girls

High school girl

Has many girl friends; does not have only
one girl friend.

Boys

High school girl

Does not have date~ with non-Catholics.
Does not have dates with the same boy always.
Does not permit herself to indulge in day
dreams.
Does not go out with boys who are disapproved
of by her parents.
Does not read books that make her long for
friendships with boys.

Questionable
Topics

High school girl

Does not read books or magazine articles
that she feels are wrong,;<for her to
read. or. that she would not tell her
mother or teachers she we.s reading.
Does not discuss topics with others that she
would not discuss with her mother of
her teachers.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR WATCHFULNESS FOR FALSE DOCTRINE
'

Situation

School Group

Applications

Home

High school girl

Is courageous in attacking wrong doctrines.
Does not read writings that attack her church.

, School

High school girl

Studies her lessons in religion well in order
to be able to detect false doctrines
when they are presented to her.
Prepares herself to give an~«ers to false doctrines that are current in the worldo
Listens carefully to all instructions in religion in order to be ready to meet
false doctrines.

Church

High school girl

Thanks God for the gift of faith and prays
for an increase of faith.
Prays for final perseverance.

Homes of
others

High school girl

Does not participate in criticisms of doctrines of faith; changes the conversation if possible.

Lectures

High school girl

Does not attend lectures or programs that
criticise the Church.
/

. -------:~--i..--:------~------------------
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR WATCHFULNESS IU AVOIDANCE OF T~M.l:'TATION

Situation

School Group

Applications

Home

Primary boy or
girl

Thinks of hovt wise mother is when he wants
to disobey. '
Remembers that it is easy to become a person who tells a great many lies, i~
he tells one.
Uses a big word learned in school instead of
a bad word.
,'Talks away from his brother or sister and says
a prayer quickly when he is tempted to
do something bad with them.
Asks his brother to remind him when he forgets
to say his morning prayers.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does not even go into the kitchen if he feels
he will steal what mother has said not
to take.
Stays away from the place where his mother
keeps the candy i£ he feels he is
going to take it.
Does not even look in his mother's dresser
drawer if he thinks he might take some
money from it that he knows he should
not take.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does directly what mother bids done.
Keeps away from change mother has left on
table.
Keeps away from persons and things that might
cause him to comm.it sin.
Tries to get into the habit 0£ not listening
to what is going on around him while
saying evening prayers.

High school girl

Avoids idleness.
Reads good books; gets advice in the books
she plans to read.
Is faithful to morning and night prayers.
Is faithful to nightly examination of conscience.
Prays £or a second and then becomes interested
in semething else Ythen tempted to have
bad thoughts.
Does not permit herself to read a single bock
that she knows is questionable.
Does not talk about things that she knovm are
bad.
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VIRTUE APPLICATIOP.S ?OR WATCHFULNESS IW AVOIDANCE OF TJ<..'MPTATION

Situation
School

School Group
. Primary boy or

girl

Apt)lications
Thinks how he'd like to be called a mean name
when he feels like calling another boy
a mean name.
Says a little prayer right away when he feels
like copying or cheating.
Takes his own pencils and paper to school to
keep from taking the pencils and paper
0£ other§.
Tries to be very kind to the person he £eels
like being mean to, and v,alks with him
at recess time •
. Says an aspiration when tempted to do sora.ethin€
the teacher has said not to do.
·
Remembers that lies are always found out, when
tempted to tell an untruth.
Looks at the Crucifix or pious pictures on the
wall to keep from doing other things at
prayer time.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Keeps away from persons, places and things
that make him sin.
Does not go with boys who use bad language.
Says a prayer and does something else quickly
if tempted to take something from the
desk of another.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not try to see what is going on behind
her.
Obeys every single rule o~ the school.
Does not go with lazy children.
Does not go past the desk of one who will
cause her to break a rule.
Looks in another direction if tempted to copy
from another's paper.

High school girl

Does not permit herself to copy the wor~ or
another, even once.
Takes nothing f'rom another's desk rithout
asking for it.
Does not stand in a group with companions who
are uhkind in conversation.
Does not look at pictures that are improper.
Does not listen to impreper conversations.
Does not make a close friend of one who is
unkind.
Avoids the company of those whose con•rersations tend to be improper.
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vmTUE APPLIC!.TIONS FOR WATCHFULNESS IN AVOIDANCE OF TEMPTATION

Applications

Situation

School Group

School

High school girl

Does not go with girls who make fun or religion.
Does not go with girls who fail to uphold
the standards 0£ her school.
Does not go with girls who belittle their
homes or the advice of their parents.

Playground

Intermediate boy
or girl

Does not go with boys who use bad language.
Keeps away from boys and gangs that do bad
things.
Does a kind deed for the one he'd like to be ·
mean to.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not give cause £or a fight.
Keeps away fro111 those who talk about f'ilthy
things.
Walks away if tempted to knock another oft
the swing, etc.

Primary boy or
girl

Smiles pleasantly at every single person he
knows in order not to be mean to anyone.
Thinks of something else quickly when tempted
to think or something bad.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Thinks kindly or the one he is tempted to
be mean to when he may meet him.
Follows mother's advice _about the boys and
girls t~ associate with.

High school girl

Does not stand visiting with persons who
are a temptation to sin.
Watches her own conversation when she meets
persons who are unkind in conversation.
Goes another way if she feels she will meet
someone who will cause her to do what
is wrong.
Is the first to speak when she meets one she
does not like.

Primary boy or
girl

Does not sit next to one who talks in church.
Does not say a single word to the one sitting
next to him.
Looks at the altar during the service.
Does not look around.
Kneels quietly and remembers God is watching.
Keeps eye on priest.
Does not take into church gu.~ or candy.

Street

Church
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vmTUE APPLICATIONS FOR 'WATCHFULNESS IN AVOIDANCE OF TEMPTATION

Situation

School Group

Church

Intermediate boy
or girl

Goes to coni'ession every week, if possible.
Receives our Lord as often as possible in
Holy Communion.
·
Prays eyery time he goes to church not to do,
say, or think bad things.
Does not go into church with boys and girls
who will make him talk.
Kneels and says a prayer if' he is tempted to
talk in church.
Prays for the grace to stay away from boys who
use bad language.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not change prayer bock just to look at
the pictures.
Does not kneel with children who laugh and
talk before confession.
Leaves home early enough to be on time for Mass.
Does not think of other boys and girls •.

.High school girl

Remembers on entering that God is present •
Does not look around the church.
Tries to get out of' the habit 0£ seeing what
others wear to church.
Refuses to listen to unkind remarks about the
pastor and his regulations.
Listens carefully to the instructions at the
Mass.
Goes to coni'ession and Holy Communion o£ten.
Does not sit with persons who may be a cause
of temptation to her.
Uses Missal during Mass.
Tries to keep occupied with prayer all the
time she is in church.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Walks away i'ast from so~ething he would like
to steal.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Does not go on Friday to a home that serves
meat on Friday.

Primary boy or
girl

Does not go near the ·candy that can be easily taken if' he thinks he might steal it.
Goes down another street ii' he is tempted to
steal oranges or apples outside of a
store.

se-.,enth and.
eighth grade
boy or girl

Returns surplus change to ~he clerk as soon
as he i'ind3 out he has .been given it.

Homes of'
others.

Stores

Applications
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR VIATCBFULNESS IN AVOIDANCE OF TEMPTATION

Situation

School Group.

Applications

Movies

Primary boy or
girl

Does not go to the show unless mother knows it.
Does not go to a show that the teacher or somebody's mother has said is not good.

Seventh and
eighth grade
boy or girl

Leaves the theatre as soon as he knows a play
is bad.
Does not tell others about shows that he knows
one ought not go to see.
Does not go to shows too often.

High school girl

Does not desdribe to others pictures she feels
are sinr-111.
.
Does not pernit herself to think about such·
pictures.
Does not attend shows which she knows ma)· be a
. source of temptation to her,
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VIRTUE APPLICATIONS FOR SORROVf FOR SIN

Situation

School Group

Home

Prim.a.ry boy

or girl

Intermediate
boy or girl

· High school

girl

School

Street

Church

Applications
Tells God hcnq sorry he is for a sin as soon as
he.camnits one.
Does not go to places where he will camnit sin.
Exrun.ines his conscience each night before going
to bed e.nd promises God not to commit the
same sins again.
Makes an act or perfect contrition ea.ch night
before retiring.
Makes himself perform some mortification to show
God how sorry he is for the sin committed.
Never misses her evening exemina.tion of conscience.
Has the habit of' me.king a short act of contrition
as soon as she realizes that she has commitied a sin.
Make mortifications to show God her_ sorrow for sin.
Makes an act of perfect contrition before retiring.
Recalls on a~~kening her res~lution to avoid Biin.

Primary boy
or girl

Does not go with children with whom. he may commit sin.
Says~ short act or sorrow for sin when he does
wrong and tries very hard not to do it age.in.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Tells God that he is sorry that He is offended if
he hears others te..ke His name in vain.
Avoids going to places where sin is committed.

Intermediate boy
or girl

Makes the way of' the cross in reparation for sin.
Goes to confession as soon as possible after committing
a sin.

Makes the resolution never to commit sin again. a.nd
is determined to carry out the resolution.
Makes an extra visit to the Blessed Sacrament and
asks help to fight certain sins.
Says an aspiration when tempted to sin, i.e •• "My
Jesus. mercy."

Homes of
others

High school
girl

Goes to confession frequently.
Resolves firmly to avoid occasions of sin.
Resolves at time of confession to do all in her
power not to commit the same sins again.
Makes the way of the Cross in reparation for sin.
Receives Holy Co.mmun.ion often and prays fe'"ently
for grace to avoid sin.

High school girl

Does not go when she knows she may sin.
Avoids persons and places that are an occasion of
sin to her.

VffiTUE. APPLICATIONS FOR ZEAL
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Situation

School Group

Home

Primary boy
or girl

Tells little brothers and sisters nission
stories.
Gives good example.
Makes mortifications for the conversion
of sinners.
Makes sacrifices that he knows will
please God.
Is kind to others.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Saves for missions.
Collects stamps for the missions.
Gives to Propogation of the Faith.
Studies about the mi~sions and the needs
of.the Church.

High school
girl

Prays for help for a member of family who is
leading a bad life.
Prays for the poor souls. for sinners, for
unbelievers.
Does not speak unkindly of her neighbor.
Remembers she draw~ others to her religion
by her manner of life.
Ta~es to her home religious literature.

Prii:rary · boy
or girl

Contributes to the mite box.
Offers school work. well done. for souls.
Makes little sacrifices for the Chinese.

High school
girl

DoeRnot speak of the faults of others.
Helps in takine; ca.re of the school room
Shrine.
Helps with Crusade activities.
Studies and reads about the mi~sions.
Is one of the number whoteach catechism.
Sponsors and helps with the various religious
activities of the school.
Does not make fun of the piety or zeal of
others.

Playground

High scl:.ool
girl

Gives a good exa~ple.
Says a prayer ~hen she hears the name of our
Lord used in vain.

Street

Intermediate
boy or girl

Is not ashamed to say ''I am a Catholic".
Gets a companion to forgive one whom he
has injured.

High school
girl

Does not listen to bad conversation.
Gives good ex~~ple.
Makes a visit when ·passing a church.
Gives al~s to the poor.
Buys Catholic magazines at book stands.

School

Applications
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VIRXUE APPLICATIONS FCR ZEAL

Situation
. Church

School Group

Primary boy
· or girl

Hones of
others

Applications
Enters quietly •
Takes time to pray for poor souls.
Does not talk in church.
Does not put arms on the backs of benches.
Speaks to our Lord.
Goes to confession every week.
Does not look around in church.
Listens to the priest's instructions.
Does not make fun of other churches.
Goes to Uass daily.
Puts noney in the collection.
Gives good example while in church.
Gets other boys and girls to make visits.

Intermediate
boy or girl

Pra~,s not only for oneself but for otr.ers.
Does not talk when someone ta:t ks to him.
Gets someone to go to church who has not
been going regularly.
Prays for pagans.
Prays for sinne~s.
Prays for all unbelievers.
Prays for careless ,Catholics.

High school
girl

Sings in the choir, if she has the ability.
Attends extra church services.
Contributes Loney or i'lov;ers.
Picks up scraps of paper because it is the
house of God.
Helps to take care of the al tar· linen.
Makes the sign of the Cross reverently.
Gives good example.
Gets others to go to church.
Is faithful to vigil.
Is faithful to visits during vacation.
Encourages others to make vigils.
Encourages others to work for the Church.

Primary boy
or girl

Does what· he·.k:now-s a good Catholic boy
should do.

Intermediate
boy or_ girl

Talks about pious pictures that are beautiful.
Asks others to help the missions.
Does not speak un.~indly of others and will
not listen to unkind conversations.
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l

Situaticn

School Group

Homes oi'
others

High school
girl

Helps to prepare i'or the comin~ of & priest
ii' a person is d?ing;.
Distributes religious literature.
Invites friends of hers, non-cntholi~s or
fallen away Catholics to mako a r.:iardon •
Speaks of the advantages of hnvin~ reli~ious
articles in the home.

Street car,
bus or train

High school

Says a prayer upon hearing the name ~f God
in vain.

Stores

).{ovies

girl

Applications

Intermediate

Buys i'or the poor.

boy or girl

Trades with a shopkeeper who is needy.
Spends only part of his allowance on hi~sel£;
keeps part i'or the poor or th~ mi~eions.

High school
girl

Walks out.if a picture against religii:m is
shovm.
Speaks well of the picture that
~~~~.
Does not patronize shows that she kr.o'11 8
oi'i'end God or religion.

,r

CHAPTrJR VI

CONCLUSICNS
I

The data presented in T&bles II to XLV inclusive of Chapter III

)

on the first placement in the.curriculu:rr: of given virtues seem to
>

indicate a decided spread in the opinions, not only of t~e sever~l

grcups contributing information, but within a group itself.

In those

table£ tr.at give data for a specific virtue this spread of opinion is

more manifest than in Table XLV ttat gives the opinions of each group
in tl1e form of index nu:r.bers.

The summe.r;r of the fincline;s of this

investie;atio~1 on gre.d.e placement will. not be repeated here as they are

given in Table XLV just mentioned.
F.nila it wo:,;,ld not be possible in a study of the present dimensions

to procure rez..sons why ir,dividuals checked a given grc..de for first .
curriculum ~lacement of tte virtue under consideratioL,
such~ proced~re
....,.,
~

would. contribute mightily to an understanding of the data obt2-J.n'ed:~ "l'

.:."-~-

· However, individuals who checked the questionnaire were asked to do so · - - · , ;
as a result of their kno~ledge of self and of their knowledge of the

needs of others.

With out· d.oul::t, of the 2,770 persons ,.'ho answered. the
ttNi.d...
questionnaire some did so solely to be agreeable iM!!:, gave the ~uestion

"

under consic..eration but little attention; others mi 6ht r.e.ve done so
under a certe.in compulsion; and it is not impossible th6.t there were
some une:nlichtened ir1divid.uc.ls who contributed ansviers.

T1:e writer

realizes these possible liffiitations in the technique of her investigation
an grc.c.e placement and sl:e feels thc.·.t they should be :presented with

'

the findings of the study.
The spree.ii of opinion mentioned above exi,ibits a need for further
study of the present and related problem~~
l.

For instance:

Does the attitude expressed by teachers coincide with
the practice in their several schools?

,.

To wh~t extent has current practice influenced individuals in checking the ideals for the grades wherein
they should receive first curriculum attention?

3.

\"lould a study of the unsupervised behavior needs of an
ad.equate sampling of individual children exhibit greater
agreement and accuracy for the grades at which specific
ideals should appear in the school curriculum?

4..

Would a study o! the opinions of parents present greater
agreem~nt or divergence ot opinion than that expressed
by teact,ers and the groups of third and fourth year
high school boys and girls?

5 •. Is it possible that the child in. the school is not
receiving the help he should receive because teachers
do not realize his need for this hell)flt a particular
grade level!
The present problem of grade placement ot virtues is one that
demands deli~erate objectivs study from Catholic e~ucators.

The

writer is not proposing the objective techni~ue to be used;

perhaps

it. is a technique yet to be developed, but she is assured that the

problems are present and in need ot study.
II

Chapter IV has presented in detail and in surcmarr form the opinions contributed to the investigatimn on those grades in the elementary
school and high school where there should be emphasis in the curriculum
on specific virtues.

In the same chapter th.ese opinions have been

summarized and interpreted.

It is not the purpose of the present chap-

ter to give again these findings.

The limitations of the questionnaire

technique that were pointed out in the study ot grade placement should
be repeated here for the attention of those who would interpret for
·

educational. purposes the results of the present study.

However, consi-

dering all conditions/the writer feels that the technio.ue she has used
is justified.

She would suggest the advisability of companion. studies

for this investigation on grade emphasis and for the study of grade

placement, studies that would obtain through processes of experiment
and other tectni~ues of research a verification or correction for the
data giv~n in the present report.

There is need of empgasizing here the
'It

school's obligation of discovering ways and means of provi~ing the
emphatis in her curricular program that will help youth in the attainment of Christian virtue, and particularly in those years from the
beginning of the eighth grade thrs:mgh. the high school period.

III

The a;plications that are listed in Chapter V for the
virtues considered in the present study represent approximately
4,5CO ways and ~eans for boys and girls to make the ideals of Christ
live in their individual lives.

The present writer is inclined to

think that the particular value of this portion of her study rests·
in the fact that the acts of virtue listed are those that have been

suggested by boys and girls for boys and girls to apply in their
daily lives •• There were al~ost 35.0CO boys and girls who participated in the preparations of the lists for elementary pupils,
and ever 5,00C girls were members of the classes that prepared
lists of applications appropriate for high school girls.

The present

writer thinks that if pupils were to work at the preparation of a
list of a~plications for several months>or for even the school year,
the analysis obtained would be =uch more complete.
however, if such an analysis is necessary.

It is a question,

If the present analysis

were understood and appreciated, it is possible, and even to be
ex_;?ected, that in the discovery and use of tne opportunities listed
the child would learn how to discover additional applications for
himself.
For the lists uf aprlications subreitted in Chapter V the
classroom teacher should find innumerable uses.

Not only muy she use

them in explaining a virtue .:i.nd its a.1/,?lications to her ,::?Upils, 'but

she may have i•Upils prepare such lists tor themselves.

She may

learn from these lists of applications ot a given virtue many
tacts concerning the child's out-of-school life that she had not
considered before.

The sa:::e lists of applications may be given to

the children in various forms to use in examinations of conscience,
both the general and the particular.

She may m&ke use of them in

planning classroom dr£.Catizations and in conduct assignments.

They

illustrate a procedure th~t the teacher may follow in showing
pupils how to carry over into their individual lives the ideals
admired in story, history,_biography, and spiritual reading.
Merely to leave children to perform applications of a given virtue
is no assurance that they will develop the virtue or the.ideal •

In fact an ~nusual insistence upon application may cause a dislike
for the very ideal itself.

It sometimes happens that that which

&i,,i:,ears to be a virtue-a;plication is a mere act of sociability,
a fear of punishment, or an action performed for some equally indif-

It is necessary that the-teacher be sure that when the

ferent reason.

child performs familicr actions which he thinks are virtue-applica.tions of cne sort, that the child sees them as virtue-applications
of

the same sort.
~i-,hasis upor.. srecific virtue-alJplic.:.tions for children

may seem to ~inim~ze general principles in the development of

character.

Hov. ever, it does not and should not.
1

:Principles and

•

concepts ar~ an essential part of instruction.

In the first place,

beca.u£e frinci1les ure abstractions from concrete cases they grow

a.s individual ca3es are cured fer.

Normally, the child should

develop a g~neral principle after he hc.s dealt properly with a
hund~ed ~r more cases.

If for any reason he !ails to make and

develop the i.;ncr... l fr:.r:ci!'le !:e shou::.d be assisted to arrive at
the principle through instruction.
study:

It has been said earlier in this

nprinciplcs are recst important but they influenc~ conduct

only inas~uch as they ~r$ ~~flied to specific.conduct.1t

Principles

may ce t.:;.1lt~t either by ir:~Iuction or by direct instruction, but

when they are t~ught they must be illustrated by applications made
inrounda~ce.

EI::.otion may be aroused for a given ideal through

biography or other readings, but the enthusiasm is useless unless
it is followed witl: assignn:ents or some other technique for parallelling

the situations analyzed with concrete personal experiences.

It is

necessary for the school to aim at integrated fersonalities in its
pupils.

Character education deme.nds equal emphasis upon integration

and specific learning.

Neither can be neglected.

An integration is

produced Jrimarily by evolving principles of action through the
reascn.

:deals should be gener~lized with a view of integrating the

personalities cf children ~nd the children should be taught the
techn:que of applying principles of ccnduct to new situ~tions.
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